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Chapter 1

Introduction

In the past decade, adoption of the internet and mobile devices have made it

increasingly common for consumers to order products online. For example,

in the Netherlands the share of products bought online has risen from 10% in

2012 to 15% in 2017 (Blauw Research, 2012; Thuiswinkel, 2017). Worldwide,

this share is projected to rise from 7.4% in 2015 to 15.5% in 2021 (Statista,

2018a). In line with this trend, many online retailers that sell products to

consumers online have emerged. Online retailers can operate only online,

but a significant part of online retailers are multi-channel retailers that

employ brick-and-mortar stores as well.

The cost of logistics for online retailers is substantial. For example,

in 2017 online fashion retailer Zalando’s order-fulfillment costs were 23.3%

of revenue, compared to 10.3% for marketing (Zalando, 2018). Balancing

these costs with customer service levels is the central problem in online retail

logistics (Fernie & Sparks, 2009). Facing high order-fulfillment costs and a

rapidly evolving market place, many online retailers are reconsidering their

complex logistical processes in order to stay competitive.

A number of characteristics of customers buying online present chal-

lenges to the logistics of online retailers. Examples of such characteristics

include the role of consumer trust and large demand peaks. First, many

online retailers promise short deadlines for delivery of online orders, fac-

ing rising expectations from customers. Failure to meet delivery promises
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decreases consumer satisfaction (Koufteros et al., 2014). Furthermore, con-

sumers facing failure in delivery are less likely to make future purchases

(Rao et al., 2011). Hence, the logistics of an online retailer are a matter of

trust (Xu et al., 2009; Kim et al., 2009). Secondly, customer demands are

irregular in time, with large demand peaks being common both day-to-day

and throughout the year. The holiday season in December sees a surge in

demand in many product categories. For example, in the UK the total value

of online retail sales in December exceeds September of the same year by

approximately 60% (Statista, 2018b).

Order fulfillment is one of the most challenging aspects of the logistics

of an online retailer (Agatz et al., 2008). Order fulfillment is the process

of supplying customers with the ordered products. When ordering, con-

sumers select their preferred delivery method, such as in-store pick up or

home delivery. Before customers can be provided with their products, the

products need to be retrieved from inventory in a warehouse. Retrieving

a set of products from inventory locations in a warehouse in response to

a customer request is called order picking (De Koster et al., 2007). After

delivery of the order, customers may return products in many situations.

For example, purchases of most products sold online can be canceled within

14 days without cause by law in the EU. As a consequence, online retailers

see a return flow of products to their warehouses and stores, potentially

interfering with the rest of their logistics. These products may end up in

locations which already have sufficient inventory, whereas other locations

may have limited inventories. Careful management of return flows can help

to prevent such situations by allocating returned products to locations with

small inventories.

Furthermore, many online retailers choose to display inventory infor-

mation of products in their online store (Aydinliyim et al., 2017). As a

consequence, stock outs usually result in lost sales, due to either the impos-

sibility to order or customers’ reluctance to wait for out-of-stock products.

In case inventory is not displayed online, eliminating stock outs may increase

long-term customer equity by as much as 56% (Jing & Lewis, 2011).

Managing an order fulfillment process to meet customer expectations ef-

ficiently is challenging. Two main aspects of managing the order fulfillment
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process are warehouse management and inventory management (Hübner

et al., 2015; Ishfaq et al., 2016). In this thesis, we study both warehouse

management and inventory management related to online retail.

Warehouses facilitate order picking and the receipt, storage and ship-

ment of goods (Gu et al., 2007). Traditionally, order picking is the most

costly activity in warehouses, due to the large amount of labor and capital

involved in the process (Tompkins et al., 2010; Marchet et al., 2015). In

online retail, order picking is even more critical, as the order-throughput

achieved by an order picking system is an important driver in meeting de-

livery promises (Gong & De Koster, 2008).

Ability to adapt to large demand peaks is an important factor in the

design of order-picking systems for online fulfillment (Bozer & Aldarondo,

2018). This ability is often achieved through employing order picking sys-

tems with human order pickers, as these scale more easily in throughput

capacity (Dallari et al., 2009). Order-picking systems in which humans col-

lect products for customer orders are called picker-to-parts order-picking

systems. The location at which products are stored has a large impact

on throughput capacity in picker-to-parts order-picking systems (Van der

Gaast, 2016; Petersen & Aase, 2004). By storing products in a way that

often demanded products are more easily retrieved, a substantial increase

in system performance may be achieved.

Inventory management in online retail aims to balance product availabil-

ity against the cost of keeping and moving inventory and the cost of surplus

inventory. The cost of keeping inventory includes depreciation, insurance,

storage and cost of capital. Having products available is a prerequisite for

order fulfillment. Inventory control studies the problem of determining the

quantity of products to keep in inventory at inventory holding locations.

While the inventory control of a single location is far from trivial (Zipkin,

2008; Bijvank & Vis, 2011), inventory control for multiple locations is even

more complex.

For example, challenges arise when multi-channel retailers want to take

advantage of their offline stores. Offline stores could be used for order ful-

fillment by incentivizing customers to collect their orders in a store nearby

(Bretthauer et al., 2010). However, doing so requires careful consideration
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of the multiple inventory levels of different offline stores, as stores with crit-

ically low inventory levels should be shielded from online demand (Mahar

et al., 2012). Online customers returning products in offline stores compli-

cates the situation even further (Mahar & Wright, 2017).

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. First, we introduce

and outline our contributions to warehousing in online retail. Secondly, we

introduce and outline our contributions to inventory control in online retail.

Finally, we discuss the organization of the thesis.

1.1. Warehousing in online retail

Many different decisions impact warehouse operations, including warehouse

layout design, product storage and the design of the order-picking system

(De Koster et al., 2007). We focus on the location in which products are

stored in the warehouse, which is an important factor in order-throughput

(Petersen & Aase, 2004). The storage location assignment problem (SLAP)

considers the assignment of products to storage locations such that order

picking is efficient (Gu et al., 2007). Typically, storage location assignments

are class-based. Under class-based storage, products are grouped together

in classes with similar demand frequencies. Classes are assigned storage

locations in the warehouse and products within a product class are stored

randomly in these locations. Alternative approaches to storage assignment

are random storage and full turnover storage, in which products are as-

signed to dedicated storage locations. Class-based storage offers efficiency

gains over random storage, while allowing more flexibility than full turnover

storage. The flexibility accommodates both fluctuating product inventory

and easy inclusion of new products. Furthermore, the number of products

that need to be stored is typically large, especially in online retail. Using

class-based storage facilitates the construction of storage location assign-

ments.

The efficiency of a given storage location assignment is affected by the op-

erational execution of the order-picking process (Van Gils et al., 2018). The

manual order-picking process can be divided in three operational aspects:

routing, batching, and sorting (Gu et al., 2007). Routing considers the
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route an order-picker is traveling to target locations through the warehouse.

Batching is commonly approached by the combination of multiple customer

orders into a single order-picker route, saving average travel distance per

order (Gademann & Van de Velde, 2005; Matusiak et al., 2017). Sort-

ing considers how and when multiple customer orders, which were picked

together, can be sorted into individual packages per customer ready for

shipping (Johnson & Meller, 2002; Meller, 1997).

Determining short routes for the order pickers to travel in the ware-

house is crucial for maximizing the number of orders that can be picked per

hour at a given capacity. For some layouts, optimal routes can be found

with a polynomial-time dynamic program (Ratliff & Rosenthal, 1983; Rood-

bergen & De Koster, 2001). For larger warehouses, both local-search and

meta-heuristics have been proposed to find short routes (Theys et al., 2010;

De Santis et al., 2018). Additionally, some aspects can make the routing

challenging. Examples include order-picker interaction (Pan & Shih, 2008;

Parikh & Meller, 2010), and product returns (Schrotenboer et al., 2017).

In practice, however, often simple routing heuristics are used to route or-

der pickers (Dekker et al., 2004). Travel-time models that approximate the

average order picking time have been proposed for many different routing

methods (Hall, 1993; Le-Duc & De Koster, 2005; Rao & Adil, 2013a). The

routing method used has a large impact on the average order picking time

of a given storage location assignment (Petersen & Aase, 2004).

Storage location assignments are usually evaluated by the average order

picking time (Van Gils et al., 2018). Studies on storage location assignment

have approximated the average order picking time for intuitive storage lo-

cation assignments (Petersen & Schmenner, 1999; Petersen & Aase, 2004;

Caron et al., 1998). Attempts to improve on the intuitive storage assign-

ments include local-search from these storage location assignments (Dekker

et al., 2004; Le-Duc & De Koster, 2005), meta-heuristics (Pan et al., 2015)

and integer linear programming (Muppani & Adil, 2008; Ene & Öztürk,

2012). Above mentioned papers all use approximate travel-time models.

Exact average order picking times have been determined for some settings

only, such as a warehouse with only a single aisle (Eisenstein, 2008) or

simplified routing methods (Jarvis & McDowell, 1991).
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In Chapter 2, we study the storage location assignment problem in a

warehouse with two cross aisles. Eisenstein (2008) and Jarvis & McDowell

(1991) have shown in simplified settings that a demand model assuming

independent product demands leads to tractable travel-time formulas. We

extend their approach to different routing methods in a multi-aisle ware-

house. Specifically, we provide exact formulas to determine the average

time to pick an order for commonly used routing methods. We use these

methods to prove properties of the optimal solution of the storage location

assignment problem for these routing methods. These properties aid in the

construction of a dynamic program (DP) that provides optimal solutions for

the return routing method in polynomial time for a fixed number of product

classes, and good performance for the other routing methods.

In Chapter 3, we present an analytic method to determine the exact

expected time to pick an order when using optimal routing in a warehouse

with two cross aisles. We describe a stochastic DP, building upon the de-

terministic DP proposed by Ratliff & Rosenthal (1983). We prove that

our stochastic DP has a polynomial running time, based on properties of

the state space of our DP. Numerical experiments demonstrate the existing

approximate method from literature has deviations of up to 19% with our

exact expectation, highlighting the need for more accurate methods.

1.2. Inventory control in online retail

Inventory control has been studied in many different settings (Axsäter,

2003). We focus on a number of topics in the literature on inventory con-

trol that are relevant for online retailers: lost sales, returns and inventory

pooling.

In lost-sales models, demand is lost when it cannot be met from stock.

In contrast, when excess demand is backordered, it is fulfilled later. In

retail settings fulfilling demand later is often not possible and lost sales are

a more common assumption (Kapalka et al., 1999; Ehrenthal et al., 2014).

For some models with backorders, the optimal policy can be expressed with

a single or two parameters (Porteus, 2002). However, the optimal policy

for the corresponding lost-sales models is complex (Zipkin, 2008; Bijvank &
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Vis, 2011).

Return rates may be substantial for online retailers. Returned products

increase the inventory at the location they are returned to. The literature

on inventory control with resalable returns mainly considers single location

models (Kelle & Silver, 1989; Buchanan & Abad, 1998; Mostard & Teunter,

2006). In these models, initial inventory levels are determined while taking

return rates into account. In contrast, literature on models with returns at

multiple locations are scarce.

Inventories of the offline stores and online store can be pooled. By pool-

ing inventories, the risk of demand fluctuations is shared by multiple loca-

tions. Typically, this results in less lost sales when inventories remain the

same. Pooling can be achieved by pooled replenishments and lateral trans-

shipments. Demand allocation can be seen as a form of inventory pooling

as well. If a product is available at multiple locations, online retailers can

decide which location serves the demand (Mahar et al., 2009; Xu et al.,

2009; Acimovic & Graves, 2015).

Pooled replenishments are a classical approach to inventory pooling

(Schwarz, 1981). With pooled replenishments, a warehouse orders inven-

tory from an outside supplier. This warehouse replenishes the stores. The

main difference in pooled replenishment literature is whether or not the

warehouse is keeping inventory. If the warehouse is not allowed to hold

inventory, individual replenishments for the stores are determined when

shipments from the outside supplier arrive. This way, uncertain demands

during the lead-time from the outside supplier are shared by all stores (Aci-

movic & Graves, 2017). When the warehouse is allowed to keep inventory,

replenishments to the stores happen independently from the shipments of

the outside supplier. In situations where the warehouse is only supplying

a single store and demand is backordered, optimal policies can be charac-

terized completely (Clark & Scarf, 1960). Under some assumptions, this

characterization also holds for optimal policies for systems with multiple

stores (Clark & Scarf, 1960; Eppen & Schrage, 1981; Federgruen & Zipkin,

1984). Finding the optimal policy, however, is not simple. Diks & De Kok

(1998) propose an algorithm to determine a good heuristic policy for the

case with backorders. Literature on models with lost sales either assume no
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lead time between the warehouse and the stores (Nahmias & Smith, 1994;

Paul & Rajendran, 2011), or continuous replenishment (Hill et al., 2007;

Alvarez & van der Heijden, 2014). Both assumptions may not be realistic

in an online retailing setting.

Lateral transshipments are movements of inventory between stores, in-

stead of between the warehouse and a store. Lateral transshipment can

either be proactive or reactive (Paterson et al., 2011). Where reactive lat-

eral transshipments take place in response to a customer demand, proactive

lateral transshipments seek to balance inventory before stockouts happen.

Reactive transshipments have been studied in the context of online retailing

(Ramakrishna et al., 2015; Zhao et al., 2016). Returned products offer an

opportunity for proactive lateral transshipments, as handling is required for

returns regardless where they end up.

In Chapter 4, we study base-stock policies for a one-warehouse-multiple-

retailers (OWMR) system with lost sales. We find the optimal replenish-

ment policy using a Markov Decision Process (MDP). We numerically deter-

mine the best base-stock policy and show that it performs close to optimal.

Furthermore, we develop a cost approximation of base-stock policies. Nu-

merical experiments illustrate that base-stock policies found using this cost

approximation are close to optimal; costs are typically within 1% of the

costs corresponding to the best base-stock policy.

In Chapter 5, we study the proactive transshipment of resalable returned

products. We study a finite selling season, consisting of a discrete number

of periods. Products sold during a period can return during that period

with a given probability. Products sold online can be returned to offline

stores. Returned products are allowed to be transshipped to the online

order fulfillment location or kept on hand in the store. We find the optimal

transshipment policy, using a Markov Decision Process. Furthermore, we

propose a transshipment heuristic based on an approximation of the costs

in the remainder of the selling season that can be attributed to a product.

Experiments indicate that the transshipment heuristic performs close to

the optimal policy. Furthermore, the heuristic outperforms static policies

in which the transshipment decision for all products is the same during the

entire selling season.
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1.3. Publications

This thesis is based on the following papers:

Chapter 2

Dijkstra, A.S. & Roodbergen, K.J. (2017). Exact route-length formulas

and a storage location assignment heuristic for picker-to-parts warehouses.

Transportation Research Part E: Logistics and Transportation Review, 102,

38–59.

Chapter 3

Dijkstra, A.S., Van der Heide, G., & Roodbergen, K.J. (2019). The ex-

pected length of the optimal order-picking tour in a rectangular warehouse.

Manuscript in preparation.

Chapter 4

Dijkstra, A.S. & Bijvank, M. (2019). Base-stock policies for two-echelon

retail inventory systems with lost sales. Manuscript in preparation.

Chapter 5

Dijkstra, A.S., Van der Heide, G., & Roodbergen, K.J. (2017). Transship-

ments of cross-channel returned products. International Journal of Produc-

tion Economics. Advance online publication. doi:10.1016/j.ijpe.2017.09.001.
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Chapter 2

Optimal and near-optimal

storage location

assignment for order

picking in warehouses

Abstract. Order picking is one of the most time-critical processes in ware-

houses. We focus on the combined effects of routing methods and storage

location assignment on process performance. We present exact formulas

for the average route length under any storage location assignment for four

common routing methods. Properties of optimal solutions are derived that

strongly reduce the solution space. Furthermore, we provide a dynamic pro-

gramming approach that determines storage location assignments, using the

route length formulas and optimality properties. Experiments underline the

importance of the introduced procedures by revealing storage assignment pat-

terns that have not been described in literature before.

Reference: Dijkstra, A.S., & Roodbergen, K.J. (2017). Exact route-length formulas
and a storage location assignment heuristic for picker-to-parts warehouses. Transporta-
tion Research Part E: Logistics and Transportation Review, 102, 38-59.
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2.1. Introduction

Warehouses offer a variety of benefits to the company employing them,

among which accomplishing least total cost logistics with a desired level of

customer service and supporting the just-in-time programs of suppliers and

customers (De Koster et al., 2007). However, operating a warehouse can

be quite costly as typically a great deal of manual labor is involved. One

of the most laborious and costly activities in a warehouse is order picking;

the process of retrieving a set of items from storage locations in response to

customer orders. The cost of this process can be as much as 55% of the total

operating costs of a warehouse (Tompkins et al., 2010). Several operational

decisions strongly influence the performance of the order-picking process.

Before customer orders can be retrieved, items must first have been

stored in the available locations. The problem of choosing appropriate stor-

age locations for the items is called the storage location assignment problem

(Hausman et al., 1976; Gu et al., 2007). This problem shows similarities

with the Assignment Problem, a fundamental problem from the field of

Operations Research. Both problems require the matching of objects from

two mutually exclusive sets, in our case a matching of items to locations.

However, the two problems differ strongly in their objective functions. The

objective function of the standard Assignment Problem has a simple struc-

ture, which makes the problem solvable in polynomial time. The storage

location assignment problem, on the other hand, has the objective to mini-

mize the average route length traveled by the workers (order pickers) while

retrieving items from locations in the warehouse. This results in a complex

function that depends on the layout of the warehouse, the routing method

employed, the demand frequencies of all items, and the item-to-location

assignment itself.

The routing method prescribes how an order picker should navigate the

warehouse to collect the items in an order. A good routing method yields

short route lengths, which decreases the time to pick an order. The physical

structure of the warehouse limits the movements of the order picker, who has

to navigate between the racks that store the items. Essentially, the routing

problem in warehouses classifies as a special case of the Steiner Traveling
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Salesman Problem (De Koster et al., 2007), that in some layouts is solvable

to optimality in polynomial time (Ratliff & Rosenthal, 1983). However, as

De Koster et al. (2007) note, ”in practice, the problem of routing order pick-

ers in a warehouse is mainly solved by using heuristics”. For this purpose,

a number of heuristic routing methods are available from literature. These

heuristics can be of a constructive (greedy) nature, employing properties of

the layout to find solutions (Hall, 1993) or contain a procedure to search

the solution space (Theys et al., 2010).

In this chapter, we develop methods for determining storage location

assignments in warehouses where order pickers span multiple aisles in each

route, and where each order may contain any number of items to be picked

(multi-aisle multi-item picking). We solve a number of multi-aisle multi-

item storage location assignment problems and can guarantee optimality for

the first time. As a core component for achieving this, we present formulas

for four routing methods that give the value for expected route length in

multi-aisle multi-item picking warehouses. In contrast to existing research

work, these formulas give the exact expected route length, not an approx-

imation, and they hold for any storage location assignment. Furthermore,

structural properties of optimal solutions are derived, which aid in narrow-

ing down the solution space. Due to the low computational requirements

for our formulas, in combination with the structural properties, a number of

instances can be solved to proven optimality by means of complete enumer-

ation. Using the formulas at its core, we present a dynamic programming

approach for determining storage location assignments. The dynamic pro-

gram provides optimal solutions for one routing method, and near-optimal

solutions for another routing method. For the remaining two routing meth-

ods, we have no optimal benchmark, but the dynamic program is shown

to consistently outperform common storage location assignment rules from

literature. Results from our experiments demonstrate patterns for storage

location assignment that have not been described before in literature, and

that challenge current assumptions about predetermined storage location

assignment patterns. A detailed comparison of our work to existing litera-

ture is given in Sections 2.3 and 2.4.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. First, in Sec-
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tion 2.2 the warehouse layout and the routing methods used are explained.

Thereafter, the backgrounds on storage location assignment and on route

length estimation are given in Sections 2.3 and 2.4, respectively. In Sec-

tion 2.5 the problem is defined mathematically. In Section 2.6 we derive

formulas for the exact expected route lengths for four routing methods.

These formulas are used to determine optimality conditions in Section 2.7

and serve as inspiration for the Dynamic Program presented in Section 2.8.

Section 2.9 provides computational results. Finally, concluding remarks are

given in Section 2.10.

2.2. Warehouse layout and routing methods

We consider a warehouse with two cross aisles as depicted in Figure 2.1.

The warehouse has a number of parallel aisles where items are stored in

locations. A front cross aisle and a back cross aisle provide access to the

aisles, but do not contain storage locations themselves. All routes start and

end at the depot (marked ”D” in Figure 2.1), where the order picker takes an

empty product carrier at the start of the route, and deposits picked items at

the end of the route. The depot is located at the left of the front cross aisle.

The aisles are sufficiently narrow for order pickers to be able to retrieve

items from both sides of an aisle without moving sideways, implying that

for the routing we can assume order pickers to travel in the exact middle

of the aisles. Each item uses identical storage space. This is a common

configuration that is studied widely in literature (Chen et al., 2010; Chew

& Tang, 1999; Le-Duc & De Koster, 2005; Petersen & Schmenner, 1999;

Rao & Adil, 2013b). In this chapter, we consider the configuration to be

fixed. Examples of papers studying warehouse design are Heragu et al.

(2005); Hsieh & Tsai (2006); Hwang & Cho (2006); Parikh & Meller (2010),

andThomas & Meller (2014).

Even though our primary goal is to optimize the storage location assign-

ment, a significant part of the chapter deals with routing methods. This

is for two reasons. First, the storage location assignment is strongly de-

pendent on the routing method employed (Petersen & Schmenner, 1999).

Therefore, we aim for optimizing the storage location assignment for each
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Figure 2.1: Schematic overview of the warehouse.

of four constructive routing methods. Second, the quality of the mathemat-

ical description of the routing method’s expected route length influences

the quality of the storage location assignment optimization process. After

all, if we cannot precisely determine the expected route length of any given

configuration, then comparisons between configurations cannot be reliably

made by any optimization procedure. We focus on four constructive rout-

ing methods that appear regularly in literature and practice. Examples of

routes for each of these methods are depicted in Figure 2.2.

For the Return routing method, the order picker enters each aisle from

the front, if at least one item has to be picked in that aisle. The aisle is

traversed up to the pick item farthest from the front cross aisle, after which

the order picker returns to the front cross aisle. Connections between aisles

are exclusively made via the front cross aisle. This is the only logical routing

method for warehouses that have a single cross aisle. It is used in many

articles, including Caron et al. (1998); Le-Duc & De Koster (2005), and

Chen et al. (2010). A method that does use both cross aisles, is the S-shape

(or transversal) method. For the S-shape routing method, starting from the

depot, the order picker visits aisles from left to right. Each aisle in which a
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(a) Return routing. (b) S-shape routing.

(c) Midpoint routing. (d) Largest gap routing.

Figure 2.2: Example routes for the four different routing methods. A solid
square indicates a pick location.

pick item is located, is traversed completely, implying that an aisle entered

from the front cross aisle is exited via the back cross aisle, and vice versa.

In the case that the number of aisles with pick items is odd, the last aisle

does not have to be traversed completely; instead, the picker can return to

the front cross aisle after picking the last item. Finally, the order picker

returns to the depot. Articles that consider S-shape routing include Chen

et al. (2010); Pan et al. (2012), and Rao & Adil (2013a).

The third and fourth method we consider are the largest-gap and mid-

point routing methods. Both methods follow the perimeter of the warehouse.

The first aisle with pick items is entered and traversed completely. From the
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back cross aisle, each subsequent aisle is entered and left from the back. The

last aisle with pick items is traversed completely to return to the front cross

aisle. Finally, the order picker travels through the front cross aisle towards

the depot while entering and leaving each aisle from the front. This implies

that, except for the first and last aisles with pick items, all aisles may be

visited twice. The distinction between the midpoint and the largest-gap

routing method is in the selection of items to pick when entering the aisle

from respectively the front or back cross aisle. For the midpoint routing

method, items that are in the back half of the aisle are picked via the back

cross aisle, and the items in the front half of the aisle via the front cross

aisle. The middle of the warehouse is therefore never crossed by the order

picker, except in the first and last aisle with pick items. For the largest-

gap routing method, the division of pick items is optimized, i.e., the largest

stretch of the aisle that does not contain pick items, is not visited. Midpoint

and largest-gap routing methods are used in, e.g., Hall (1993); Petersen &

Schmenner (1999), and Dekker et al. (2004).

Note that for all four routing methods, aisles that contain no pick items

are not visited. Furthermore, in case an order consists of only items in a

single aisle, then all routing methods give the same route as the Return

routing method.

2.3. Background on storage location

assignment

Storage assignment problems can be subdivided into the problem of as-

signing items to storage departments, assigning items to zones within these

departments, and assigning items to locations within these zones (Gu et al.,

2007).

The assignment of items to departments, such as reserve storage and for-

ward picking areas, can be guided by external factors, such as departments

dedicated to a single customer. However, items need not be assigned to a

single department. Frequently, items are assigned to both a reserve area, as

well as a forward picking area. The reserve area is designed to hold large

quantities of products, whereas the forward picking area is designed for fast
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retrieval of products in response to customer orders. The forward-reserve

problem then is how inventory of an item should be divided between these

departments (Frazelle et al., 1994). Extensions of this problem study, for

example, how cross-docking can be incorporated (Heragu et al., 2005).

Physical attributes of items are usually taken into account when assign-

ing items to zones within departments. Storage technology and physical ar-

rangement are usually decided on this level (Gu et al., 2007). Additionally,

zones can be employed to organize order-picking activities more efficiently

(Jewkes et al., 2004).

Finally, the assignment of items to storage locations within zones aims to

minimize the expected time of retrieval of these items. This is what we refer

to as the storage location assignment problem in this chapter. Often papers

on storage location assignment restrict the solution space to class-based

storage. Under class-based storage, all items are divided into a number of

(often two or three) classes based on demand frequency of the items. The

fastest moving items are usually called A-items. The next fastest moving

items are called B-items, and so on. Each class needs to be assigned to a

part of the warehouse, but assignment within the class is assumed random

with equal probability. Demand frequencies for all items within a class are

subsequently assumed equal to the average of the class to mimic long-term

behavior. As a consequence, for a warehouse with m aisles each with n loca-

tions, instead of (mn)! possible storage configurations, only (mn)!/
∏k
i=1(ti!)

unique configurations remain, where k denotes the number of classes and

ti is the number of locations assigned to class i. It must be noted that

the remaining number configurations is usually still a very large number for

most practical instances, causing complete enumeration to be intractable.

To counter this problem a common approach for studies on storage location

assignment for multi-aisle multi-item picking is to introduce pre-determined

storage patterns, and subsequently to compare performance of these pat-

terns, often in combination with other operating policies. Commonly used

patterns include within-aisle storage and across-aisle storage (Petersen &

Schmenner, 1999). These studies provide valuable insights into the issues of

storage location assignment, however, it typically gives no information on

the absolute quality of the solutions. Research includes Caron et al. (1998);
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Petersen & Schmenner (1999); Hwang et al. (2004), and Chen et al. (2010).

Research on storage location assignment that aims at developing pro-

cedures that can actively search for a good storage location assignment is

very limited for multi-aisle multi-item picking. Dekker et al. (2004) use a

2-opt exchange procedure based on Lin & Kernighan (1973) to improve on

a number of predetermined class-based storage configurations. For a dif-

ferent layout, Le-Duc & De Koster (2005) also apply 2-opt to improve the

storage location assignment. Related work of Pan et al. (2015) presents a

genetic algorithm for storage location assignment in a pick-and-pass system

(single-aisle multi-item picking). Muppani & Adil (2008) present a branch-

and-bound method for finding a storage location assignment for unit load

warehouses (multi-aisle single-item picking). Ene & Öztürk (2012) use an

ILP to determine the storage locations in a warehouse from the automotive

industry with 7 aisles and a single cross aisle, where travel time is approxi-

mated by a weighting factor for different storage classes.

To our knowledge no optimal algorithm has been presented in literature

for the problem of determining storage location assignments in multi-aisle

multi-item picking, nor have any instances been solved to proven optimality

for any routing method. We present in this chapter a constructive approach

based on dynamic programming, which yields proven optimal solutions in

polynomial time for the return routing method. Furthermore, heuristic

procedures for constructing solutions for multi-aisle multi-item picking are

scarce in literature, and their performance is not exactly known, since so-

lutions have not been benchmarked against optimal solutions. We use our

dynamic programming approach for the S-shape routing method to obtain

near-optimal solutions, as is proven by a comparison to benchmark instances

that we could solve to optimality due to derived properties. Finally, applica-

tion of our method with two other routing methods reveals new patterns for

storage location assignment that have not been reported before in literature,

and may provide new cues for further research towards optimality.
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2.4. Background on route length estimation

To assess the efficiency of any storage location assignment, we need to be

able to evaluate the resulting average route length. The two main methods

to achieve this are the creation of a simulation model and developing for-

mulas based on statistical properties of the routing method. We focus on

the latter, since we aim towards optimality.

To the best of our knowledge, no formula exists that gives the exact

average route length for any routing method in a multi-aisle multi-item

picking warehouse. Formulas either contain statistical approximations, are

based on a simplified version of the actual routing method, or both. For

return routing, Le-Duc & De Koster (2005) assume the storage locations in

an aisle are continuous to obtain an approximation of expected route length

under class-based storage. Another approximation for return routing is

proposed by Caron et al. (1998), who assume the number of pick items per

aisle to be equal to the total number of pick items divided by the number

of aisles and use order statistics to determine the expected travel distance

in an aisle. This method only allows for identical storage in all aisles. The

methods both yield maximum differences with simulation of about 4%. Rao

& Adil (2013b) assume all pick items are distributed over the classes per

fraction of their total turnover, which yields an approximation for the travel

in a single aisle with flexible class boundaries.

For S-shape routing, approximations for average route length mostly

differ in the way they handle the return in the last aisle when the number

of aisles is odd. Hall (1993) adds the length of one aisle with a probability

of 0.5 regardless of the actual probability and travel distance in the last

aisle. Jarvis & McDowell (1991) assume the picker continues to the back

of the warehouse and do not account for the return to the front cross aisle,

which essentially provides the same distance as in Caron et al. (1998) where

it as assumed that the return is always from the middle of the last aisle.

An exact expression for average route length under class-based storage is

given by Chew & Tang (1999), but this allows only one storage class to be

stored in a single aisle. They derive an approximation based on their exact

formula, which has been improved by Roodbergen & Vis (2006) for random
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storage and by Rao & Adil (2013a) for class-based storage.

For midpoint and largest-gap routing, the approximation of average

route length has received less attention in literature. Two different ap-

proximations for midpoint routing under random storage are proposed by

Hall (1993). Additionally, Hall (1993) derived an approximation for largest-

gap routing with a component in the formula that contains results from a

simulation of the largest gap in an aisle for a given number of pick items.

Roodbergen & Vis (2006) improved this approximation. Hwang et al. (2004)

propose a travel model for midpoint routing for a specific storage strategy,

based on approximate probabilities to enter an aisle as proposed by Kun-

der & Gudehus (1975). In this chapter, we present exact formulas for the

expected route length for all previously mentioned routing heuristics, i.e.,

return, S-Shape, largest-gap, and midpoint routing.

2.5. Problem formulation

We consider an order picking area as described in Section 2.2 with m aisles

each with n locations. In line with literature on storage assignment and

warehouse configuration, we assume both sides of the aisle are merged into

a single column for simplicity of exposition (Le-Duc & De Koster, 2005;

Parikh & Meller, 2010). This assumption is not limiting for our analysis,

which will be addressed in the relevant sections. Define K to be the set

of items that need to be assigned to storage locations. Define for each

k ∈ K a random variable Xk ∈ {0, 1} with Xk = 1 corresponding to the

event that item k is demanded on a given order, and Xk = 0 otherwise.

Since we assume demand for items to be independent, Xk are independent

Poisson trials with probability pk ≡ P (Xk = 1), ∀k ∈ K. The demand

distribution is completely described by the set {pk, k ∈ K}. In the context of

storage location assignment this demand model is also used in, for example,

Jarvis & McDowell (1991) and Eisenstein (2008). Given a realization of

the Xk’s, we define an order as O ≡ {k|k ∈ K,Xk = 1}. We assume all

items can be stored in any storage location, as is common in literature (Le-

Duc & De Koster, 2005; Eisenstein, 2008; Pan et al., 2012). Let A be a

m × n matrix denoting a storage location assignment, where aij gives the
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index of the item assigned to location j in aisle i, and ai = (ai1, ..., ain)

denotes all assignments within an aisle i. For ease of notation we define

pij ≡ P (Xaij = 1), that is, if item k is assigned to location j in aisle i then

pij = pk. Note that we assume K has size m × n. Often the set of items

to be stored is less than m × n. In this case, dummy items with picking

probability 0 can be added to meet the assumption.

The way the model is defined now does not exclude the possibility that

an order contains no pick items (an empty order). Therefore, we condition

on the event that the order has at least one pick item. Similar to Eisenstein

(2008), define P to be the probability that an order is non-empty:

P ≡ P (|O| > 0) = 1−
∏
k∈K

(1− pk),

where |O| denotes the number of elements in O. We assume the capacity of

the order picker is sufficient to fulfill any order, as is common in literature

(Jarvis & McDowell, 1991; Eisenstein, 2008).

We consider four routing methods, each of which is indicated by a single

letter in the formulas: r (return routing), s (S shape),g (largest gap) or m

(midpoint). We let ρ be a placeholder in formulas for the routing method if

results hold for all routing methods. Dρ denotes the expected route length

of an order for a given storage location assignment A, after correcting for

empty orders. Note that strictly speaking Dρ(A) would be a more correct

way of notation, however, for ease of notation the evident dependency on

A is omitted in the notation; this also applies to several other variables.

We let Lc and Lρi denote respectively the distance traveled in the two cross

aisles and in aisle i for any order picking route and a given storage location

assignment A, before correcting for empty orders. Let E(Lc) and E(Lρi )

denote their respective expected values.

We let Pi denote the probability of having at least one pick item in aisle

i, that is Pi = 1−∏n
j=1(1− pij). And let P `i be the probability of no pick

items in aisles i + 1, ...,m (` of ”last”) and P fi the probability of no pick

items occurring in aisles 1, ..., i− 1 (f of ”first”). Thus P fi =
∏i−1
j=1(1− Pj)

and P `i =
∏m
j=i+1(1− Pj).

Below we summarize the main variables and parameters as used in the
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remainder of this chapter. As the expected route length depends on the

routing method chosen, in the next section we first derive exact analytical

formulas for the objective function for four routing methods. Following

that, we present a method for finding storage location assignments.

For the layout, we have the following parameters (see also Figure 2.1):

m Number of aisles.

n Number of storage locations per aisle.

wa Width of an aisle.

wc Distance from middle of a cross aisle to the head of an aisle.

f Distance between two adjacent storage locations.

i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}. An index for the aisles.

j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. An index for the locations in an aisle.

To describe the orders, we have the following parameters:

K The set of all items.

k ∈ K. An index to indicate an item.

pk Probability that item k is in an order.

P Probability of having an order of positive length.

Xk Binary variable indicating whether (Xk = 1) or not (Xk = 0) item

k is on an order.

O A specific order. Collection of all k for which Xk = 1.

For the route length calculations we have the variables:

E(Lc) Expected distance traveled in the two cross aisles, not corrected

for empty orders.

E(Lρi ) Expected distance traveled in aisle i for routing method ρ, not

corrected for empty orders.

E(Lρ) Expected distance traveled in aisles 1, ...,m for routing method ρ,

not corrected for empty orders.

Dρ Expected total route length of orders for routing method ρ.

pij Probability of the item assigned to storage location j in aisle i

being in an order.

Pi Probability of having to enter aisle i.

P `i Probability of having no pick items in aisles i+ 1, . . . ,m.

P fi Probability of having no pick items in aisles 1, . . . , i− 1.
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2.6. Exact formulas for average route length

In this section, we present the analytical formulas for the average route

length for the four routing methods, return, S-shape, midpoint and largest

gap. First, we present formulas for the expected travel distances within

one aisle for each routing method, not conditioned on the absence of empty

orders. After that, we present a formula for the travel distance in the cross

aisles, that holds for all four routing methods, as well as the total expected

route length formula. We have chosen this organization since the dynamic

program for storage assignment in Section 2.8 relies on the formulas for

travel distance within the individual aisles.

2.6.1 Return routing

We determine the distance for traveling in aisle i with the return routing

method, empty orders not excluded. In Section 2.6.5, we add the formula

for distances traveled in the cross aisles and rule out the empty orders to

create the total formula for route length. The distance an order picker has

to travel in an aisle for return routing is solely determined by whether there

is a pick item in that aisle and if so, which pick item is furthest from the

front cross aisle.

For an arbitrary order, the distance traveled in aisle i, i = 1, ...m, equals:

Lri =

{
0 if no product has to be picked in aisle i,

2(wc + jf − 1
2f) otherwise,

where j is the location index of the furthest product to be picked in aisle i.

This can be explained as follows. Starting in the middle of the front cross

aisle, the picker travels to the head of the aisle (wc). Then he passes along

j − 1 locations, each of length f. He may stop at some of these locations

to perform a pick. Subsequently, the picker has reached the last location

that must be visited, and travel to the middle of it (1
2f). To return to the

front cross aisle, the same distance must be traveled again. The expected

travel distance can be found by multiplying the distance corresponding to

location j by the probability of the product located at that location being
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the furthest product to be picked, for all locations j and aisles i.

Using conditioning, we obtain as expected value:

E(Lri ) = 2
n∑
j=1

(wc + jf − 1

2
f)pij

n∏
h=j+1

(1− pih)

 (2.1)

= 2Piwc + 2
n∑
j=1

(jf − 1

2
f)pij

n∏
h=j+1

(1− pih)

 .

The last equality follows from the property

n∑
j=1

pij

n∏
h=j+1

(1− pih) = 1−
n∏
j=1

(1− pij),

which can be proven by induction.

2.6.2 S-Shape routing

For S-shape routing we present here, as with return routing, the formula

for the distances traveled within the aisles, without removing empty orders.

We start by studying the last aisle that needs to be visited. If the number

of aisles to visit is even, then the total distance in all aisles is obtained

simply by multiplying the expected number of visited aisles with the length

of an aisle. However, if the number of aisles to visit is odd then in the

last aisle a turn must be made, which causes the travel distance in the last

aisle to be identical to return routing, see Figure 2.2. First we introduce

one additional variable, P ei , the probability that an even number of aisles

must be visited before aisle i (i.e., in aisles 1, ..., i−1). For P ei the following

recursive relation holds:

P ei = P ei−1(1− Pi−1) + (1− P ei−1)Pi−1,

with P e1 ≡ 1. The expected travel distance in aisle i for S-shape routing can

now be written as:

E(Lsi ) = (1− P ei P `i )Pi(2wc + nf) + P ei P
`
i E(Lri ).
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The formula can be explained as follows. The term P ei P
`
i gives the

probability that in aisle i a turn must be made; that is, the probability

that the number of aisles visited before aisle i is even and no aisles need

to be visited after aisle i. The distance to be traveled in aisle then equals

the length of the return routing method, i.e., E(Lri ). The probability of not

having to make a turn in aisle i is (1 − P ei P `i ) in which case the length of

an aisle (2wc + nf) must be added if the aisle has pick items, i.e., with

probability Pi.

2.6.3 Largest-gap routing

We first define Gi to be the expected largest gap in aisle i. We use a

recursive approach to determine Gi. Let the largest gap observed up to

location j be g`, conditioning on the realization of the picks in aisle i up to

and including location j. Furthermore, let gc be the gap that is currently

observed based on the realization of picks; this is the distance from the pick

closest to location j to location j + 1. Finally, define Gij(gc, g`) to be the

expected largest gap in aisle i, given a gc and g` corresponding to location

j. Starting from the end of the aisle we recursively go over all locations in

the aisle to determine Gij(gc, g`).

The expected largest gap can be found by solving the following set of

recursive equations:

Gi ≡ Gi0(
1

2
f + wc,

1

2
f + wc)

Gi,n+1(gc, g`) ≡ g`

Gin(gc, g`) = (1− pin)Gi,n+1(gc +
1

2
f + wc,max{g`; gc +

1

2
f + wc})

+ pinGi,n+1(
1

2
f + wc,max{g`;

1

2
f + wc})

Gij(gc, g`) = (1− pij)Gi,j+1(gc + f,max{g`; gc + f})
+ pijGi,j+1(f,max{g`; f}).

For further details see 2.B. The expected travel length in aisle i for
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largest-gap routing can then be written as:

E(Lgi ) = P `i P
f
i E(Lri ) + (P `i + P fi − 2P `i P

f
i )Pi(2wc + nf)

+ (1− P `i )(1− P fi )2(2wc + nf −Gi).

This formula can be explained as follows. The first term accounts for situa-

tions when aisle i is the only aisle with pick items, which has a probability

of P `i P
f
i and a travel distance identical to return routing in one aisle, E(Lri ).

The second term accounts for situations in which aisle i is either the first

or last aisle to visit (but not both), i.e., is traversed entirely with travel

distance 2wc + nf. The third term account for situations in which aisle i

is neither the first nor the last aisle, and hence entered and left from both

sides with a distance equal to two times the aisle length minus two times

the largest gap, 2(2wc + nf)− 2Gi.

2.6.4 Midpoint routing

The formula for the midpoint routing method is quite similar to that for

the largest-gap routing. Only the turns in the aisles are made such that the

gap always crosses the middle of the aisle. Or put differently, the distance

traveled in such an aisle is comparable to performing return routing twice

on both halves of the aisle. Letting i(1) and i(2) refer to the upper and

lower half of aisle i respectively, we obtain, similar to the distance estimate

for return routing (equation 2.1):

E(Lmi(1)) = 2

n∑
j=dn/2e+1

(wc + (n− j)f +
1

2
f)pij

j−1∏
h=dn/2e+1

(1− pih)


E(Lmi(2)) = 2

dn/2e∑
j=1

(wc + jf − 1

2
f)pij

dn/2e∏
h=j+1

(1− pih)


Very similar to the formula for largest-gap routing, we then have for the
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expected travel length in aisle i for midpoint routing:

E(Lmi ) = P `i P
f
i E(Lri ) + (P `i + P fi − 2P `i P

f
i )Pi(2wc + nf)

+ (1− P `i )(1− P fi )(E(Lmi(1)) + E(Lmi(2))).

2.6.5 Cross aisle distances and total route length

As was already noted in Roodbergen & Vis (2006), cross aisle distances do

not differ between the S-shape routing method and the largest-gap routing

method. The same reasoning applies to return routing and midpoint rout-

ing. Hence it suffices to have one formula for the expected travel distance

in the cross aisle.

The expected incremental value added to cross aisle distances by aisle i,

is given by:

E(Lci ) = 2wa(i− 1)PiP
`
i .

That is, if we have to visit aisle i and none of the aisles i + 1, ...,m,

which has a probability PiP
`
i of occurring, then we incur a travel distance

of 2wa(i− 1). Total route length for routing method ρ (= r, s, g, or m) now

can be obtained as:

Dρ =
1

P

(
m∑
i=1

E(Lρi ) + E(Lci )

)
,

which is in this form also conditioned on the absence of empty orders. The

formulas derived above remain valid for situations in the case the storage

locations on both sides of an aisle are not merged into one column. Deriving

the expected travel distance in case two products k̂ and k̄ are stored opposite

each other can be done by using a dummy product k with pk = 1 − (1 −
pk̂)(1 − pk̄). Additionally, in case of nonidentical storage space, using the

appropriate distance function for location j instead of the linear wc+jf− 1
2f

will lead to the expected travel distance function. However, this may result

in exponential calculation times for largest-gap routing.
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2.7. Optimality conditions

The mathematical model defined in the previous sections is non-linear and

non-convex and hence is in general hard to solve. In this section we prove

some properties of optimal solutions that will aid later in our solution pro-

cedures.

We show that for any optimal storage location assignment under return

routing, the items are stored in an ordering based on their respective picking

probabilities, both across aisles and inside the aisles.

Theorem 2.1. Given that pk < 1, ∀k ∈ K, a necessary condition for a

solution to be optimal for the storage location assignment problem under

return routing is:

pi1 ≥ pi2 ≥ · · · ≥ pin ∀i ∈ {1, ...,m}, (2.2)

p1j ≥ p2j ≥ · · · ≥ pmj ∀j ∈ {1, ..., n}. (2.3)

Proof. See 2.A

Theorem 2.1 extends results that have been found for one-dimensional

settings, i.e., settings with only a single aisle (Eisenstein, 2008; Chou et al.,

2012). It is interesting to consider class-based storage for return routing in

the context of Theorem 2.1. Since, according to the theorem, the items have

to be sorted both vertically (within the aisle) and horizontally (across the

aisles), it follows that the class boundaries must be non-increasing functions

when plotting the highest location number of each class as a function of

the aisle number. For example, looking at Figure 2.3, the storage location

assignment on the left complies with Theorem 2.1 and may therefore be

optimal. The storage location assignment on the right, however, does not

comply with the theorem and is therefore known not to be optimal, without

the need of calculating route length. This fact can easily be seen in the figure

when comparing the positions of the A-items in aisles 2 and 3. This insight

drastically decreases the number of solutions that need to be evaluated in

an exhaustive search.

Under S-shape routing, there are only two options for visiting an aisle.

The common way of visiting an aisle is to traverse it completely. If, however,
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.3: Class based storage with multiple classes. The left one might
be optimal for return routing, the right cannot be optimal.

an odd number of aisles must be visited, a turn is made in the last aisle.

This turn is identical to the turn that would have been made under return

routing. For this turn in the last aisle, we know Equation 2.2 of Theorem

2.1 holds. And since all other aisles are indifferent to the aisle’s storage

location assignment (because we either do not traverse it or traverse it

entirely), it follows that Equation 2.2 also holds for S-shape routing. This

gives us Corollary 2.1.

Corollary 2.1. Given that pk < 1, ∀k ∈ K, a necessary condition for a

solution to be optimal for the storage location assignment problem under

S-shape routing is:

pi1 ≥ pi2 ≥ · · · ≥ pin ∀i ∈ {1, ...,m}.

A similar remark can be made for largest-gap and midpoint routing.

When there is a pick item in aisle 1 or in aisle m, then we know that a

route based on the largest-gap or midpoint routing methods traverses this

aisle entirely, or, if this is the only aisle to visit, a return is made. Thus,

similar to S-shape routing it is either traversed completely or picked by a

return route. Hence, very similar to Corollary 2.1 for S-shape, we have the
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following.

Corollary 2.2. Given that pk < 1, ∀k ∈ K, a necessary condition for a

solution to be optimal for the storage location assignment problem under

largest-gap and midpoint routing is:

pi1 ≥ pi2 ≥ · · · ≥ pin i ∈ {1,m}.

2.8. Solution method

The storage location assignment problem is a problem with a typically very

large solution space and a complex objective function. This may likely

be the reason why only few articles on storage location assignment provide

systematic procedures for finding good or optimal solutions for the problem.

In Section 2.6, we have presented new formulas for determining the exact

average route length that can be determined with low computational effort,

which provides a first step in making the problem more tractable. In Section

2.7, we derived some conditions that reduce the solution space that needs

to be evaluated, which provides a second step in making the problem more

tractable. In this Section, we give a structured solution procedure, based

on Dynamic Programming, that incorporates the results from Sections 2.6

and 2.7.

We first describe the dynamic program. Assume class-based storage

with Q classes. Note that this does not exclude the possibility for each item

to be treated individually (i.e., Q = |K|), though it is unlikely that the

presented approach would then be tractable for realistically sized problems.

Let the number of items in each class q be denoted by a parameter xq

and the probability of an item from class q to be in an order pq, for all

q ∈ Q. The parameter vector x is defined as x = (x1, x2, ..., xQ). States

are described by means of the vector yi = (yi1, y
i
2, ..., y

i
Q), which basically

is a tally for the number of items of each class that have been used so far.

The set of feasible states at the stage corresponding to aisle i is given by

Yi = {yi|
∑Q
q=1 y

i
q = n × i, and yiq ≤ xq for all q ∈ Q}. That is, from

the available items, we must have selected exactly an amount that fit into

i aisles. The size of the state space of aisle i is polynomial in the size
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of the warehouse, as |Yi| = O((mn)Q−1). The forward dynamic program

starts from state y0 ≡ 0. The first transition adds aisle 1. We evaluate

every possible state y1 ∈ Y1. That is, we select a total of n items from all Q

classes together, and since there is only one aisle under consideration, assign

these to aisle 1. We determine the best assignment to locations within aisle

1 for these items, and determine the corresponding costs.

To make a transition from aisle i−1 to aisle i, we evaluate every possible

state yi ∈ Yi. That is, we select a total of n × i items from all Q classes

together. Costs for state yi are obtained by finding a feasible cost minimiz-

ing combination of a state yi−1, as previously determined in stage i− 1, an

assignment zi ≡ yi−yi−1 of items to aisle i, and an assignment of items to

specific locations in aisle i. Only states can be used for which zi ≥ 0. Since

zi is the allocation of products to a single aisle and all aisles are identical,

we have zi ∈ Y1.

The last transition involves aisle m. For each state ym−1, as previously

determined the stage corresponding to aisle m−1, we assign x−ym−1 items

to aisle m, find the best assignment of these items in aisle m, and choose

the best of these options as our final solution.

Note that assigning a given set ofm items to appropriate locations within

an aisle may by itself already be a non-trivial task. Furthermore, the above

structure implies that the best way to assign items to locations in aisles

1, ..., i, does not depend on later decisions for assigning items to locations in

aisles i+1, ...,m. This is not always true, in which case the dynamic program

serves as a heuristic instead of an optimal algorithm. These specifics are

discussed below, when introducing the transition costs cρi (yi, zi) for the

respective routing methods.

The value functions can now be written as:

Vi(yi) = min
zi∈Y1

yi−yi−1=zi

(Vi−1(yi−1) + cρi (yi, zi)) for i = 1, ...,m

V0(y0) = 0.
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2.8.1 Transition costs

For the transition costs in the dynamic program, we use:

cρi (yi, zi) =
1

P (E(Lρi ) + E(Lci )) .

Note that E(Lρi ) and E(Lci ) can only be determined for a given storage

location assignment ai = (ai1, ..., ain). In our dynamic program, however,

we only specify (through zi) which items are to be placed in aisle i but not

at which locations within the aisle. For each of the four routing methods, we

discuss below the approach to obtain a specific storage location assignment

within the aisle for a given zi, and some other relevant considerations.

For return routing, due to Theorem 2.1, we can easily determine an

optimal permutation π(zi) of zi in aisle i. Therefore, transition costs for

return routing can be determined quickly. This allows us to obtain optimal

solutions in low calculation times. The only remaining aspect that may

need some attention in the calculation of cri (yi, zi) is P `i , since this depends

on the location assignment in aisles that have not yet been evaluated by the

dynamic program. However, note that an alternative way of calculating P `i

is given by:

P `i =

Q∏
q=1

(1− pq)xq−yiq .

For S-shape routing, we can for any given zi determine an optimal per-

mutation π(zi), due to Corollary 2.1. However, a requirement for the dy-

namic program in this setup to yield optimal solutions, is that all compo-

nents of csi (yi, zi) depend only on yi and zi. This is not the case. It holds

for all factors in the expression, except for P ei , which is the probability that

an even number of aisles must be visited before aisle i. To determine P̂ ei ,

we need not only know yi, but also the exact division of items among aisle

1, .., i − 1. After all, different divisions lead to alterations in the probabili-

ties of having to enter the aisles, which are underlying in the calculation for

determining the probability of visiting an even number of aisles. This infor-

mation is not retained in the setup of our dynamic program, and including

this information would result in an intractably large state space.
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This implies that we have no guarantee that the dynamic program pro-

duces optimal solutions with the presented transition cost formula for S-

shape routing. However, we were unable to think of any systematic biases

that may result. The main driver for improving storage location assignment

under S-shape routing is to minimize the number of aisles to visit, which

does not depend on P ei . By complete enumeration, we were able to obtain

optimal solutions under S-shape routing, which was feasible due to solu-

tion space restrictions following from the optimality conditions derived in

Section 2.7. Comparisons between optimal solutions and solutions from the

dynamic program show that the difference is insignificant. These results are

presented in Section 2.9.

For largest-gap routing, we do not have any optimality conditions that

allows us to easily convert zi into an optimal storage location assignment

within an aisle. We therefore limit the storage location assignment within

aisles to two specific permutations. Order z such that z(1) ≥ z(2) ≥ z(3) ≥
· · · ≥ z(n). We consider the permutations (z(1), z(2), ..., z(n)) and (z(1), z(3),

. . . , z(n−1), z(n), . . . , z(4), z(2)), which order the products from highest pick-

ing probability to lowest probability and symmetric in the aisle respectively.

We allow both permutations, and make the choice as integral part of the

dynamic program. Note that the combination of these two permutations is

quite versatile, and can induce a wide variety of storage shapes, including all

a priori shapes from literature, such as diagonal storage, perimeter storage,

within-aisle storage and across-aisle storage. We use the same permutations

for midpoint routing. As a consequence, solutions for storage location as-

signment under largest-gap and midpoint routing need not be optimal, i.e.,

the dynamic program serves as a heuristic.

Finding the best assignment takes the evaluation of O(nQ−1) different

assignments. The evaluation of an assigment of items to an aisle, as de-

scribed above, can make use of precomputed values for expected largest-gap

distance as well as expected return distance. This implies that the evalua-

tion of an assignment of items to an aisle can be done in constant time. The

size of the state space is of order O((mn)Q−1) for each aisle. Finally, the

value functions need to be computed for m aisles. Hence, computing the

value functions of the DP has complexity O(m) · O(nQ−1) · O((mn)Q−1) =
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O(mQn2(Q−1)).

2.9. Numerical experiments

We have implemented the formulas for expected route length and the dy-

namic programming method in Julia. We study a picking area with wa = 2,

wc = 0.5, f = 1, n = 24 employing class-based storage with three classes

(A, B, and C). The settings we use in these experiments are composed

as follows. The picking area has either 7 or 15 aisles. The probabili-

ties for items of each class to be in an order are set such that the aver-

age number of pick items per route is either 2, 10 or 20 and the prob-

ability of a pick item coming from classes A/B/C is either 80/15/5 per-

cent or 50/30/20 percent. The classes A, B, and C span respectively

20%, 30% and 50% of the available storage space. This results in 12

sets of probabilities (pA, pB , pC) for an item of a class to be in an order,

namely ( 4
85 ,

3
500 ,

1
840 ), ( 1

34 ,
3

250 ,
1

210 ), ( 4
17 ,

3
100 ,

1
168 ), ( 5

34 ,
3
50 ,

1
42 ), ( 8

17 ,
3
50 ,

1
84 ),

( 5
17 ,

3
25 ,

1
21 ), ( 1

45 ,
1

360 ,
1

1800 ), ( 1
72 ,

1
180 ,

1
450 ), ( 1

9 ,
1
72 ,

1
360 ), ( 5

72 ,
1
36 ,

1
90 ), ( 2

9 ,
1
36 ,

1
180 ),

and ( 5
36 ,

1
18 ,

1
45 ). For each setting and for each routing method, we determine

the average route length under four common storage location assignment

rules: across-aisle storage (AA), within-aisle storage (WA), diagonal stor-

age (DI), and perimeter (PE) storage (cf. Petersen and Schmenner, 1999).

We compare these to the storage location assignment obtained by our dy-

namic programming algorithm (DP). Calculation times are reported for a

3.30 GHz Intel i3-3220 CPU.

From the results in Tables 2.1, 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4, it can be seen that the

dynamic program consistently outperforms the common storage location

assignment rules. It must be noted that solutions of the dynamic program

as presented in the table for return routing are optimal. For S-shape routing,

solutions of the dynamic program may not be optimal. However, due to the

limitations on the solution space imposed by Corollary 2.1, we were able to

determine optimal solutions through complete enumeration for settings with

5 aisles under S-shape routing within an hour per instance. This allowed

us to benchmark at least some of these smaller instances. From a test set

with 80 such instances with 5 aisles, only one instance was not solved to
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Table 2.1: Expected route lengths for a number of settings under return
routing.

Aisles E(|O|) Pick % AA WA DI PE our DP CPU (s)

7 2 80/15/5 35.88 44.77 34.69 53.98 34.30 4.69
7 2 50/30/20 49.83 57.80 49.58 63.75 49.14 4.67
7 10 80/15/5 89.97 106.70 91.30 121.49 89.56 4.69
7 10 50/30/20 134.94 156.94 137.64 167.06 134.89 4.71
7 20 80/15/5 128.08 145.77 128.24 163.30 127.34 4.70
7 20 50/30/20 195.37 219.54 198.04 234.57 195.37 4.71
15 2 80/15/5 57.12 63.49 50.75 91.13 49.92 58.87
15 2 50/30/20 71.96 78.51 70.04 92.92 68.79 59.00
15 10 80/15/5 130.03 172.01 140.02 225.77 128.40 59.14
15 10 50/30/20 184.28 227.56 198.72 249.77 183.89 59.87
15 20 80/15/5 190.91 242.84 205.88 334.23 190.29 62.19
15 20 50/30/20 283.03 342.33 304.58 380.78 282.91 59.82

Table 2.2: Expected route lengths for a number of settings under S-shape
routing.

Aisles E(|O|) Pick % AA WA DI PE our DP CPU (s)

7 2 80/15/5 58.19 46.42 51.28 54.72 45.89 9.06
7 2 50/30/20 62.00 58.06 59.46 63.17 57.76 11.14
7 10 80/15/5 155.25 93.18 129.59 105.51 92.82 7.50
7 10 50/30/20 156.67 136.34 150.29 143.99 136.28 7.47
7 20 80/15/5 185.60 119.77 159.93 135.45 119.69 7.50
7 20 50/30/20 192.03 172.08 185.78 182.56 172.01 7.60
15 2 80/15/5 82.17 61.37 64.63 90.28 60.88 115.07
15 2 50/30/20 86.27 77.50 78.15 92.13 77.14 104.23
15 10 80/15/5 232.59 144.39 180.27 207.70 144.33 94.66
15 10 50/30/20 233.65 206.11 217.30 230.17 206.11 94.42
15 20 80/15/5 336.67 191.44 246.32 288.65 191.44 94.24
15 20 50/30/20 334.62 287.45 306.76 322.85 287.45 94.64
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Table 2.3: Expected route lengths for a number of settings under largest-gap
routing.

Aisles E(|O|) Pick % AA WA DI PE our DP CPU (s)

7 2 80/15/5 55.12 45.16 49.44 53.43 45.07 29.40
7 2 50/30/20 58.70 54.92 56.22 59.41 54.58 26.47
7 10 80/15/5 110.69 83.71 103.04 85.74 79.98 26.35
7 10 50/30/20 124.95 116.74 122.94 109.68 108.49 26.53
7 20 80/15/5 138.60 108.79 129.08 98.32 98.32 26.37
7 20 50/30/20 166.02 157.69 164.12 140.47 140.47 26.30
15 2 80/15/5 77.36 58.38 61.94 82.78 58.35 170.09
15 2 50/30/20 81.40 72.58 73.48 84.68 72.10 171.67
15 10 80/15/5 152.01 130.06 141.90 128.42 118.44 172.75
15 10 50/30/20 170.80 167.09 168.73 156.37 151.43 172.52
15 20 80/15/5 203.34 180.87 193.78 152.24 152.01 183.98
15 20 50/30/20 242.18 241.05 242.96 209.27 209.25 187.35

optimality by the dynamic program, with a gap in route length of 0.02%

(2.D).

The results in the four tables show that in most cases one of the four

common storage location assignment rules has a performance that is quite

close to our dynamic program. However, which common rule is best, differs

per setting. For an implementation in practice, a choice to settle for simply

checking all four common rules and subsequently choosing the best, may

provide acceptable performance. With our dynamic program, we are now

able to determine or estimate the loss of efficiency for this option. For S-

shape routing the difference of this approach with our near-optimal results is

minimal. For return routing the deviation of this approach from our optimal

results amounts to at most 1.82% in the 15 aisles, 2 picks, 80/15/5 pick

percentage setting. Our (heuristic) solutions for largest-gap and midpoint

both still improve over the best common storage location assignment rule

by up to 8.4% (15 aisles, 10 picks, 50/30/20).

In Figures 2.4, 2.5, 2.6 and 2.7 we have depicted the best storage pat-

terns for the four routing methods under various conditions. Petersen &

Schmenner (1999) note that return routing works best with diagonal stor-

age and across-aisle storage, which is confirmed by the optimal solutions in

Figure 2.4. Though it must be noted that most of the optimal solutions are

not diagonal or across-aisle, but rather some sort of interpolation between

the two.

Jarvis & McDowell (1991) showed that the optimal storage location as-
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Table 2.4: Expected route lengths for a number of settings under midpoint
routing.

Aisles E(|O|) Pick % AA WA DI PE our DP CPU (s)

7 2 80/15/5 55.12 45.18 49.46 53.43 45.10 12.64
7 2 50/30/20 58.73 54.98 56.28 59.42 54.63 12.60
7 10 80/15/5 111.03 84.55 104.19 85.82 80.21 12.67
7 10 50/30/20 126.85 119.41 125.67 110.64 109.40 12.74
7 20 80/15/5 139.77 111.50 132.49 98.62 98.62 12.67
7 20 50/30/20 171.84 164.93 172.08 143.57 143.57 12.66
15 2 80/15/5 77.37 58.48 61.99 82.78 58.43 152.85
15 2 50/30/20 81.43 72.64 73.53 84.69 72.15 156.18
15 10 80/15/5 152.22 134.19 144.51 128.48 118.57 158.70
15 10 50/30/20 172.07 170.45 171.47 157.02 152.07 158.51
15 20 80/15/5 204.17 189.64 201.87 152.46 152.46 157.14
15 20 50/30/20 246.89 251.05 252.18 211.64 211.63 151.32

signment is the within-aisle storage for S-shape routing. However, they

approximate the length of the turn in the last aisle. Under our exact formu-

lation from Section 2.6, we find slightly different results. In Figures 2.5a and

2.5b, we can see that the B-items in aisles 8 and 9 are not located according

to within-aisle storage. Similarly, in Figure 2.5a, the A-items in aisles 2

and 3 are not stored according to within-aisle storage. In a larger set of

experiments we found differences between the solution of the dynamic pro-

gram and the within-aisle configuration of up to 2%. This difference comes

mostly from situations where there is a high probability on orders that con-

tain only 1 item, which pushes the preferred storage location assignment a

little towards configurations that work well with return routing.

The solution shapes for largest-gap routing and midpoint routing are

quite similar, as can be seen in Figures 2.6 and 2.7. The largest differences

can be observed when the demand distribution is 80/15/5; the solutions

for midpoint routing appear to mix the different classes more. Petersen &

Schmenner (1999) note that within-aisle and perimeter storage work best

with largest gap routing. This appears consistent with the results in Fig-

ure 2.6. However, this is not entirely true. In standard perimeter storage

the A-items are located at the perimeter of the area. The solutions of the

dynamic program show many solutions where the C-items are in the right-

most aisles, and a perimeter-style distribution is used only in some of the

aisles on the left. Apparently, the probability of having any C-item in an

order in these settings is small enough to store an entire aisle of A-items in
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the middle of the warehouse and risk having to enter it twice.

Finally, the performance of the routing methods for our instances can be

compared in Table 2.5. Midpoint routing is a restricted version of largest-

gap routing. Hence, the expected route length of largest-gap routing domi-

nates the expected route length of midpoint routing, which is confirmed by

our results. Return routing is the best routing method for instances with

a small expected order length, whereas largest-gap routing is better when

the expected order length is larger. For random storage, Hall (1993) reports

largest-gap routing to be better than S-shape routing when the number of

picks per aisle is less than 3.8. The expected number of picks in each aisle

in our instances is substantially lower than 3.8. Even though we evaluate

storage assignments designed specifically for the routing method employed,

we feel this adequately explains why S-shape routing never has the shortest

expected route length in our instances.

Table 2.5: Expected route length for the DP solutions for the different
routing methods. Minimum per row in bold.

Aisles E(|O|) Pick % Return S-shape Largest gap Midpoint

7 2 80/15/5 34.30 45.89 45.07 45.10
7 2 50/30/20 49.14 57.76 54.58 54.63
7 10 80/15/5 89.56 92.82 79.98 80.21
7 10 50/30/20 134.89 136.28 108.49 109.40
7 20 80/15/5 127.34 119.69 98.32 98.62
7 20 50/30/20 195.37 172.01 140.47 143.57
15 2 80/15/5 49.92 60.88 58.35 58.43
15 2 50/30/20 68.79 77.14 72.10 72.15
15 10 80/15/5 128.40 144.33 118.44 118.57
15 10 50/30/20 183.89 206.11 151.43 152.07
15 20 80/15/5 190.29 191.44 152.01 152.46
15 20 50/30/20 282.91 287.45 209.25 211.63
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(a) Order length 2, distribu-
tion 80, 15, 5.

(b) Order length 2, distribu-
tion 50, 30, 20.

(c) Order length 10, distribu-
tion 80, 15, 5.

(d) Order length 10, distribu-
tion 50, 30, 20.

(e) Order length 20, distribu-
tion 80, 15, 5.

(f) Order length 20, distribu-
tion 50, 30, 20.

Figure 2.4: Optimal storage location assignments under return routing for
different expected order lengths and demand distributions.
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(a) Order length 2, distribu-
tion 80, 15, 5.

(b) Order length 2, distribu-
tion 50, 30, 20.

(c) Order length 10, distribu-
tion 80, 15, 5.

(d) Order length 10, distribu-
tion 50, 30, 20.

(e) Order length 20, distribu-
tion 80, 15, 5.

(f) Order length 20, distribu-
tion 50, 30, 20.

Figure 2.5: Storage location assignments for S-shape routing produced by
the DP for different expected order lengths and demand distributions.
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(a) Order length 2, distribu-
tion 80, 15, 5.

(b) Order length 2, distribu-
tion 50, 30, 20.

(c) Order length 10, distribu-
tion 80, 15, 5.

(d) Order length 10, distribu-
tion 50, 30, 20.

(e) Order length 20, distribu-
tion 80, 15, 5.

(f) Order length 20, distribu-
tion 50, 30, 20.

Figure 2.6: Storage location assignments for largest-gap routing produced
by the DP for different expected order lengths and demand distributions.
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(a) Order length 2, distribu-
tion 80, 15, 5.

(b) Order length 2, distribu-
tion 50, 30, 20.

(c) Order length 10, distribu-
tion 80, 15, 5.

(d) Order length 10, distribu-
tion 50, 30, 20.

(e) Order length 20, distribu-
tion 80, 15, 5.

(f) Order length 20, distribu-
tion 50, 30, 20.

Figure 2.7: Storage location assignments for midpoint routing produced by
the DP for different expected order lengths and demand distributions.
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2.10. Concluding remarks

In this chapter we have presented formulas that give the exact average route

length for multi-aisle multi-item picking in warehouses under the return,

S-shape, largest-gap and midpoint routing methods. Our formulas work for

any storage location assignment. Previous research provided formulas that

were either approximations for average route length, were applicable only

for a limited set of storage location patterns, or both. The exactness of

the calculations for average route length is important, since we have been

aiming towards proven optimal solutions. To enable fast calculations, we

have derived a number of optimality conditions.

We presented a dynamic programming algorithm for determining solu-

tions to the storage location assignment problem, which uses the optimality

conditions for limiting the considered solution space and uses the exact aver-

age route length formulas as objective function. The dynamic programming

algorithm is shown to provide optimal solutions under the return routing

method, and near-optimal solutions under the S-shape routing method. De-

viations found for solutions under S-shape routing are all less than 0.02%

from optimal. The same dynamic programming algorithm is used for de-

termining storage location assignments for largest-gap and midpoint rout-

ing. The solutions found by the dynamic program under these two routing

methods outperform common storage location assignment configurations on

every considered instance. Storage location assignment patterns found by

the dynamic program deviate from previously considered patterns in several

ways.
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Appendices

2.A. Proof of Theorem 2.1

Proof. First observe that the allocation of products within an aisle does not

affect the cross-aisle distance. Then Equation 2.2 is equivalent to Theo-

rem 5.1 of Eisenstein (2008). To prove Equation 2.3 we will first introduce

some notation. Let Fi(j) be the expected travel distance in aisle i, condi-

tioned on the fact that no location after location j is visited. Then we can

describe Fi(j) by the recurrence relation:

Fi(j) =

 2(wc + 1
2f)pi1 if j = 1

2(wc + (j − 1
2 )f)pij + (1− pij)Fi(j − 1) if 1 < j ≤ n.

Note that Fi(n) = E(Lri ). Suppose there is an optimal solution A∗ such

that Equation 2.3 does not hold. That is, there exist aisles h and i such

that h < i and p∗hk < p∗ik for some k ∈ {1, . . . , n} in this optimal solution.

Now construct a new solution A′ by ordering the products from aisles h and

i by location, that is p′hj = max{p∗hj , p∗ij} and p′ij = min{p∗hj , p∗ij} for all j.

Let F ∗i (j) and F ′i (j) be the corresponding expected travel distances. We
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now show by mathematical induction that:

∆(j) ≡ F ∗h (j) + F ∗i (j)− F ′h(j)− F ′i (j) ≥ 0 ∀j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. (2.4)

Consider j=1:

∆(1) = (wc +
1

2
f)(p∗h1 + p∗i1 −min(p∗h1, p

∗
i1)−max(p∗h1, p

∗
i1)) = 0

Hence Equation 2.4 hold for j = 1. Now, as induction hypothesis, assume

Equation 2.4 holds for j = ĵ, we then have for j = ĵ + 1

∆(ĵ + 1) = (1− p∗
h,ĵ+1

)F ∗h (ĵ) + (1− p∗
i,ĵ+1

)F ∗i (ĵ)− (1− p′
h,ĵ+1

)F ′h(ĵ)

− (1− p′
i,ĵ+1

)F ′i (ĵ).

Consider two cases.

Case 1: p′
h,ĵ+1

= p∗
h,ĵ+1

and p′
i,ĵ+1

= p∗
i,ĵ+1

. Then some rearrangement of

terms yields

∆(ĵ + 1) = (1− p∗
h,ĵ+1

)(F ∗h (ĵ) + F ∗i (ĵ)− F ′h(ĵ)− F ′i (ĵ))

+ (p∗
h,ĵ+1

− p∗
i,ĵ+1

)(F ∗i (ĵ)− F ′i (ĵ))

≥ 0.

The inequality follows from the induction hypothesis, from p∗
h,ĵ+1

≥ p∗
i,ĵ+1

and from F ∗i (ĵ) ≥ F ′i (ĵ), which in turn follows directly from p∗ij ≥ p′ij ∀j ∈

{1, . . . , n}.
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Case 2: p′
h,ĵ+1

= p∗
i,ĵ+1

and p′
i,ĵ+1

= p∗
h,ĵ+1

. Then similar to case 1 we have

∆(ĵ + 1) = (1− p∗
i,ĵ+1

)(F ∗h (ĵ) + F ∗i (ĵ)− F ′h(ĵ)− F ′i (ĵ))

+ (p∗
i,ĵ+1

− p∗
h,ĵ+1

)(F ∗h (ĵ)− F ′i (ĵ))

≥ 0,

since p∗hj ≥ p′ij ∀j ∈ {1, . . . , n} implies F ∗h (ĵ) ≥ F ′i (ĵ). Hence, we can

conclude that equation 2.4 is true. This implies that the expected in-aisle

travel distance for A′ is less than or equal to that of A∗. Additionally A′

will have a lower expected cross-aisle travel than A∗, as is shown in the

proof of Theorem 2 in Jarvis and McDowell (1991). This contradicts that

A∗ is optimal and completes the proof.

2.B. Determining expected largest gap

The expected largest gap can be determined using a Dynamic Program.

Before going into the specifics of the DP, we first focus on the task of deter-

mining the largest gap in aisle i for a given (deterministic) order by means of

a step-wise procedure. The DP will then later calculate the expected largest

gap, given that the step-wise procedure is in a certain state. The expected

largest gap in the aisle is then obtained by calculating the expected largest

gap given the start state of the step-wise procedure.

The idea of the procedure is to go through the aisle, keeping track of

both the current gap and the largest gap found so far, updating the latter

only if it is exceeded by the current gap. A key aspect is that we condition

on whether there is a pick at a location or not, this enables us to expand the

procedure to the stochastic case. We start our calculation in the front cross

aisle and define the length of the current gap, gc(0), to be gc(0) = 1
2f +wc,

and the length of the longest gap found so far, g`(0), to be g`(0) = 1
2f +wc.

That is, being in the front cross aisle, we know we can at least move to the
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first location in the aisle before encountering a pick item, which is a distance

of 1
2f +wc. Next we observe whether a pick item is to be made at location

1. If a pick item is at location 1, then gc(1) = f and g`(1) = max{g`(0); f}.
That is, the current gap gc(1) ranges from location 1 until at least location 2,

and the largest observed gap g`(1) is either between the front cross aisle and

location 1, or between locations 1 and 2. If there is no pick item at location

1, then we calculate gc(1) = gc(0) + f and g`(1) = g`(0) + f. That is, we

know the current gap ranges from the front cross aisle at least until location

2. Recall Xij is the binary variable indicating whether or not location j

contains a pick item. Generally, moving from location j − 1 to location j,

for j = 1, ..., n− 1 we update

gc(j) =

{
f if Xij = 1

gc(j − 1) + f if Xij = 0,

and

g`(j) =

{
max{g`(j − 1); f} if Xij = 1

max{g`(j − 1); gc(j − 1) + f} if Xij = 0.

For the last location n we have:

gc(n) =

{
1
2f + wc if Xin = 1

gc(n− 1) + 1
2f + wc if Xin = 0,

and

g`(n) =

{
max{g`(n− 1); 1

2f + wc} if Xin = 1

max{g`(n− 1); gc(n− 1) + 1
2f + wc} if Xin = 1.

The largest gap in this aisle for a deterministically given set of pick items

is then given by g`(n). Next, we add probabilities and perform backward

stochastic dynamic programming on the described structure to obtain the

expected largest gap. We define states (gc, gl) for all possible combinations

of gap lengths. Note that since states are invariant, we omit the indexing

(j), we used above. Even though we start with a large number of states,

this amount decreases in each step, which ensures the process to be fast to

calculate. Let the expected largest gap in aisle i, given that the state at
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location j of the step-wise procedure formulated above is (gc, g`), be denoted

Gij(gc, g`).

Table 2.B.1: Current and largest gap for aisle Example 2.1.

Step 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

gc 3.5 4.5 1 2 3 1 2 3 6.5
g` 3.5 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.5 6.5

Figure 2.B.1: Aisle Example 2.1.

Example 2.1. Consider the aisle in Figure 2.B.1. The aisle has 8 picks,

the distances are wc = 3 and f = 1. One can see directly from the picture

that the gaps in the aisle are 4.5 at the beginning, 3 in the middle and 6.5 at

the end, leading to a largest gap of 6.5. As an illustration, the values of the

step-wise procedure are given in Table 2.B.1. Below, the step-wise procedure

is executed step by step for all locations.

0. Starting before the first pick at the front of the aisle we have a gap of

wc + 0.5f = 3.5, hence gc(0) = 3.5 and g`(0) = 3.5.

1. At location 1 we have no pick, increasing the current gap by 1 to

gc(1) = 4.5. Moreover, for the largest gap we have g`(1) = max{g`(0),

gc(0) + 1} = 4.5.

2. There is a pick at location 2, resetting the current gap to gc(2) = 1.

Furthermore, g`(2) = max{g`(1), 1} = 4.5.

3. No pick at location 3, hence gc(3) = gc(2) + 1 = 2 and g`(3) =

max{g`(2), gc(2) + 1} = 4.5.

4. No pick at location 4, hence gc(4) = gc(3) + 1 = 3 and g`(4) =

max{g`(3), gc(3) + 1} = 4.5.
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5. A pick at location 5, hence gc(5) = 1, and g`(5) = max{g`(4), 1} = 4.5.

6. No pick at location 6, hence gc(6) = gc(5) + 1 = 2 and g`(6) =

max{g`(5), gc(5) + 1} = 4.5.

7. No pick at location 7, hence gc(7) = gc(6) + 1 = 3 and g`(7) =

max{g`(6), gc(6) + 1} = 4.5.

8. No pick at location 8 = n, hence gc(8) = gc(7) + 1
2f + wc = 6.5.

Moreover, g`(8) = max{g`(7), gc(7) + 3.5} = 6.5.

Finally, the largest gap in the aisle is obtained as g`(8) = 6.5.

Step 1:

As is common with dynamic programming we start in a trivial stage,

i.e., beyond the last location in location ”n+1”. Available states (gc, g`) are

such that gc, g` ∈ { 1
2f + wc, 1 1

2f + wc, ..., (n − 1
2 )f + wc, nf + 2wc} ∪ {f,

2f, 3f, ..., (n−1)f}, with gc ≤ g`. The expected largest gap Gi,n+1 for each

state is set by definition equal to the state’s value for the largest gap g`,

i.e., Gi,n+1(gc, g`) ≡ g`.
Step 2:

Now we consider location n. We observe the probability pin for location

n and determine Gin(gc, g`) for all possible states (gc, g`) with gc, g` ∈ { 1
2f+

wc, 1 1
2f +wc, ..., (n− 1

2 )f +wc} ∪ {f, 2f, 3f, ..., (n− 1)f} and gc ≤ g` as:

Gin(gc, g`) = (1− pin)Gi,n+1(gc +
1

2
f + wc,max{g`; gc +

1

2
f + wc})

+pinGi,n+1(
1

2
f + wc,max{g`;

1

2
f + wc}).

Step 3:

For locations j = 1, ..., n − 1, we determine Gij(gc, g`) for all possible

states (gc, g`) with gc, g` ∈ { 1
2f +wc, 1 1

2f +wc, ..., (j− 1
2 )f +wc} ∪ {f, 2f,

3f, ..., (j − 1)f} and gc ≤ g` as:

Gij(gc, g`) = (1−pij)Gi,j+1(gc+f,max{g`; gc+f})+pijGi,j+1(f,max{g`; f}).
(2.5)

Step 4:
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Finally, to obtain the expected largest gap Gi for aisle i note that

Gi ≡ Gi0(
1

2
f + wc,

1

2
f + wc)

2.C. Storage assignments

In this section we explain how to generalize pre-defined storage assignments

for class-based storage to full-turnover storage. Not only does this offer

guidance when storing individual products based on full turnover, but it

also helps when the storage classes do not ’fit’ in the shape some storage

assignments assume, e.g., the number of products in a class is not a multiple

of the number of products in an aisle. First, the products are ordered based

on their picking probability. In the case of class-based storage all products

in a class have the same picking probability and are sorted randomly within

their class. Secondly, the locations in the warehouse are ordered on pref-

erence. This preference depends on the storage assignment method used.

Below we will specify preference functions uw for within-aisle (WA),ua for

across-aisle (AA), ud for diagonal (DI), and uP for perimeter (PE) storage.

Finally, products are assigned to locations according to the two orders.

Within-aisle storage confines storage classes to entire aisles. Aisles closer

to the depot are more desirable and contain the classes with higher demands.

Thus, the preference of a storage location (i, j) is based primarily on the

aisle index i. The secondary condition determining the preference is the

location index j. Hence, when locations share the same aisle, the locations

closest to the front cross-aisle are preferred. Letting ε > 0 be some small

number, the following preference function reflects these properties:

uw(i, j) = −i− εj. (2.6)

Across-aisle storage is the opposite of with-in aisle storage. Now the pri-

mary condition on which the preference of a storage location is based is the
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location index j, whereas the aisle i is the secondary condition. Hence we

obtain similarly

ua(i, j) = −εi− j. (2.7)

Diagonal storage is based on the distance to the depot. Locations closer to

the depot are preferred over locations further away. Recall that the distance

from the depot for a location (i, j) is given by wa(i − 1) + wc + f(j − 1
2 ).

Simplifying the distance function by removing constants, we obtain the

following preference function

ud(i, j) = −wai− fj. (2.8)

Finally, for perimeter storage locations closer to the perimeter are preferred

over locations further away. Therefore, aisles 1 and m are preferred over

all other aisles, where aisle 1 is preferred over aisle m. Due to Corollary

2.2 we order the locations in these aisle by their distance from the front

cross-aisle. For other aisles, the distance to the cross-aisles is the primary

condition on which locations are ordered. The aisle number is the secondary

condition. Finally, the distance to the front cross-aisle is used as a third

condition when both the primary and secondary condition are the same for

two locations. Let M be some large number. Then the following preference

function represents the preferences described above.

up(i, j) =

−εj − i if i = 1, i = m

−M −min{ε2 + n+ 1− j, j} − εi if 1 < i < m.
(2.9)
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2.D. Optimal solutions S-shape routing

Table 2.D.1: Objective value of the optimal solution and our DP for in-
stances with 5 aisles and S-shape routing.

n xA xB xC pA pB pC our DP Optimal Difference

16 16 24 40 0.05000 0.00625 0.00125 20.801 20.797 0.019 %
16 16 24 40 0.03125 0.01250 0.00500 27.876 27.876 0.000 %
16 16 24 40 0.10000 0.01250 0.00250 34.642 34.642 0.000 %
16 16 24 40 0.06250 0.02500 0.01000 49.115 49.115 0.000 %
16 16 24 40 0.25000 0.03125 0.00625 56.586 56.586 0.000 %
16 16 24 40 0.15625 0.06250 0.02500 87.131 87.131 0.000 %
16 16 24 40 0.50000 0.06250 0.01250 75.506 75.506 0.000 %
16 16 24 40 0.31250 0.12500 0.05000 116.978 116.978 0.000 %
16 16 24 40 1.00000 0.12500 0.02500 99.033 99.033 0.000 %
16 16 24 40 0.62500 0.25000 0.10000 141.333 141.333 0.000 %
24 24 36 60 0.03333 0.00417 0.00083 26.597 26.597 0.000 %
24 24 36 60 0.02083 0.00833 0.00333 34.434 34.434 0.000 %
24 24 36 60 0.06667 0.00833 0.00167 44.985 44.985 0.000 %
24 24 36 60 0.04167 0.01667 0.00667 61.321 61.321 0.000 %
24 24 36 60 0.16667 0.02083 0.00417 72.493 72.493 0.000 %
24 24 36 60 0.10417 0.04167 0.01667 108.949 108.949 0.000 %
24 24 36 60 0.33333 0.04167 0.00833 95.436 95.436 0.000 %
24 24 36 60 0.20833 0.08333 0.03333 146.894 146.894 0.000 %
24 24 36 60 0.66667 0.08333 0.01667 124.513 124.513 0.000 %
24 24 36 60 0.41667 0.16667 0.06667 178.580 178.580 0.000 %
16 24 24 32 0.03333 0.00625 0.00156 24.025 24.025 0.000 %
16 24 24 32 0.02083 0.01250 0.00625 30.658 30.658 0.000 %
16 24 24 32 0.06667 0.01250 0.00313 41.881 41.881 0.000 %
16 24 24 32 0.04167 0.02500 0.01250 53.894 53.894 0.000 %
16 24 24 32 0.16667 0.03125 0.00781 71.464 71.464 0.000 %
16 24 24 32 0.10417 0.06250 0.03125 96.183 96.183 0.000 %
16 24 24 32 0.33333 0.06250 0.01563 92.589 92.589 0.000 %
16 24 24 32 0.20833 0.12500 0.06250 126.752 126.752 0.000 %
16 24 24 32 0.66667 0.12500 0.03125 112.812 112.812 0.000 %
16 24 24 32 0.41667 0.25000 0.12500 147.433 147.433 0.000 %
24 36 36 48 0.02222 0.00417 0.00104 30.291 30.291 0.000 %
24 36 36 48 0.01389 0.00833 0.00417 37.563 37.563 0.000 %
24 36 36 48 0.04444 0.00833 0.00208 53.034 53.034 0.000 %
24 36 36 48 0.02778 0.01667 0.00833 66.639 66.639 0.000 %
24 36 36 48 0.11111 0.02083 0.00521 90.206 90.206 0.000 %
24 36 36 48 0.06944 0.04167 0.02083 120.202 120.202 0.000 %
24 36 36 48 0.22222 0.04167 0.01042 117.260 117.260 0.000 %
24 36 36 48 0.13889 0.08333 0.04167 159.532 159.532 0.000 %
24 36 36 48 0.44444 0.08333 0.02083 142.829 142.829 0.000 %
24 36 36 48 0.27778 0.16667 0.08333 186.833 186.833 0.000 %
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Chapter 3

The expected length of

the optimal order-picking

tour in a rectangular

warehouse

Abstract. We study a rectangular warehouse with 2 cross-aisle and n reg-

ular aisles. For this warehouse, we derive a polynomial-time method method

that obtains the expected length of the optimal order-picker tour, which is a

tour that visits all locations that contain products on a customer order. In

order to achieve this, we 1) reformulate the DP to find the optimal order-

picker tour, 2) decompose the length of the optimal tour, 3) formulate a

stochastic DP based on the decomposition that computes the expected length

of the optimal order-picker tour. Numerical examples illustrate the value of

our approach, showing up to 19% difference with the best known approxima-

tion not based on simulation.

Warehouse management involves various complex processes. One of

Reference: Dijkstra, A.S, Van der Heide, G., Roodbergen, K.J., (2018), The expected
length of the optimal order-picking tour in a rectangular warehouse. Submitted.
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these is order picking, the retrieval of sets of products from locations in

response to customer orders. Order picking is usually one of the most costly

activities in a warehouse, as typically a substantial amount of manual labor

is required (Tompkins et al., 2010). A large number of operational and de-

sign decisions impact the efficiency of the order picking process. Examples

include the shape and size of order-picking areas, the location of the depot,

and the assignment of products to storage locations. Warehouse design

decisions are made under the uncertainty of future customer orders. There-

fore, the impact of such decisions on the order-picking process is measured

by the expected route length of an order, which is typically approximated

using travel-time models or simulation (Van Gils et al., 2018).

The deterministic route length of an order picker is given by a tour

through the warehouse visiting all locations with the products to be picked

on the order, starting and ending at a depot. Finding the shortest order-

picker tour is a special case of the Steiner Traveling Salesman Problem,

which can be solved in polynomial time for rectangular picking areas (Ratliff

& Rosenthal, 1983). We first discuss related research on TSPs before con-

sidering the warehouse setting.

The expected route length of the optimal order-picking tour is a special

case of the expected tour length of the TSP on a graph in which the nodes

to be visited are stochastic. The TSP is solved after the nodes to be visited

are realized, in contrast with the probabilistic TSP (PTSP) where a tour

is determined first and nodes are visited in the order of this tour after

node realization (Jaillet, 1988). Since the deterministic TSP is NP-hard,

finding solutions to the PTSP is NP-hard in general. We show, however,

that the expected route length of an order-picking tour can be determined

in polynomial time in this chapter.

The expectation of the length of a TSP-solution is usually a part of

the objective function of another problem, e.g., the location of a facility

servicing a random set of customers each day (Burness & White, 1976;

Nagy & Salhi, 2007). Due to the complexity of determining the expected

length of the TSP, a common approach is to use continuous approximation

(Newell, 1973; Daganzo, 2005). Under continuous approximation, discrete

possible customer locations are replaced by a continuous density. Subse-
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quently, many approaches of analysis are possible; recent examples include

determining time-window offering for home delivery (Agatz et al., 2011),

agile supply chain design (Lim et al., 2017), and greenhouse gas emission

estimation for retail store configurations (Cachon, 2014).

In warehouses, the expected length of an order-picking tour plays a role

in many different planning problems (Van Gils et al., 2018). Most authors

assume order-picking tours are determined heuristically, resulting in non-

optimal tour lengths of which the expectation can be determined exactly

(Dijkstra & Roodbergen, 2017), approximated using continuous approxima-

tion (Caron et al., 1998; Le-Duc & De Koster, 2005; Rao & Adil, 2013b) or

approximated using other approaches specific to the routing heuristic used

(Jarvis & McDowell, 1991; Hall, 1993; Caron et al., 1998; Chew & Tang,

1999; Roodbergen & Vis, 2006; Rao & Adil, 2013a). Despite its relevance

to many different problems in warehouses, the expected length of the opti-

mal order-picking tour has received little attention in literature. Petersen

& Aase (2004) use simulation to study the impact of different storage as-

signments on the expected length of the optimal order-picking tour. Hall

(1993) approximates the expected tour length by considering the minimum

tour length per aisle, disregarding whether these individual aisle tours can

be assembled into a single feasible order-picking tour. Then, continuous ap-

proximation of the aisles yields an approximation of the expectation of the

length of individual aisle tours. In this chapter, we propose an algorithm to

determine the exact expected length of the optimal order-picker tour, based

on the dynamic program that solves the deterministic case.

The chapter is organized as follows: first, we formally describe the ware-

house graph and the deterministic order-picker problem. Then, we revise

the dynamic program (DP) by Ratliff & Rosenthal (1983) to find the opti-

mal order-picker tour in Sections 3.2. Thereafter, we prove that the length

of the optimal route can be decomposed in Section 3.2.1. We use the de-

composition as a basis for the stochastic DP that determines the expected

route-length of the optimal order-picker tour in Section 3.3. In Section 3.3.2,

we show this stochastic DP can be solved in a time that is polynomial in

the dimensions of the warehouse. Finally, we illustrate our algorithm with

a numerical example in Section 3.4. The most commonly used notation is
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summarized in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1: Notation used in this chapter.

Warehouse characteristics

m Number of aisles; indexed by i.
n Number of storage locations per aisle; indexed by j.
wa Width of an aisle.
wc Width of a cross-aisle.
f Distance between adjacent storage locations.
sij Storage location node in aisle i at location j.
s0 The depot node.
ai Front cross-aisle node of aisle i.
bi Back cross-aisle node of aisle i.
Ei Set of edges corresponding to aisle i.

Order characteristics

pij Probability node sij has to be visited.
Xij Binary variable indicating whether (Xij = 1) or not (Xij = 0)

node sij is in an order.
O An order. Collection of all sij for which Xij = 1.
φi First node with a pick in aisle i.
λi Last node with a pick in aisle i.
γi Largest number of consecutive nodes without a pick in aisle i.
`i Travel distances of the five in-aisle edge configurations. See Sec-

tion 3.1.1.

Dynamic programming

K Set of partial tour equivalence classes; indexed by k. See Sec-
tion 3.1.2.

vi Value vector of aisle i. Contains values vik for k ∈ K.
T (·) Value vector operator. Used to determine vi given vi−1.
Tk(·) Value vector operator of equivalence class k.
δ(·) δ(vi) = mink∈K vik.
v
¯i

Base value vector corresponding to vi.
Vi Set of base value vectors in aisle i.
Li Set of possible travel distances `i in aisle i.
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f
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2f

wa

wa

(b) The warehouse graph.

Figure 3.1: The warehouse and corresponding warehouse graph, where the
pick up and delivery point is in the first aisle: s0 = a1

3.1. Problem statement

We consider a warehouse with a front cross aisle, a back cross aisle, and

m identical storage aisles having n storage locations each, as shown in Fig-
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ure 3.1. The set of storage locations is given by S = ∪mi=1Si, where Si =

{sij | j = 1, . . . , n}. The corresponding undirected warehouse graph is given

by G = (A ∪B ∪ S,E), where A = {a1, . . . , am+1} and B = {b1, . . . , bm+1}
are the set of front and back cross-aisle nodes, respectively. The set of edges

is given by E = ∪mi=1Ei, with

Ei ={(sij , si,j+1) | j = 1, . . . , n− 1}
∪ {(ai, si1), (sin, bi), (ai, ai+1), (bi, bi+1)}.

The dummy nodes am+1 and bm+1 and edges (am, am+1) and (bm, bm+1) are

included for ease of exposition. The depot is denoted s0 and assumed to be

in the front cross-aisle, hence s0 = ai for some i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}. The distance

between adjacent storage location nodes is f ∈ R+. The width of aisles

is denoted wa, whereas the width of the cross-aisles is wc. Therefore, the

distance between cross-aisle nodes is wa, and the distance between cross-

aisle nodes and storage location nodes is wc+ 1
2f . We assume wa and wc to

be an integer multiple of 1
2f in order to facilitate analysis. While restrictive,

reported instances in literature consistently adhere to this assumption when

considering discrete storage locations (Ratliff & Rosenthal, 1983; Petersen

& Aase, 2004).

For each node s ∈ S, define a Bernoulli distributed variable Xs with

parameter p(s), which represents whether or not the node has to be visited

by the order picker. For ease of notation, we write pij = p(sij) and Xij =

Xsij . Let Oi be the set of storage locations to be visited in aisle i, that is

Oi = {s ∈ Si |Xs = 1}.

An order O is defined by all storage locations that have to be visited. Hence,

O = ∪mi=1Oi. This demand model is common in literature (Jarvis & Mc-

Dowell, 1991; Eisenstein, 2008; Dijkstra & Roodbergen, 2017).

An order-picking tour corresponding to an order O is a cycle on G that

visits s0 and all nodes in O at least once, where each edge may be crossed

more than once. Finding the shortest order-picking tour is called the order-

picker problem (OPP). The length of the shortest order-picking tour from

s0 through all nodes in O is defined as OPP(O). The aim of this chapter is
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to find the expected length of the shortest order-picking tour E[OPP(O)].

In this chapter, we do not condition on the event that there is at least

one order to be picked. The conditional expectation E[OPP(O) | |O| > 0]

follows from dividing E[OPP(O)] by the probability of an ‘empty’ order,∏
s∈S(1− p(s)).
In the remainder of this section, we deal with several preliminary con-

cepts required to calculate optimal order-picker tours: in-aisle travel dis-

tances and equivalence classes of partial tours.

3.1.1 In-aisle edge configurations and travel distances

In a warehouse with aisles of equal length, there are exactly five possi-

bly optimal in-aisle edge configurations visiting all pick locations in aisle i

(Ratliff & Rosenthal, 1983). All five configurations are shown in Figure 3.2.

In (1), the complete aisle is traversed once. In (2) and (3), the aisle is

entered/exited from one side, traversing up to the furthest pick location

from either the front or back cross-aisle. In (4), the aisle is entered/exited

from both sides and the largest gap between subsequent pick locations is

maximized. Finally, in (5), no locations are visited.

ai

bi

(a)

ai

siλi

bi

(b)

ai

siφi

bi

(c)

ai

sit

siu

bi

(d)

ai

bi

(e)

Figure 3.2: The five possible in-aisle edge configurations

For a given order Oi, we now determine the distance traveled in each
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in-aisle edge configuration in aisle i, i = 1, . . . ,m. To that end, define λi

and φi as the last and first pick from the front cross-aisle node in aisle

i, respectively. Provided there is at least one pick in aisle i, i.e., Oi 6=
∅, we have λi = max{j |Xij = 1, j = 1, . . . , n} and φi = min{j |Xij =

1, j = 1, . . . , n}. Furthermore, define γi as the largest number of consecutive

locations without a pick between φi and λi. Hence, γi = max{u−t−1 |φi ≤
t ≤ u ≤ λi, Xit = Xiu = 1, Xij = 0 for t < j < u}. If φi = λi, then γi = −1.

Let the travel distances of the five in-aisle edge configurations be denoted

`i ≡ `i(Oi) = (`i1, . . . , `i5). First consider aisles i without the depot. If

ai 6= s0 and Oi 6= ∅, then the distances are

`i1 =2wc + nf,

`i2 =2
(
wc + (λi −

1

2
)f
)
,

`i3 =2
(
wc + (n− φi +

1

2
)f
)
,

`i4 =2 min
{

2wc + (n− γi − 1)f,

wc + (λi −
1

2
)f,

wc + (n− φi +
1

2
)f
}
,

`i5 =∞.

Here, `i1, `i2 and `i3 are simple additions of traversed edges in Figure 3.2.

It is important to note that `i4 is, in principle, based on the largest gap

γi, except when the gap between a cross-aisle node and its nearest pick is

larger. Finally, `i5 =∞ prevents infeasible tours where some items are not

picked. If ai 6= s0 and Oi = ∅, the distances are

`0i ≡ `i(∅) = (nf + 2wc, 0, 0, 0, 0),

i.e., the distances are mostly 0 when there are are no pick orders in aisle i.

Some distances need to be adjusted in case ai = s0. If ai = s0 and

Oi 6= ∅, then `i3 = 4wc + 2nf , i.e., the whole aisle must be traversed twice

to visit the depot. Furthermore, if ai = s0 and Oi = ∅, then `0i3 = 4wc+2nf

and `0i5 = ∞, so that s0 cannot be skipped when there are no picks in the
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aisle. All other distances remain the same.

3.1.2 Partial tours and equivalence classes

The aim of this section is twofold. First, we briefly review the concepts of

partial tours and equivalence classes, which are required to calculate optimal

order-picking tours. Second, we show a new, unique way of connecting

partial tours of all equivalence classes, which is crucial for simplifying the

deterministic shortest order-picking tour algorithm and for enabling the

analysis of the expected shortest order picking-tour.

An example of two partial tours and how they can be connected to each

other is shown in Figure 3.3. A partial tour in aisle i connects paths visiting

all pick locations in aisles h = 1, . . . , i with the cross-aisle nodes ai+1 and

bi+1 of aisle i + 1. For each aisle i, all minimum length partial tours that

may be part of an optimal tour can be grouped into 7 different equivalence

classes or, in short, classes. The classes k ∈ K = {1, . . . , 7} are defined as

follows: 1 = (U, U, 1C), 2 = (E, 0, 1C), 3 = (0, E, 1C), 4 = (E, E, 1C), 5 =

(E, E, 2C), 6 = (0, 0, 1C), and 7 = (0, 0, 0C). The first and second element

denote the parity of the number of edges in the partial tour connected to

ai+1 and bi+1, respectively (0 for zero, U for uneven, and E for even). The

third element denotes the number of connected components in the partial

tour (0C, 1C, or 2C). Therefore, the left partial tour in Figure 3.3 has class

1, while the right partial tour has class 4. Classes 1-5 contain non-empty

uncompleted partial tours, class 6 contains completed partial tours, and

class 7 contains empty partial tours. The reader is referred to Ratliff &

Rosenthal (1983) for proofs and further details.

We now discuss how partial tours of classes in subsequent aisles can

be connected in a unique way. To that end, consider the subgraph Ēi =

∪ih=1Eh, containing all edges in the first i aisles together with the cross-aisle

edges (ai, ai+1) and (bi, bi+1). Provided it exists, we will construct an as

small as possible partial tour in class ki on Ēi by adding edges from Ei to

a partial tour in class ki−1 on Ēi−1. Minimum-length partial tours include

an edge at most twice (Ratliff & Rosenthal, 1983). Thus, to create a partial

tour for class ki with front cross-aisle parity 0, U, or E, edge (ai, ai+1) must

be added exactly 0, 1, or 2 times, irrespective of class ki−1. Analogous
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ai−1

bi−1

ai

bi

ai−1

bi−1

ai

bi

sij

ai+1

bi+1

Figure 3.3: Two partial tours each consisting of one connected component.
On the left, a partial tour is shown in class ki−1 = 1 on Ēi−1. On the right,
a partial tour is shown in class ki = 4 on Ēi, while picking up the order
at sij . The right partial tour is constructed from the left partial tour by
adding in-aisle edge configuration (1) and the required number of cross-aisle
edges.

reasoning holds for the back cross-aisle edge (bi, bi+1). What remains is

selecting a distance minimizing in-aisle edge configuration from Figure 3.2

under the following conditions: (1) all pick nodes Oi in aisle i are visited,

(2) the number of components in ki is satisfied, (3) the parity of cross-aisle

nodes ai and bi becomes 0 or even. For each pair of classes, Table 3.2 shows

a unique in-aisle edge configuration from Figure 3.2 satisfying the above.

They can be obtained analogous to the example in Figure 3.3.

Remark 3.1. Ratliff & Rosenthal (1983) construct partial tours in Ēi from

intermediate partial tours on the graph Ēi\{(ai, ai+1)∪ (bi, bi+1)}. This in-

termediate step was necessary because a separate in-aisle edge configuration

(4) was defined strictly different from configurations (2) and (3). However,

whenever they are all feasible, it suffices to select the shortest of in-aisle

edge configurations (2), (3), and (4). We incorporated this directly in our

definition of `i4, which is at least as short as `i2 and `i3, allowing us to skip

the intermediate step.
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Table 3.2: The in-aisle edge configurations from Figure 3.2 that connect
partial tours in class ki−1 of aisle i− 1 with partial tours in class ki of aisle
i in minimum distance.

ki−1
ki

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 4 1 1 1 - 1 -
2 1 2 - - 4 2 -
3 1 - 3 - 4 3 -
4 1 4 4 4 - 4 -
5 1 - - - 4 - -
6 - - - - - 5 -
7 1 2 3 - 4 2 5

3.2. Deterministic optimal order-picker tour

For a given order O, we analyze properties of the deterministic optimal

order-picker tour that are useful for calculating the expected optimal order-

picker tour. In order to do so, we first introduce our new standard form for

the Dynamic Program (DP) proposed by Ratliff & Rosenthal (1983). This

new standard form readily extends to the stochastic case.

The lengths of the minimum length partial tour in each equivalence class

corresponding to aisle i are given by the vector vi = (vi1, . . . , vi7). The DP

is defined by the recursive equation

vi = T (vi−1, `i),

for i = 1, . . . ,m with

T (vi, `i) = (T1(vi, `i), . . . , T7(vi, `i)) , (3.1)
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where the operators Tk, k = 1, . . . , 7, are defined by

T1(vi, `i) =2wa + min{vi1 + `i4, vi2 + `i1, vi3 + `i1, vi4 + `i1,

vi5 + `i1, vi7 + `i1},
T2(vi, `i) =2wa + min{vi1 + `i1, vi2 + `i2, vi4 + `i4, vi7 + `i2},
T3(vi, `i) =2wa + min{vi1 + `i1, vi3 + `i3, vi4 + `i4, vi7 + `i3},
T4(vi, `i) =4wa + min{vi1 + `i1, vi4 + `i4},
T5(vi, `i) =4wa + min{vi2 + `i4, vi3 + `i4, vi5 + `i4, vi7 + `i4},
T6(vi, `i) = min{vi1 + `i1, vi2 + `i2, vi3 + `i3, vi4 + `i4,

vi6 + `i5, vi7 + `i2},
T7(vi, `i) =vi7 + `i5.

Operator Tk corresponds to class k and consist of two parts. The first

part is the length of the cross-aisle edges of partial tours in class k, which

is either 0, 2wa, or 4wa. The second part determines the shortest feasible

combination of in-aisle travel distance and partial tour from the previous

aisle that yield a partial tour in class k, using the possible combinations

from Table 3.2.

Realizing that no connected components can exist before entering aisle 1

and that k = 7 is the only class with no connected components, we set as

initial values

v0k =

∞ if k < 7,

0 if k = 7.

As class 6 contains completed tours, the length of the optimal order-picking

tour is obtained as OPP(O) = vm6.

3.2.1 Decomposition of the optimal tour length

We will now show how the optimal tour length can be decomposed into

distances per aisle. This same decomposition can be applied to each order

in the stochastic case.

Let 1 be a vector of all ones in R7 and define δ(vi) = mink∈K{vik}.
Furthermore, let v

¯i
= vi − δ(vi)1 be the base value vector corresponding
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to vi. We start by showing properties of T and δ.

Lemma 3.1. Let c ∈ R be some scalar. Then

(a) Tk(vi + c1, `i) = Tk(vi, `i) + c for all k ∈ K,

(b) T (vi + c1, `i) = T (vi, `i) + c1,

(c) δ(vi + c1) = δ(vi) + c,

Proof. (a) Follows from the definition of Tk.

(b) Follows from (a) and the definition of T .

(c) δ(vi + c1) = min
k∈K
{vik + c} = min

k∈K
{vik}+ c = δ(vi) + c.

Lemma 3.2. For any aisle i = 1, . . . ,m, δ(vi)− δ(vi−1) = δ(T (v
¯ i−1, `i)).

Proof.

δ(vi)− δ(vi−1) = δ(T (vi−1, `i))− δ(vi−1)

= δ(T (vi−1, `i)− δ(vi−1)1)

= δ(T (vi−1 − δ(vi−1)1, `i))

= δ(T (v
¯i−1, `i))

Above we have suppressed the dependence on O in our notation. We will

now use a superscript O to indicate variables that are related to a specific

order O. The final aisle to be visited for order O is

Omax = max {{i : ai = s0},max{i |Oi 6= ∅}}

i.e., either the aisle with the depot or the last aisle with a pick order. Fur-

thermore, define, for i = 1, . . . ,m,

cOi = T6(v
¯
O
i−1, `i),

and

dOi = δ(T (v
¯
O
i−1, `i)).
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Here, cOi gives the difference in length between the completed tour in aisle i

and the shortest partial tour in aisle i−1. Similarly, dOi gives the difference

in length between the shortest partial tours of aisles i and i− 1.

We are now ready to present the main result of this section.

Theorem 3.1. Let O be given such that Omax = i. Then

OPP(O |Omax = i) = cOi +
i−1∑
h=1

dOh . (3.2)

Proof.

OPP(O |Omax = i) = vOi6

= T6(vOi−1, `i)

= T6(v
¯
O
i−1, `i) + δ(vOi−1)

= T6(v
¯
O
i−1, `i) +

i−1∑
h=1

δ(vOh )− δ(vOh−1)

= T6(v
¯
O
i−1, `i) +

i−1∑
h=1

δ(T (v
¯
O
h−1, `h)),

where we use that δ(vO0 ) = 0.

Therefore, the route length of an order O can be decomposed in lengths

per aisle cOi and dOi , depending on Omax. It is important to note that

all terms in the decomposition depend on vOi only through the base value

vector v
¯
O
i .

3.3. Stochastic DP

In this section, we propose an algorithm to determine the expected length

of the shortest order-picking tour E[OPP(O)] = E[vOm6]. The support of O

has size 2nm and thus grows exponentially in m and n. Therefore, com-

plete enumeration is intractable. However, a polynomial time stochastic

DP can be used to determine E[OPP(O)], using the decomposition from

Section 3.2.1.
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In the deterministic case there is a single realization of picks and, there-

fore, a single value for each equivalence class in each aisle. In the stochastic

case, multiple realizations are possible. We determine the probability of

obtaining any possible value vector for all aisles consecutively, starting with

an initial set {v0}. Then, we calculate new value vectors for each pair of

possible value vectors and possible in-aisle travel distance. The set of pos-

sible value vectors is decreased substantially by making use of base value

vectors. Additionally, we further reduce the set of possible value vectors by

exploiting that the value of the equivalence class with completed tours is

irrelevant for uncompleted tours.

Let Li denote the set of all possible values for the travel distances `i

in aisle i. For each ` ∈ Li, let P (`i = `) be the probability of observing

distance `. In particular, P (`i = `0i ) is the probability of an empty order in

aisle i. The calculation of P (`i = `) for each ` ∈ Li is shown in 3.A. Define

the probability that aisle i has to be visited as

pi =

1− P (`i = `0i ) if ai 6= s0,

1 if ai = s0.

Evidently, the aisle with the depot should be visited with probability 1.

The conditional expected tour length, given that aisle i is the final aisle

to be visited, is given by Eq. (3.2). Therefore, by conditioning on the final

aisle that has to be visited for order O, we obtain
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E[OPP(O)] =
m∑
i=1

E[OPP(O) |Omax = i]P (Omax = i)

=
m∑
i=1

E[OPP(O) |Omax = i]pi

m∏
h=i+1

(1− ph)

=
m∑
i=1

(
E[cOi +

i−1∑
h=1

dOh ]

)
pi

m∏
h=i+1

(1− ph)

=

m∑
i=1

(
pi

m∏
h=i+1

(1− ph)

)
E[cOi ]

+

m∑
i=1

(
1−

m∏
h=i+1

(1− ph)

)
E[dOi ]. (3.3)

Note that the coefficient of E[cOi ] is the probability that there are loca-

tions to be visited in aisle i, but not in later aisles h > i. Similarly, the

coefficient of E[dOi ] is exactly the probability that there is a location to be

visited somewhere after aisle i.

3.3.1 Algorithm

We now state an algorithm for calculating the expected length of the optimal

order-picker tour. Let P (v
¯i

= v) be the probability of obtaining value vector

v for the DP in aisle i. Let Vi be the set of all base value vectors with positive

probability for aisle i. Furthermore, define t6 = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0,∞, 0). We can

calculate the expectation of E[cOi ] and E[dOi ] for each aisle i as follows.

1. V0 = {(∞,∞,∞,∞,∞,∞, 0)}

2. P (v
¯0 = (∞,∞,∞,∞,∞,∞, 0)) = 1

3. For all aisles i = 1, . . . ,m,

(a) E[dOi ] =
∑

v∈Vi−1

∑
`∈Li

P (v
¯i−1 = v)P (`i = `)δ(T (v, `))

(b) E[cOi ] =
1

pi

∑
v∈Vi−1

∑
`∈Li

(
P (v

¯i−1 = v)P (`i = `)
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T6(v, `)
(
1− I[ai 6= s0]I[` = `0i ]

))
(c) P (v

¯i
= v) =

∑
v′∈Vi−1

∑
`∈Li

(
P (v

¯i−1 = v′)P (`i = `)

I[T (v′, `) + t6 = v]

)
(d) Vi = {v |P (v

¯i
= v) > 0}

4. Return

E[OPP(O)] =

m∑
i=1

(
pi

m∏
h=i+1

(1− ph)

)
E[cOi ]

+

m∑
i=1

(
1−

m∏
h=i+1

(1− ph)

)
E[dOi ].

In Step 1 of the algorithm, the set of value vectors contains the initial

value vector of the deterministic DP. This is the only possible value vector at

this point, hence the corresponding probability of 1 in Step 2. In Step 3(a),

the expected distance E[dOi ] is calculated by determining the distance of all

possible value vectors and possible in-aisle travel distance and multiplying

by their corresponding probability. Similarly, E[cOi ] is obtained in Step 3(b),

conditioning the probabilities on the event that aisle i has to be visited.

Therefore, the empty order `0i is excluded from the sum when ai 6= s0. The

probabilities of the base value vectors for aisle i are determined in Step

3(c). Note that the 6th element of all base value vectors is set to ∞, as the

length of completed tours is irrelevant for partial tours that still need to

be completed after aisle i. The probabilities from Step 3(c) directly imply

the set of possible base value vectors in Step 3(d). Finally, E[OPP(O)] is

obtained from Eq. (3.3) in Step 4. Note that Step 3(b) can be skipped for

aisle m and Step 3(c) for all aisles before the depot.

3.3.2 Polynomial running time

In this section we show that the algorithm presented in Section 3.3.1 has

a polynomial running time in n and m. The approach is as follows. First,

we prove that the set Vi has size O(n4). Second, we argue that Li has size

O(n3) and that obtaining P (`i = `) for each ` ∈ Li has running time O(n5).
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Finally, we show that the running time of the algorithm is dominated by

the DP, which has running time O(mn7).

For the proofs, it will be useful to define

Vki = {v
¯
| v
¯k

= 0,v
¯
∈ Vi},

so that Vi = ∪7
k=1Vki . Provided existence, Lemma 3.3 shows that uncom-

pleted minimum-length partial tours in an aisle differ in length by at most

a constant. This constant equals twice the length of all edges in Ei and

depends on n.

Lemma 3.3. Let k ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, an aisle i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, and some

v
¯ i ∈ Vki be given. Consider κ ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} such that κ 6= k. If κ has no

possibly optimal partial tours then v
¯ iκ

=∞. Otherwise,

v
¯ iκ
≤ v

¯ ik
+ 2(nf + 2wa + 2wc).

Proof. See Appendix.

We can now prove the following.

Theorem 3.2. |Vi| = O(n4)

Proof. Let any aisle i and corresponding set of base value vectors Vi =

∪7
k=1Vki be given. First, vi7 = 0 occurs only in the unique event that

there are no locations to be visited before aisle i, and vi7 = ∞ otherwise.

Consequently, |V7
i | = 1. Additionally, Vi is constructed in such a way that

vi6 =∞ for all vi ∈ Vi. Hence, V6
i = ∅.

Now, let k ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} and some v
¯i
∈ Vki be given. Furthermore,

let κ ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} be given such that κ 6= k. Lemma 3.3 shows that

either v
¯iκ

=∞ or v
¯iκ
≤ v

¯ik
+ 2(nf + 2wa + 2wc). By assumption 2wc

f ∈ N
and 2wa

f ∈ N, so `Oi /f ∈ (N ∪ {∞})5 for any order O. Since v
¯0 ∈ N7,

Equation (3.1) implies v
f̄ ∈ N7.

Hence, for example, for v
¯
∈ V1

i we have v
f̄ ∈ {0} × {0, 1, . . . , 2(n +

2wa+2wc

f ),∞}4 × {∞}2, where × is the Cartesian product. This implies

|V1
i | = O(n4). Analogously one can show that |Vki | = O(n4), k ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}.

Therefore, |Vi| = O
(∑7

k=1 |Vki |
)

= O(n4). This completes the proof.
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We explain the trivial remaining parts without formal proofs. Consider

Li for some aisle i. From Section 3.1.1, every combination of last pick

λi, first pick φi, and largest gap γi implies a vector ` ∈ Li. Since −1 ≤
λi, φi, γi ≤ n, we have |Li| = O(n3). Now consider the calculation of

P (`i = `). Equations (3.4) and (3.5) are O(n), whereas Equation (3.6) is

O(n)+O(n2) = O(n2) for given λi, φi, and γi. Hence, calculating P (`i = `)

for all ` ∈ Li is O(n5).

Finally, consider the algorithm to calculate E[OPP(O)]. This algorithm

is dominated by Step 3, whose parts can be performed by considering each

possible combination v ∈ Vi−1 and ` ∈ Li. Since δ(v), T (v, `) and T6(v, `)

are constant in n and m, |Li| = O(n3), and |Vi−1| = O(n4), Step 3 is O(n7)

for each aisle. Since Step 3 needs to be executed for m aisles, the total

running time of the algorithm is O(mn7).

3.4. Numerical examples

In this section, the expected length of the optimal order-picking tour is cal-

culated for a number of instances. Furthermore, we compare this exact ex-

pectation with a lower bound. A lower bound to the optimal solution is ob-

tained by minimizing the in-aisle travel distances in each separate aisle and

the total cross-aisle travel distance. This lower bound neglects routing con-

siderations and, therefore, generally yields no feasible order picking tours.

The minimum in-aisle travel distances in aisle i are given by min{`i1, `i4}
(Hall, 1993). Hence,

∑m
i=1 E[min{`i1, `i4}] yields a lower bound to the ex-

pected total length of in-aisle edges in the optimal order-picker tour. Fur-

thermore, a lower bound to the total cross-aisle travel distance is simply

twice the distance to the furthest aisle with a pick, whose expectation can

be found in Dijkstra & Roodbergen (2017).

We have calculated the expected optimal order-picker tour length for

instances with 168 and 360 storage locations and three storage classes A,

B, and C. The depot is in the first aisle, i.e., s0 = a1. In Table 3.3, the

parameter values of the instances are shown. Probabilities pA, pB and pC

are determined such that the expected order size E[|O|] is 2, 5, or 10 and

the proportion of A,B and C products on orders is 80/15/5 or 50/30/20,
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respectively. The storage assignments are within-aisle (WA), across-aisle

(AA), diagonal (DI) and perimeter storage (PE), implemented using the

definitions for general class-based storage in Dijkstra & Roodbergen (2017).

The stochastic DP has been implemented in Julia 0.4.8 and CPU times are

reported for a laptop with 2.4 GHz i3-4000M Intel processor. The expected

length of the optimal order-picker tour has been conditioned on the event

that there are locations to be visited other than the depot s0.

The results show that demand profiles with a high skewness (80/15/5)

have a lower expected route length than those with a low skewness (50/30/20),

ceteris paribus. In those cases, the demand mass is located closer to the

depot, which results in shorter tours (see Table 3.3). The same argument

explains why instances with more aisles, but the same expected order size,

have a higher expected order-picker tour length.

In a large number of instances in Table 3.3, the difference between the

lower bound and the exact expectation is less than 5%. The largest differ-

ence between the exact expectation and the lower bound is 19.06%. Gener-

ally, larger differences are observed between the lower bound and the exact

expectation of the length of order-picker tours in instances with small ex-

pected order size. The lower bound is often worst for within-aisle storage,

which aims to minimize the expected number of aisles to be visited (Jarvis

& McDowell, 1991). When fewer aisles have to be visited, it is often more

expensive to construct a feasible tour from the shortest in-aisle travel dis-

tances, as fewer feasible options are available.

3.5. Conclusions and further research

In this chapter, we have presented a polynomial time algorithm to find

the expected length of the optimal order-picker tour in a rectangular ware-

house. To achieve this, we have reformulated the original dynamic program

(DP) finding the optimal order-picker tour in the deterministic case. This

reformulation allows for a decomposition of the optimal tour length in in-

dependent contributions per aisle. Using the decomposition, a polynomial

time stochastic dynamic program was constructed to calculate the exact

expected length of the optimal order-picker tour.
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Table 3.3: Results numerical experiments for instances with f = 1, wc =
3, wa = 5.

m n E[|O|] Skewness Class sizes Storage Exact CPU(s) Lower bound Difference

7 24 2 80/15/5 34/50/84 AA 69.80 70.63 67.65 3.08%
7 24 2 50/30/20 34/50/84 AA 81.39 70.55 74.35 8.65%
7 24 10 80/15/5 34/50/84 AA 147.80 70.62 143.91 2.63%
7 24 10 50/30/20 34/50/84 AA 172.52 70.00 166.22 3.65%
7 24 20 80/15/5 34/50/84 AA 187.83 70.59 184.57 1.73%
7 24 20 50/30/20 34/50/84 AA 221.99 73.81 218.50 1.57%
15 24 2 80/15/5 72/108/180 AA 122.55 307.09 120.29 1.84%
15 24 2 50/30/20 72/108/180 AA 135.25 285.65 127.87 5.46%
15 24 10 80/15/5 72/108/180 AA 240.23 284.56 235.27 2.07%
15 24 10 50/30/20 72/108/180 AA 270.49 284.65 261.37 3.37%
15 24 20 80/15/5 72/108/180 AA 318.92 286.34 314.05 1.53%
15 24 20 50/30/20 72/108/180 AA 366.59 284.79 359.68 1.89%
7 24 2 80/15/5 34/50/84 WA 56.96 67.93 46.10 19.06%
7 24 2 50/30/20 34/50/84 WA 75.45 77.37 63.25 16.16%
7 24 10 80/15/5 34/50/84 WA 113.05 62.70 107.28 5.10%
7 24 10 50/30/20 34/50/84 WA 161.67 67.87 155.46 3.84%
7 24 20 80/15/5 34/50/84 WA 145.71 74.44 141.21 3.09%
7 24 20 50/30/20 34/50/84 WA 209.45 69.66 205.00 2.13%
15 24 2 80/15/5 72/108/180 WA 83.55 330.73 70.27 15.89%
15 24 2 50/30/20 72/108/180 WA 115.57 284.65 101.79 11.92%
15 24 10 80/15/5 72/108/180 WA 185.10 284.14 178.13 3.77%
15 24 10 50/30/20 72/108/180 WA 256.84 283.65 247.11 3.79%
15 24 20 80/15/5 72/108/180 WA 248.57 284.76 242.43 2.47%
15 24 20 50/30/20 72/108/180 WA 351.25 286.12 343.82 2.11%
7 24 2 80/15/5 34/50/84 DI 56.44 65.68 52.03 7.81%
7 24 2 50/30/20 34/50/84 DI 74.66 72.23 65.70 12.00%
7 24 10 80/15/5 34/50/84 DI 124.30 70.95 120.07 3.40%
7 24 10 50/30/20 34/50/84 DI 164.82 67.76 158.91 3.59%
7 24 20 80/15/5 34/50/84 DI 158.63 72.99 154.47 2.62%
7 24 20 50/30/20 34/50/84 DI 213.12 67.11 208.87 1.99%
15 24 2 80/15/5 72/108/180 DI 83.37 329.75 74.00 11.24%
15 24 2 50/30/20 72/108/180 DI 114.90 285.17 103.15 10.23%
15 24 10 80/15/5 72/108/180 DI 194.30 284.97 187.31 3.60%
15 24 10 50/30/20 72/108/180 DI 258.63 283.94 249.11 3.68%
15 24 20 80/15/5 72/108/180 DI 262.24 284.62 256.40 2.23%
15 24 20 50/30/20 72/108/180 DI 354.74 284.14 347.37 2.08%
7 24 2 80/15/5 34/50/84 PE 78.37 71.36 66.28 15.43%
7 24 2 50/30/20 34/50/84 PE 87.73 77.97 73.76 15.93%
7 24 10 80/15/5 34/50/84 PE 136.31 65.19 129.90 4.70%
7 24 10 50/30/20 34/50/84 PE 166.43 70.84 160.34 3.66%
7 24 20 80/15/5 34/50/84 PE 156.89 70.03 154.05 1.81%
7 24 20 50/30/20 34/50/84 PE 208.26 64.92 205.48 1.34%
15 24 2 80/15/5 72/108/180 PE 147.48 351.30 129.05 12.50%
15 24 2 50/30/20 72/108/180 PE 148.07 285.67 130.46 11.89%
15 24 10 80/15/5 72/108/180 PE 241.10 286.46 232.62 3.52%
15 24 10 50/30/20 72/108/180 PE 269.78 284.89 258.22 4.28%
15 24 20 80/15/5 72/108/180 PE 287.14 286.07 285.22 0.67%
15 24 20 50/30/20 72/108/180 PE 349.56 286.09 343.68 1.68%
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In numerical examples we have shown that the stochastic dynamic pro-

gram is able to find the exact expected optimal route-length for a number

of instances of realistic size. Furthermore, the results of these examples

showed differences between the exact expected route length and the best

known approximation of up to 19%, illustrating the value of our approach.

A number of interesting avenues for future research exist. First, future

research may focus on finding better approximations of the expected length

of the optimal tour. Secondly, we have constructed a polynomial-time algo-

rithm for the optimal tour in a warehouse. Polynomial-time algorithms exist

for many different classes of TSP. Nonetheless, to the best of our knowledge

there exist no methods to determine the exact expectation of the solution

to any non-trivial class of TSP. Properties shown in this chapter may aid

in the construction of such methods in future research.
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Appendices

3.A. In-aisle probabilities

We now determine all possible `i ∈ Li and their corresponding probabilities.

First, the probability of having no location to visit at all is given by

P (`i = `0i ) =
n∏
j=1

1− pij .

Clearly, all travel distances in Section 3.1.1 can be calculated when λ,

φ, and γ are known (we do not index these variables by i here to avoid

notational clutter). Let the resulting distances be denoted `i(λ, φ, γ). The

probability P (`i = `) is then

P (`i = `) =
∑

{λ,φ,γ | `i(λ,φ,γ)=`}

(
P (Λ = λ)P (Φ = φ |Λ = λ)

P (Γ = γ |Φ = φ,Λ = λ)

)
,

where Λ, Φ, and Γ are the random variables for the last pick, first pick,

and largest gap of aisle i. What remains is determining P (Λ = λ), P (Φ =

φ |Λ = λ), and P (Γ = γ |Φ = φ,Λ = λ).

Now, first condition on the furthest pick from the start of the aisle. The

probability of this pick being at location λ ∈ {1, . . . , n} equals

P (Λ = λ) = piλ

n∏
j=λ+1

(1− pij). (3.4)
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Given the furthest pick is at λ, the probability of the nearest pick being at

location φ ∈ {1, . . . , n} similarly is

P (Φ = φ |Λ = λ) =


piφ
∏φ−1
j=1 (1− pij) if φ < λ,

0 if φ > λ,∏φ−1
j=1 (1− pij) if φ = λ.

(3.5)

We define G(γ, λ, φ) as the probability of having at least γ ∈ {1, . . . , n}
successive locations with no pick between the locations λ and φ, excluding

locations λ and φ. In case λ < φ, the probability of an exact gap of γ ≥ 0

locations is

P (Γ = γ |Λ = λ,Φ = φ) = G(γ + 1, λ, φ)−G(γ, λ, φ).

In case λ = φ, then γ = −1, hence

P (Γ = −1 |Λ = λ,Φ = φ) = 1.

We obtain G(γ, λ, φ) through the following recursive formula:

G(γ, λ, φ) =

φ+γ∏
j=φ+1

(1− pij) +

φ+γ∑
h=λ+1

 h∏
j=φ+1

(1− pij)pihG(γ, h, φ)

 (3.6)

if γ < λ− φ and G(γ, λ, φ) = 0 if γ ≥ λ− φ.

When γ ≥ λ−φ, there are insufficient locations between λ and φ to have

γ locations without a pick. The first part of the equation is the probability

of having no picks at all γ locations following location λ. The second part

of the equation is the probability of location h being the first location to

have a pick among the γ locations following location λ. Given that there

is a pick at location h, the gap of at least γ has to occur after location h.

Hence, we have a gap of at least γ with probability G(γ, h, φ).
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3.B. Proof of Lemma 3.3

Proof. Let ω = nf + 2wa + 2wc be the combined length of edges in Ei. Let

a minimum length partial tour for aisle i in class k, k ∈ {2, 3, 4, 5} be given.

Now add all edges in Ei exactly once to this tour. This yields a feasible

partial tour for class 1, which is at most ω longer than the minimum length

partial tour of class k. Hence, either v
¯i1
≤ v

¯ik
+ ω for k ∈ {2, 3, 4, 5}, or

v
¯i1

=∞, corresponding to the case that no partial tour in equivalence class

1 can be part of the optimal order-picker tour.

Now let a minimum length partial tour for aisle i in class 1 be given.

Adding all edges in Ei once yields a feasible partial tour in class 4. By

removing either the edges {(bi, bi+1)} or {(ai, ai+1)} from this new tour, we

obtain a feasible partial tour for classes 2 and 3, respectively. We cannot

similarly construct a feasible partial tour for class 5, however, for any i ∈
{1, . . . ,m} we have

v
¯i5
− v

¯i1
= T5(v

¯i−1, `i)− T1(v
¯i−1, `i)

= 2wa + `i4 − `i1 + min{v
¯i−1,2, v¯i−1,3, v¯i−1,5, v¯i−1,7}

−min{v
¯i−1,1 + `i4 − `i1, v

¯i−1,2, v¯i−1,3, v¯i−1,4, v¯i−1,5, v¯i−1,7}
≤ ω

where we used that `i4 ≤ `i1 + ω − 2wa. Hence, either v
¯ik
≤ v

¯i1
+ ω or

v
¯ik

=∞ for k ∈ {2, 3, 4, 5}.
For any two classes k and κ ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, it now follows that

v
¯iκ
≤ v

¯i1
+ ω ≤ v

¯ik
+ 2ω

or v
¯iκ

=∞
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Chapter 4

Base-stock policies for

two-echelon retail

inventory systems with

lost sales

Abstract. We study a supply chain network consisting of a single ware-

house and multiple retailers under periodic review and deterministic lead

times where excess demand at the retailers is lost. The retailers face stochas-

tic customer demand and their inventory replenishment orders are satisfied

by the warehouse to the extent possible, whereas the warehouse is replenished

by an external source with ample supply. The objective is to find replenish-

ment quantities for each stock point such that the long-run average cost

per period is minimized, where the total cost consists of unit holding and

penalty cost. Besides optimal replenishment policies, we study echelon base-

stock policies and show that such policies perform close to optimal (mostly

within 1-3% cost increase). However, setting the base-stock levels is non-

trivial. The base-stock policy resulting from an equivalent inventory system

Reference: Dijkstra, A.S., Bijvank, M. (2018). Base-Stock Policies for Two-Echelon
Retail Inventory Systems with Lost Sales. Submitted.
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with backordered demand (i.e., ignoring lost demand) results in an average

cost increase of 4.5-8.5% compared to the best base-stock policy. Therefore,

we propose a procedure to decompose the supply chain network when the in-

ventory level at the warehouse is known for a given base-stock policy such

that the average holding and penalty cost can be computed separately for each

stock point. Expressions for the average satisfied demand at the retailers as

well as its distribution are approximated. This decomposition procedure is

used to find base-stock levels that minimize the approximated average to-

tal cost per period. Numerical experiments indicate that the approximation

procedure finds replenishment policies that are mostly within 1% of the best

base-stock policy.

4.1. Introduction

In the last decade, the interest in studying inventory systems where excess

demand is lost has increased significantly. Especially in many retail settings,

customers do not wait for items to be delivered (which is the alternative in

systems that assume backordering). Marketing research studies show that

stock-out occurrences usually lead to consumers substituting their demand

with a different product, brand or sales location (Gruen et al., 2002; Verhoef

& Sloot, 2006). In either case, the demand for the original product can be

regarded as lost rather than resulting in a delayed purchase (i.e., a backo-

rder). Lost-sales inventory systems are known to be difficult to analyze and

the optimal replenishment policy for even single-echelon inventory systems

with lost sales is complex when the order delivery lead time is positive (Zip-

kin, 2008). Alternative replenishment policies are the the main focus in the

literature. Some recent work includes studies of base-stock policies (Bijvank

& Johansen, 2012; Bijvank et al., 2014), constant-order policies (Goldberg

et al., 2016; Xin & Goldberg, 2016) and dual-balancing policies (Levi et al.,

2008a). These single-echelon inventory systems ignore that retailers oper-

ate in a supply chain network. However, including a multi-echelon setting

is considerably more challenging. Replenishment quantities are determined

not only by the inventory level of a retailer in question, but also by the

inventory levels of the other retailers in the network. In particular, when
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the supplier (or warehouse) has insufficient inventory available to raise the

inventory levels of each retail location to their desired level, it is a challenge

to determine appropriate replenishment quantities for each retailer. In this

chapter, we capture these dynamics for a basic supply chain composed of a

single warehouse and multiple (non-identical) retailers. This supply chain

configuration is most common in retail practices (Agrawal & Smith, 2009;

Acimovic & Graves, 2017) and, therefore, worthwhile to investigate in more

detail.

The warehouse obtains items from an outside supplier that has sufficient

stock and replenishes the retailers under periodic review. The transporta-

tion (or production) lead times in the system are deterministic. External

customer demand arises at the retailers. Demand takes integer values and is

assumed to be independent and identically distributed across different time

periods. When demand exceeds the on-hand inventory at a retailer, the

excess demand is lost and incurs a linear penalty cost. The system incurs

linear inventory holding cost for on-hand inventories in all stock points of

the supply chain. The planning horizon is infinite, and the objective is to

determine a replenishment policy that minimizes the long-run average to-

tal costs in the inventory system. This is referred to as the one-warehouse

multi-retailer (OWMR) problem with stochastic demand in the literature,

which we extend to include lost sales in case of excess demand at the re-

tailers. We illustrate the effectiveness of echelon base-stock policies and

provide an efficient algorithm to determine good base-stock levels. Under

such a policy, each retailer reviews its echelon inventory position at the

beginning of every review period and orders a quantity to raise this to a

retailer specific base-stock level (defined in more detail in Section 4.3).

The OWMR system has been studied extensively in the literature when

retailers have (potentially time-varying) deterministic demand and all loca-

tions incur a fixed cost for ordering. We refer to Levi et al. (2008b); Shen

et al. (2009); Solyah & Süral (2012); Stauffer (2012); Cunha & Melo (2016).

In these models, all demand is satisfied. In a random demand environ-

ment, Chu & Shen (2010) assume full backordering of unsatisfied demand

at the retailers, where a service level constraint is imposed instead of a linear

out-of-stock penalty cost in the objective function. The authors propose a
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power-of-two replenishment policy where items are replenished at constant

reorder intervals that are a multiple of a base period. Stenius et al. (2016)

include the consolidation of orders from the warehouse to groups of retailers

on the same delivery routes.

The majority of the models for the OWMR system (or more general,

divergent inventory systems) with random demand assume backordering of

excess demand and exclude a fixed set-up cost for orders. They mostly

focus on analyzing the system with different inventory rationing policies

where all stock points use base-stock replenishment policies. Such rationing

policies determine how the on-hand inventory of the warehouse should be

allocated to the retailers in case the sum of the retailers’ order sizes exceeds

the inventory available at the warehouse. Here, we only include references

in case the warehouse is allowed to hold stock (similar to our setting). In

the fair share (FS) rationing policy, the stock-out probability for the most

downstream stock points is equalized (Van Donselaar & Wijngaard, 1987).

In the consistent appropriate share (CAS) rationing policy the inventory is

allocated based on safety stock ratios (De Kok et al., 1994). The balanced

stock (BS) rationing policy minimizes the expected amount of imbalance,

which allows for negative quantities to be allocated to retailers when the

warehouse distributes items to the retailers (Van der Heijden et al., 1997).

This can be interpreted as allowing lateral transhipments (i.e., shipments

between retailers). Diks & De Kok (1998, 1999) and Dogru et al. (2013)

develop algorithms to determine (optimal) base-stock levels under the bal-

ance assumption (i.e., they assume that the rationing policy always allocates

non-negative stock quantities). Van der Heijden (2000) extends this to mod-

els subject to service level constraints, rather than a penalty cost for any

inventory shortage.

The literature on multi-echelon inventory systems with lost sales at the

most downstream stage is limited. Paul & Rajendran (2011) use genetic al-

gorithms to find base-stock levels under simple priority allocation rules when

the demand is deterministic. McGavin et al. (1993, 1997) and Anupindi &

Bassok (1999) were one of the first authors to study the OWMR system

with stochastic demand and lost sales. Nahmias & Smith (1994) include

a probability that the demand is lost when a customer observes a stock-
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out. These models are simplifications of our model as they assume zero

lead times for replenishments. When the material flow to the stock points

requires a positive lead time, Huh & Janakiraman (2010b) show for a serial

inventory system (i.e., a supply chain where each echelon level consists of

only one stock point that replenishes the stock point in the next echelon

level downstream) that the order quantities under the optimal policy are a

decreasing function of the inventory level and the rate of decrease is between

zero and one.

More studies exist for two-echelon inventory systems with lost sales when

replenishment orders can be placed under continuous review. Andersson &

Melchiors (2001) study base-stock policies for such a system where demand

is assumed to follow a Poisson process and the lead times are constant.

They develop a procedure to set base-stock levels and illustrate the perfor-

mance for identical retailers. Seifbarghy & Jokar (2006) and Thangam &

Uthayakumar (2009) explore fixed order size policies (i.e., (R,Q) policies

with reorder level R and fixed order size Q) for identical retailers. Hill

et al. (2007) extend this to non-identical retailers, but they assume that

the lead time of the external supplier to the warehouse is shorter than the

lead time of the warehouse to any of the retailers. Haji et al. (2009) intro-

duce a new replenishment policy for the retailers where one unit is ordered

each pre-determined time interval. Alvarez & van der Heijden (2014) study

base-stock policies where retailers can place emergency orders when the

warehouse is out of stock and there is no inventory in transit to the retailer.

All these papers consider continuous review and Poisson demand, such that

results from queueing theory can be used to analyze the inventory system.

To the best of the authors’ knowledge, there have been no studies of

divergent inventory systems with periodic reviews and lost sales at the

demand-facing locations. Therefore, we formulate two research questions

corresponding to the contributions of this chapter: (1) how do base-stock

policies perform in comparison to optimal replenishment policies (for mod-

erate to high service levels)? and (2) is there an efficient procedure to set

the base-stock levels within the family of base-stock policies? Answering

the first question requires us to model the inventory system with optimal

replenishment policies as well as with base-stock policies and study the
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performance. Under the latter policy, retail location i places an order to

its upstream echelon to bring its echelon inventory position to level Si at

the beginning of each review period. Base-stock policies are commonly ob-

served in the literature and practice. For the single-echelon setting, Huh

et al. (2009) and Bijvank et al. (2014) show that such a policy is asymp-

totically optimal when the lost-sales penalty cost grows large. Bijvank &

Johansen (2012) provide an approximation procedure to set the base-stock

level. In a multi-echelon setting, Acimovic & Graves (2017) study base-

stock policies for a system in which demand is fulfilled by other locations

of the inventory system in case of a stockout (i.e., lateral transhipments

are allowed). Demand is only lost in case there is a system-wide stockout.

The only work that considers base-stock policies in a multi-echelon setting

where excess demand is lost is for assembly systems (Huh & Janakiraman,

2010a). We numerically compare the performance of base-stock policies to

optimal replenishment policies and show that base-stock policies perform

close to optimal. In our second contribution, we develop an approximation

procedure to analyze the inventory system under study with base-stock poli-

cies that can be used to set the base-stock levels. In a numerical study, we

illustrate that the approximation procedure finds base-stock levels where

the average total cost is within 1% of the performance corresponding to the

best base-stock policy.

The outline of the chapter is as follows. In Section 4.2 the notation

and assumptions of the problem under study are defined. In Section 4.3

we explore optimal and base-stock policies. Then, in Section 4.4 we derive

a procedure to approximate the cost of a given base-stock policy. In Sec-

tion 4.5, we show that the performance of base-stock policies that are found

using the approximated average total cost is close to the best base-stock

policies and they significantly outperform base-stock policies for the equiv-

alent inventory problem with backordered demand. Section 4.6 concludes

the chapter and offers directions for future research.
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4.2. Notations and Assumptions

We consider a two-echelon inventory system with one central warehouse and

N (≥ 2) non-identical retailers as illustrated in Figure 4.1. The retailers

are denoted by 1, . . . , N and the warehouse by location 0. Time is divided

into intervals of equal length called periods, taken without loss of generality

(w.l.o.g.) to be of length one. The time horizon is infinitely long. In every

period, the retailers order stock units from the warehouse and the warehouse

orders from an external source with unlimited supply. The order arrives at

location i after a deterministic lead time of Li ∈ N periods, where N is the

set of positive integers. Consequently, an order released by location i at

the beginning of period t will be delivered at location i at the beginning of

period t+ Li.

1 2 · · · N

0

L0

L1
L2

LN

I0

OIi

OI0

IPi

IL0

IP0

Figure 4.1: The supply chain consists of a central warehouse and N non-
identical retailers.

Retailer i, i = 1, 2, . . . , N , faces stochastic customer demand, where λi

denotes the mean one-period demand at retailer i. We assume the demands

in any two different periods to be independent of each other and identi-

cally distributed. Let Di(t) represent the demand at retailer i in period t

and Dτ
i =

∑t+τ−1
s=t Di(s) the total demand at retailer i over the τ periods

following t. The probability and cumulative distribution function of the

one-period demand at retailer i is denoted by gi(·) and Gi(·), respectively.

If the demand distribution is over τ periods, this is indicated by superscript
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τ (that is, gτi (·) and Gτi (·)). We also define

Gτi (s) = E
[
(s−Dτ

i )+
]

=
s−1∑
d=0

Gτi (d),

with (A)+ = max{A, 0}. The customer demand in each period is satisfied to

the extent possible, and any demand that cannot be satisfied immediately

with on-hand inventory is lost. Demand satisfied at retailer i in the τ periods

starting in period t is denoted D̂τ
i (t) and D̂i(t) = D̂1

i (t).

We assume the following sequence of events in each period: (i) each

stock point i, i = 0, 1, . . . , N , receives a shipment ordered Li periods ago

from either the external supplier or the warehouse; (ii) the inventory levels

at all stock points are observed and the current period’s ordering decisions

are made; (iii) the warehouse and external supplier receive the orders and

send the shipments; (iv) demand occurs at the retailers during the period

where a penalty cost is charged for each customer demand that is lost; (v)

holding costs are assessed at the end of the period. The system has the

following cost parameters:

Hi = installation holding cost per unit per period at stock point i

hi = echelon holding cost per unit per period at stock point i

= Hi −H0 for i = 1, . . . , N

pi = lost-sales penalty cost per unit at retailer i

There is a non-negative added value as materials flow downstream, i.e.,

0 ≤ H0 ≤ Hi for i = 1, . . . , N .

The installation inventory at a stock point is defined as the inventory

held at and in transit from that location. Thus, the units in the pipeline

from the warehouse to the retailers are part of the installation inventory

of the warehouse. The echelon inventory level is the inventory on hand

plus inventories at or in transit to all its downstream stock points. For a

retailer, this is just the inventory on hand, whereas the echelon inventory

level at the warehouse is the sum of all physical stock in the entire supply

chain and all materials that are in transit to the retailers. Note that the
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installation inventory and echelon inventory level are the same for retailers.

The echelon inventory position is defined as the echelon inventory level plus

the inventory in transit to that stock point. An overview of the notation

for the different inventory variables at location i = 0, 1, . . . , N at time t is

included in Table 4.1 as well as Figure 4.1.

Table 4.1: Overview of the notation for the inventory variables

Notation Description

OIi(t) on-hand inventory at stock point i after order delivery at
time t (after event (i)), i = 1, . . . , N

Ii(t) installation inventory at stock point i after order delivery at
time t (after event (i)))

ILi(t) echelon inventory level at stock point i after order delivery at
time t (after event (i)))

IP−i (t) echelon inventory position at stock point i before a new order
is placed at time t (after event (i))

IP+
i (t) echelon inventory position at stock point i after a shipment

is sent at time t (after event (iii))
qi(t) order quantity requested by stock point i at time t (i.e., result

of event (ii))
q̂i(t) order quantity shipped to stock point i at time t (i.e., result

of event (iii))

The dynamics of the inventory system are as follows:

ILi(t) = Ii(t) = OIi(t)

= (OIi(t− 1)−Di(t− 1))
+

+ q̂i(t− Li), i = 1, . . . , N

OI0(t) = OI0(t− 1)−
N∑
i=1

q̂i(t− 1) + q0(t− L0)

I0(t) = OI0(t) +
N∑
i=1

Li−1∑
s=1

q̂i(t− s)

IL0(t) = OI0(t) +
N∑
i=1

[
OIi(t) +

Li−1∑
s=1

q̂i(t− s)
]

= I0(t) +
N∑
i=1

OIi(t)

IP−i (t) = ILi(t) +

Li−1∑
s=1

q̂i(t− s), i = 0, 1, . . . , N

IP+
i (t) = IP−i (t) + q̂i(t), i = 0, 1, . . . , N
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Note that the decision quantity qi(t) at stock point i should be non-negative.

Furthermore, the difference between qi(t) and q̂i(t) is caused by a shortage

at the warehouse, since the warehouse can never ship more than its on-hand

inventory. Therefore,

N∑
i=1

q̂i(t) = min

{
OI0(t),

N∑
i=1

qi(t)

}
(4.1)

q̂i(t) ≤ qi(t), i = 1, . . . , N (4.2)

Since the supplier of the warehouse has infinite stock, q̂0(t) = q0(t).

4.3. Replenishment Policies

In this section, we model our two-echelon inventory system according to

two different replenishment policies. First, we consider optimal replenish-

ment quantities in Section 4.3.1. Next, we formulate the inventory system

where replenishment orders are based on echelon base-stock policies in Sec-

tion 4.3.2.

4.3.1 Optimal Replenishment Policy

Optimal policies for the distribution system described in Section 4.2 are

unknown. Replenishment decisions at the beginning of each period are cen-

tralized and based on system-wide inventory information, which is assumed

to be available and free. As a result, we may assume w.l.o.g. that the re-

tailers never order more than what is available at the warehouse, such that

q̂i(t) = qi(t) holds for all retailers i, i = 1, . . . , N . This means that instead

of creating a backlog position at the warehouse, the retailers will attempt

to order any difference between the number of units they can order and the

number of units they would like to order at the next replenishment epoch.

To find the optimal replenishment policy, we formulate the inventory

problem as a Markov Decision Process (MDP). Let vector qi ∈ NLi−1 denote

the inventory in transit to stock point i after order delivery at the beginning

of a period t (i.e., after event (i)), where the k-th component represents the

quantity ordered Li − k periods earlier (i.e., qik = qi(t − (Li − k)) for
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k = 1, . . . , Li− 1). The realized stock on hand is denoted by OIi, such that

the vector (OIi, qi) is the state of stock point i before ordering at event (ii).

Hence, the Cartesian product

S ≡
N∏
i=0

{
(OIi, qi) | OIi ∈ N, qi ∈ NLi−1

}
describes the state space of the MDP. For a given state ξt ∈ S at period

t, the actions q(ξt) = (q0(t), q1(t), . . . , qN (t)) represent the number of units

ordered by stock point i, i = 0, 1, . . . , N , and need to satisfy

N∑
i=1

qi(t) ≤ OI0.

Let yi represent the realized installation inventory and zi the realized ech-

elon inventory level at stock point i after ordering and shipping (i.e., after

event (iii)). Consequently, yi(ξt) = zi(ξt) = OIi for retailer i, i = 1, . . . , N ,

and

y0(ξt) =

(
OI0 −

N∑
i=1

qi(t)

)
+

N∑
i=1

[
Li−1∑
k=1

qik + qi(t)

]
= OI0 +

N∑
i=1

Li−1∑
k=1

qik,

which is the stock on hand at the warehouse plus all stock in transit down-

stream of the warehouse (i.e., to the retailers), and

z0(ξt) = y0(ξt) +
N∑
i=1

OIi.

For simplicity, rewrite yi(ξt) and zi(ξt) as yi and zi, respectively. The direct

one-period costs are given by the sum of expected holding and penalty cost

at all locations

c(ξt) = H0y0 +
N∑
i=1

HiE
[
(yi −Di(t))

+
]

+
N∑
i=1

piE
[
(Di(t)− yi)+

]
,
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or equivalently

c(ξt) = h0

(
z0 −

N∑
i=1

E [min{Di(t), zi}]
)

+
N∑
i=1

hiE
[
(zi −Di(t))

+
]

+
N∑
i=1

piE
[
(Di(t)− zi)+

]
.

See Appendix 4.A for more details.

Given the state space, the direct costs and the transition probabilities

as implied by the demand distribution, we can formulate the Bellmann

equation as

Vt+1(ξt) = c(ξt)

+ min
q(ξt)|

∑N
i=1 qi(t)≤OI0

{
E

[
Vt

((
OI0 −

N∑
i=1

qi(t) + q0,1,F(q0), q0(t)

)
,

N∏
i=1

(
(OIi −Di(t))

+
+ qi,1,F(qi), qi(t)

))]}
,

where F(q) is a function that removes the first element of the vector q.

The optimal policy and the corresponding average total costs can be found

by recursively solving the above equation with value iteration (Puterman,

2005).

4.3.2 Base-Stock Policy

As mentioned in Section 4.1, a relevant class of ordering policies is con-

stituted by the class of echelon base-stock policies. In our multi-echelon

setting, such a policy is denoted by the vector S = (S0, . . . , SN ), where

Si ∈ N denotes the desired base-stock level for the echelon inventory posi-

tion at location i. Thus, qi(t) = Si − IP−i (t). For retailer i, i = 1, . . . , N ,

qi(t) = Si −
(
OIi +

Li−1∑
k=1

q̂ik

)
,
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while for the warehouse

q0(t) = S0 −
(
OI0 −

N∑
i=1

q̂i(t) +

L0−1∑
k=1

q0k

)
−

N∑
i=1

(
OIi +

Li−1∑
k=1

q̂ik + q̂i(t)

)

= S0 −
(
OI0 +

L0−1∑
k=1

q0k

)
−

N∑
i=1

(
OIi +

Li−1∑
k=1

q̂ik

)
.

The number of units shipped to the warehouse always equals the quantity

ordered (i.e., q̂0(t) = q0(t)). However, the actual amount that is shipped

to retailer i (i.e., q̂i(t)) for i = 1, . . . , N , depends on the on-hand inven-

tory at the upstream location (i.e., location 0). Define the shortage at the

warehouse in period t as

Ω0(t) =

(
N∑
i=1

qi(t)−OI0(t)

)+

=

(
N∑
i=1

Si − IL0(t)

)+

. (4.3)

When Ω0(t) = 0, there is no shortage at the warehouse and q̂(t) = q(t).

Otherwise, there is insufficient stock at the warehouse to satisfy the replen-

ishment orders of all retailers and the on-hand inventory at the warehouse

needs to be allocated to the retailers with the use of rationing functions

ri(ξt). In this chapter, we assume r(·) to be a linear allocation function

(Diks & De Kok, 1999). This implies that all retailers are allocated a fixed

fraction fi of the shortage at the warehouse. Hence

ri(ξt) = qi(t)− fiΩ0(t). (4.4)

If the allocated shortage is larger than the amount originally ordered, i.e.

qi(t) < fiΩ0(t), the rationing quantity ri(ξt) will be negative. In order to

facilitate our analysis, we assume that such situations do not happen and

q̂i = ri(ξt) for all locations i, i = 1, . . . , N . This assumption is referred to

as the balance assumption, since it implies that the inventory is sufficiently

balanced over the retailers (Van der Heijden et al., 1997; Diks & De Kok,

1998).

Note that any allocated shortages will not be backordered at the ware-

house. If there is a shortage at the warehouse, the retailers will attempt
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to order that difference at the next replenishment epoch. Consider the

dynamics in the following example.

Example 4.1. Consider a supply chain that consists of a warehouse with

base-stock level S0 = 5 and two retailers each with base-stock level Si = 2,

i = 1, 2. The lead time Li = 1 for i = 0, 1, 2. After order delivery at time

period t, we observe OI0 = OI1 = OI2 = 1 and no orders are outstanding.

The retailers order one unit each (i.e., qi(t) = 1 for i = 1, 2). Since there is

a shortage at the warehouse, there is only one unit shipped to retailer 1 and

nothing to retailer 2 (i.e., q̂1(t) = 1 and q̂2(t) = 0). The echelon inventory

position at the retailers after ordering and shipping becomes IP+
1 (t) = 2 and

IP+
2 (t) = 1, whereas the echelon inventory position at the warehouse before

ordering becomes IP−0 (t) = 3 such that the warehouse orders 2 units. When

these units arrive to the warehouse at the beginning of period t+ 1, retailer

2 will order at least one unit such that the warehouse will never have more

than S0 −
∑N
i=1 Si units available on hand during a period. Consequently,

it becomes clear that S0 ≥ S1 + S2.

Furthermore, note that the rationing function in Eq. (4.4) can result

in fractional quantities. Since we consider discrete demand, we round the

quantities q̂i up for the first retailers and down for the other retailers such

that
∑
i≥1(qi(t)− q̂i(t)) = Ω0(t).
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4.4. Cost Approximation for Base-Stock

Policies

In this section, we develop a heuristic procedure to approximate the long-

run average total costs of the two-echelon divergent inventory system with

echelon base-stock replenishment policies where the vector of base-stock

levels S = (S0, S1, . . . , SN ) is given. Our approximation decomposes the

costs of the total inventory system into the costs for each retailer and the

warehouse, such that the expected total costs of the inventory system is

calculated as

h0E[IL0] +

N∑
i=1

hiE
[
(ILi −Di)

+
]

+

N∑
i=1

piE
[
(Di − ILi)+

]
. (4.5)

This approach requires an analysis of the steady-state behavior for the ech-

elon inventory level ILi at each inventory location i = 0, 1, . . . , N .

Let us first study the retailers. The probability distribution function for

ILi(t), i = 1, . . . , N , is given by

P (ILi(t) = xi) = P

(
IP+

i (t− Li)−
Li−1∑
s=0

qi(t− s) = xi

)
, (4.6)

since the inventory level increases during the time interval [t−Li, t] due to

the outstanding orders (after ordering) at time t − Li (which is captured

by IP+
i (t − Li)) and it decreases due to the satisfied demand during the

previous Li time periods (which is captured by the amounts ordered qi).

Note that IP+(t) = Si − [qi(t)− q̂i(t)] since the warehouse can have

a shortage. For ease of notation, let’s define SN =
∑N
i=1 Si. Under the

balance assumption, Eq. (4.4) defines q̂i(t) such that IP+
i (t) = Si−fiΩ0(t),

where Ω0(t) =
(
SN − IL0(t)

)+
according to Eq. (4.3). When we condition
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IP+
i on IL0, this results in

P (IP+
i (t) = y) =

S0∑
x0=0

P
(
IP+

i (t) = y | IL0(t) = x0

)
P (IL0 = x0) (4.7)

=


∑S0

x0=SN
P (IL0(t) = x0) if y = Si

P
(
IL0(t) = SN − Si−y

fi

)
if 0 ≤ y < Si

0 otherwise

(4.8)

since IP+
i (t) = Si − fi

(
SN − x0

)+
when IL0(t) = x0. This requires a

probability distribution function for IL0. Furthermore, note that the ratio

in the second condition of Eq. (4.8) can require rounding as indicated at

the end of Section 4.3.2.

The second random variable in Eq. (4.6) is the satisfied demand at re-

tailer i over the time interval [t−Li, t]. We will approximate this component

as a function of IL0(t − Li) and denote this by D̂Li
i (IL0), since the avail-

ability of the item at the retailer depends on the pipeline inventory at and

downstream of the warehouse. This implies that
∑Li−1
s=0 qi(t − s) (as used

in Eq. (4.6)) is represented by the random variable D̂Li
i (IL0) such that

P (D̂Li
i (x0) = d) = P (D̂Li

i = d | IL0 = x0).

The probability distribution function of the satisfied demand D̂Li
i over Li

time periods is dependent on the entire state description since it depends

on the individual order quantities delivered during this time interval (as

discussed in Section 4.3). For the single-echelon system, Bijvank & Johansen

(2012) use the demand distribution gLi
i in combination with a correction

factor to correct for any out-of-stock occurrences during the lead time Li. A

numerical study by Cardos et al. (2017) shows that this approach can result

in negative probabilities when the service level is low (which corresponds to a

scenario where the base-stock level is relatively low compared to the average

demand). Therefore, a different approach is taken in this chapter. We

rescale the actual demand distribution gLi
i and denote the new distribution

by ĝLi
i to represent the probability distribution function for D̂Li

i . One can

imagine that the expectation of the satisfied demand D̂Li
i is smaller than the
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expectation of the actual demand DLi
i . We will use the following notation:

E
[
D̂Li
i (x0)

]
= E

[
D̂Li
i | IL0 = x0

]
= µi(x0) ≤ λiLi = E

[
DLi
i

]
. (4.9)

The expectation over the conditional expectations µi(IL0) represents the

expected total satisfied demand over Li time periods. This can be directly

related to the fill rate βi realized at retailer i, where the fill rate is defined

as the fraction of the demand immediately satisfied by inventory on hand.

In particular,

E [µi(IL0)] =

S0∑
x0=0

µi(x0)P (IL0 = x0) = βiλiLi. (4.10)

Based on simulation experiments, we identified the following functional form

to approximate µi(x0):

µ̃i(x0) =
(
ai (S0 − x0)

2
+ αiλiLi

)+

, (4.11)

where ai and αi are scalar parameters for retailer i. Figure 4.2 illustrates

the actual expectations µi(x0) for six different numerical instances that are

found with simulation. For this figure we selected instances with a moderate

average fill rate (90-92%) such that lost-sales occurrences frequently occur.

The first two subfigures are for the first retailer only since the two retailers

are symmetrical, whereas the third and fourth subfigures are for the first and

second retailer respectively since the parameter setting is asymmetrical (the

same for the last two subfigures). Note that µ̃i(x0) = 0 for x0 = 0, . . . , x∗0−1

and µ̃i(x0) > 0 for x0 = x∗0, . . . , S0 where

x∗0 =

⌈
S0 −

√
−αiλiLi

ai

⌉
(4.12)

and dxe is x rounded up to the nearest integer.

The value of ai can be found by using the approximation of Eq. (4.11)
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Figure 4.2: Simulated mean lead time demands µi(x0) (Sim.) and its ap-
proximation µ̃i(x0) (Approx.) for an OWMR system with two retailers.
The lead times are L0 = L1 = L2 = 1, whereas demand follows a Poisson
distribution with averages λ1 = λ2 = 5, unless indicated otherwise. The
selected base-stock levels are those that minimize the average total holding
cost within the family of base-stock policies where hi = 1 for i = 0, 1, 2 and
p1 = p2 = 9.

in Eq. (4.10) when the fill rate βi is known:

E [µi(IL0)] = βiλiLi =
∑S0

x0=0 P (IL0 = x0)µi(x0)

≈ ∑S0

x0=x∗0
P (IL0 = x0)

[
ai (S0 − x0)

2
+ αiλiLi

]
(4.13)
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such that

ai =
λiLi

(
βi −

∑S0

x0=x∗0
P (IL0 = x0)αi

)
∑S0

x0=x∗0
P (IL0 = x0) (S0 − x0)

2
. (4.14)

The value of αiλiLi represents an upper bound on µi(IL0) (i.e., the maxi-

mum expected demand to be satisfied by retailer i during Li time periods).

To define αi, consider the scenario where OHi(t) = Si such that the in-

ventory level at retailer i is at the maximum at time t and no order is

outstanding. This corresponds to the case in which retailer i is able to

satisfy most demand. Consequently, we define αiλiLi = E
[
min{DLi

i , Si}
]

such that

αi =
E
[
min{DLi

i , Si}
]

λiLi
=

E[DLi
i ]− E

[(
DLi
i − Si

)]
λiLi

(4.15)

=
Si − E

[
(Si −DLi

i )+
]

λiLi
=
Si − GLi

i (Si)

λiLi
. (4.16)

Note that αi ≥ βi such that ai ≤ 0. Furthermore, note that ai depends on

x∗0 in Eq. (4.14) and x∗0 depends on ai in Eq. (4.12). Therefore, we need an

iterative procedure where we start with x∗0 = 0 until the values of ai and x∗0

do not change anymore. This is illustrated in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Determine ai and αi for a given distribution P (IL0 = x0)
and fill rate βi

1: Set x∗0 = 0 and calculate αi with Eq. (4.16)
2: Calculate ai according to Eq. (4.14) and set

x̃∗0 =

⌈
S0 −

√
−αiλiLi

ai

⌉

3: If x̃∗0 = x∗0, then go to Step 4; otherwise set x∗0 = x̃∗0 and go to Step 2
4: Terminate the algorithm

Let’s go back to rescaling gLi
i to create ĝLi

i (i.e., the probability distri-

bution function of the approximated satisfied demand over Li time periods

when the inventory level at the warehouse (i.e., IL0 = x0) is known), where

we now have a procedure to approximate the expectation for D̂Li
i when fill

rate βi and a probability distribution of IL0 are known. As indicated in
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Eq. (4.9), this expectation will be smaller than the expectation for DLi
i .

Therefore, we first truncate the domain of gLi
i at M such that the normal-

ized expectation over d = 0, . . . ,M exceeds µ̃i(x0) for the first time:

M = min

{
M

∣∣∣∣∣
∑M
d=0 dg

Li
i (d)∑M

d=0 g
Li
i (d)

≥ µ̃i(x0)

}
. (4.17)

Since the expectation exceeds µ̃i(x0), we need to redistribute the probability

mass such that the expectation over the satisfied demand equals µ̃i(x0).

Hence, we define

ĝLi
i (d) =


cgLi
i (d) if 0 ≤ d ≤M − 1

1− cGLi
i (d− 1) if d = M

0 otherwise

(4.18)

where

c =
M − µ̃i(x0)

MGLi
i (M − 1)−∑M−1

d=0 dgLi
i (d)

. (4.19)

We can use this distribution to directly approximate the probability dis-

tribution of the on-hand inventory level at retailer i as P (OIi = xi) =

ĝLi
i (S−xi). Consequently, the satisfied demand at retailer i during a single

review period is given by

P (D̂i = d) = P (Di = d)P (OIi ≥ d) + P (Di > d)P (OIi = d), (4.20)

and the fill rate at retailer i is approximated as

βi =

∑
d dP (D̂i = d)

λi
. (4.21)

Next, we consider the total satisfied customer demand in a single review

period for the entire supply chain, denoted as D̂. To obtain the probability

distribution of the satisfied demand D̂ over all retail locations, we take the

convolution of D̂i over all retailers i = 1, . . . , N . We can use this to specify

the probability distribution of the inventory level at the warehouse as

P (IL0 = x0) = P
(
(D̂)∗L0 = S0 − x0

)
, (4.22)
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where (D̂)∗L0 is the L0-fold convolution with D̂ itself.

In summary, Eq. (4.21) and (4.22) can be found with Eq. (4.18)-(4.20)

and require an expectation for D̂Li
i (x0), which is given by Eq. (4.11) and

Algorithm 1 defines the values of ai and αi. This random variable D̂Li
i (x0)

is used for the order quantities in Eq. (4.6) together with the distribution

specified in Eq. (4.22) that is used in Eq. (4.8) and eventually in Eq. (4.6)

as well. The distributions in Eq. (4.6) and (4.22) are used to calculate the

average total system-wide cost in Eq. (4.5). A more detailed summary of

the approximation procedure is provided in Algorithm 2.
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Algorithm 2 Determine the probability distribution of ILi for all stock
points i = 0, 1, . . . , N as well as the average total cost

1: Set iteration n = 0, where we initialize β
(n)
i = 0.9 for all retailers

i = 1, . . . , N and

P (n)(IL0 = x0) = P

(
N∑
i=1

(Di)
∗L0 = S0 − x0

)

2: repeat
3: Set n = n+ 1
4: for i = 1, . . . , N do
5: Use Algorithm 1 to find ai and αi
6: for x0 = 0, . . . , S0 do
7: Calculate µ̃i(x0) with Eq. (4.11) and M with Eq. (4.17).
8: Define P (OIi = xi) = ĝLi

i (Si − xi) where ĝLi
i (d) is specified

by Eq. (4.18).
9: Use Eq. (4.20) and Eq. (4.21) to define P (D̂i = d) and βi(x0),

respectively
10: end for
11: Calculate βi =

∑S0

x0=0 P
(n−1)(IL0 = x0)βi(x0)

12: Update

β
(n)
i =

1

2

(
β

(n−1)
i + βi

)
13: end for
14: Take the convolution of D̂i over all retailers i = 1, . . . , N to obtain

the probability distribution for D̂, where the distribution of D̂i is given
by Eq. (4.20)

15: Take the L0-convolution of D̂ with itself to obtain the probability
distribution for (D̂)∗L0

16: Update P (n−1)(IL0 = x0) to P (n)(IL0 = x0) with Eq. (4.22)

17: until | β(n)
i − β(n−1)

i |< ε for all i = 1, . . . , N
18: The probability distribution of IP+

i is given by Eq. (4.8) and
P (n)(IL0 = x0) above

19: The probability distribution of
∑Li−1
s=0 qi(t− s) is given by P (D̂Li

i = d |
IL0 = x0) and Eq. (4.18)-(4.19)

20: Use these distributions in Eq. (4.6) to find the expected total cost in
Eq. (4.5)
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4.5. Numerical results

The aim of this section is to illustrate the performance of echelon base-

stock policies relative to optimal replenishment policies as well as the per-

formance of our approximation procedure. In our numerical study, we

also include the performance of base-stock policies resulting from backo-

rder models that exist in the literature. For the set-up of our numerical

instances, we use Zipkin (2008) as guideline and extended this to a two-

echelon setting. In particular, we consider a supply chain consisting of

one warehouse and two retailers. Because the Markov chain grows expo-

nentially in the number of retailer locations as well as the lead time (see

Section 4.3), we consider only lead times of either one or two review peri-

ods. In particular, we study the following three supply chain configurations:

(L0, L1, L2) ∈ {(1, 1, 1), (2, 1, 1), (2, 2, 1)}. The latter configuration already

results in an MDP where the state space has five dimensions (as described

in Section 4.3). The demand at retailer i, i = 1, 2, follows a Poisson dis-

tribution with an average of 5 or 10, and the unit penalty cost varies in

p = 4, 9, 19, 39. Without loss of generality, the unit holding cost is set to

one (i.e., hi = 1 for i = 0, 1, 2) and the length of the review period is also

set to one. Results for instances where the supply chain network consists

of three retail locations (i.e., configuration (L0, L1, L2, L3) = (1, 1, 1, 1)) or

where the demand follows a geometric distribution, are included in Ap-

pendix 4.B, since the observations from these instances are similar to the

results of a supply chain network with two retailers and Poisson distributed

demand. This is in line with the work by Dogru et al. (2009) that indicates

that the number of retailers does not influence the results when the balance

assumption is used in a multi-echelon inventory system.

The detailed results are reported in Table 4.2 to 4.4 for each supply chain

configuration respectively. Column 1 and 2 present the parameter settings

for the average demand and unit penalty cost in each instance. In columns

3 to 6, we report the base-stock levels S∗ of the best base-stock policy, the

corresponding average total cost C(S∗) as well as the average fill rate for

the two retailers (denoted by βi(S
∗) for retailer i = 1, 2, respectively). In

column 7, we report the relative cost increase for using the best base-stock
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policy with the balance assumption where fi = Si/SN compared to the

optimal policy:

CI(∗) =
C(S∗)− C(∗)

C(∗) , (4.23)

where C(∗) is the average total cost associated with the optimal policy.

Columns 8 and 9 report the best base-stock levels SBO of the equivalent

inventory system with the backorder assumption in case there is a stockout

as well as the relative cost increase for using this base-stock policy compared

to the best base-stock policy. This cost increase for a certain base-stock

policy S is given by

CI(S) =
C(S)− C(S∗)

C(S∗)
, (4.24)

where C(S) is the average total cost associated with base-stock policy S.

Similarly, columns 10 and 11 report the base-stock levels S found with our

approximation procedure and the relative cost increase for using this policy

compared to the best base-stock policy.

Note that the results for the third supply chain configuration in Table 4.4

(i.e., when (L0, L1, L2) = (2, 2, 1)) are found with simulation when λi = 10

for i = 1 or 2 due to storage space limitations (these instances require a state

description in five dimensions). Furthermore, no optimal replenishment

policies could be found for these instances for the same reason. A summary

of all results is provided in Figure 4.3.
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Table 4.2: Results of the supply chain configuration where L0 = 1 and
L1 = L2 = 1.

scenario best base-stock policy backorder model approximation

(λ1, λ2)(p1, p2) S∗ C(S∗) β1(S∗) β2(S∗) CI(∗) SBO CI(SBO) S CI(S)
5,5 4,4 10,10,26 20.95 80.09% 77.38% 3.31% 13,13,33 11.34% 13,13,26 0.16%
5,5 9,9 13,13,33 27.55 92.29% 90.81% 2.42% 14,14,37 5.99% 14,14,33 0.28%
5,5 19,19 15,14,37 33.50 96.39% 95.29% 1.52% 16,16,39 1.81% 15,15,36 0.56%
5,5 39,39 16,16,41 38.84 98.45% 98.08% 0.91% 17,17,42 1.05% 16,16,41 0.00%
5,5 4,9 10,13,29 24.24 78.32% 90.50% 2.88% 13,14,35 8.68% 12,15,29 0.39%
5,5 4,19 10,15,32 27.25 79.98% 96.19% 2.61% 13,16,36 5.34% 11,16,32 0.36%
5,5 4,39 10,16,34 29.98 81.42% 98.08% 2.49% 13,17,38 5.64% 12,17,35 1.72%
5,5 9,19 13,15,35 30.51 91.84% 95.78% 1.91% 14,16,38 3.56% 13,15,35 0.00%
5,5 9,39 12,16,37 33.25 90.86% 98.30% 1.81% 14,17,40 3.60% 13,17,37 0.09%
5,5 19,39 14,16,39 36.14 95.88% 98.17% 1.10% 16,17,41 2.38% 14,16,37 1.58%
10,5 4,4 21,10,41 28.27 86.45% 79.35% 2.97% 24,13,49 10.81% 24,12,41 0.27%
10,5 9,9 24,12,48 36.19 93.87% 89.80% 2.27% 26,14,53 4.54% 27,14,48 0.31%
10,5 19,19 26,14,54 43.25 97.21% 96.09% 1.43% 28,16,57 3.00% 30,16,53 0.51%
10,5 39,39 29,16,58 49.58 98.75% 98.27% 0.88% 29,17,60 1.38% 29,16,58 0.00%
10,5 4,9 21,13,44 31.51 85.97% 91.33% 2.57% 24,14,51 8.54% 23,14,44 0.26%
10,5 4,19 21,15,46 34.45 86.00% 95.81% 2.30% 24,16,52 6.11% 22,15,48 0.56%
10,5 4,39 20,16,48 37.12 85.79% 98.22% 2.16% 24,17,54 6.19% 22,17,49 0.25%
10,5 9,19 24,15,51 39.10 93.80% 96.74% 1.86% 26,16,55 4.49% 24,15,51 0.00%
10,5 9,39 24,16,52 41.70 93.79% 97.96% 1.52% 26,17,56 3.22% 24,16,52 0.00%
10,5 19,39 26,16,55 45.83 96.84% 98.19% 1.08% 28,17,58 1.91% 26,17,54 1.28%
10,5 9,4 24,10,45 32.99 93.20% 80.39% 2.85% 26,13,51 6.16% 26,11,45 0.28%
10,5 19,4 26,10,49 37.18 97.08% 82.05% 2.59% 28,13,53 4.32% 28,11,50 0.62%
10,5 39,4 29,10,51 40.99 98.65% 80.82% 2.60% 29,13,55 3.91% 29,10,49 1.94%
10,5 19,9 26,12,51 40.34 96.93% 90.32% 1.85% 28,14,56 4.40% 27,13,52 0.08%
10,5 39,9 28,12,54 44.11 98.64% 90.94% 1.72% 29,14,57 2.14% 30,13,54 0.47%
10,5 39,19 28,14,56 46.98 98.57% 96.00% 1.20% 29,16,59 2.60% 29,14,56 0.04%
10,10 4,4 21,20,55 35.59 86.48% 84.82% 2.78% 24,24,64 8.39% 23,23,55 0.15%
10,10 9,9 24,24,64 44.72 94.24% 93.48% 2.00% 26,26,69 3.90% 25,25,64 0.15%
10,10 19,19 26,26,70 52.88 97.31% 96.92% 1.27% 28,28,73 1.68% 28,27,69 0.46%
10,10 39,39 28,28,75 60.17 98.79% 98.60% 0.73% 29,29,77 0.67% 28,28,75 0.00%
10,10 4,9 20,24,59 40.16 84.96% 93.59% 2.41% 24,26,67 6.73% 22,26,61 0.45%
10,10 4,19 20,27,63 44.29 85.64% 97.53% 2.24% 24,28,69 4.94% 21,27,63 0.09%
10,10 4,39 20,29,65 48.01 85.76% 98.70% 2.19% 24,29,71 4.33% 22,31,65 0.38%
10,10 9,19 24,27,67 48.78 93.88% 97.22% 1.61% 26,28,71 2.73% 24,27,67 0.00%
10,10 9,39 24,29,70 52.48 94.40% 98.79% 1.45% 26,29,74 3.31% 24,29,69 0.09%
10,10 19,39 26,29,73 56.54 97.19% 98.92% 1.03% 28,29,76 2.28% 31,35,70 1.87%
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Table 4.3: Results of the supply chain configuration where L0 = 2 and
L1 = L2 = 1.

scenario best base-stock policy backorder model approximation

(λ1, λ2)(p1, p2) S∗ C(S∗) β1(S∗) β2(S∗) CI(∗) SBO CI(SBO) S CI(S)
5,5 4,4 11,11,35 21.19 81.90% 79.25% 4.11% 13,13,43 13.95% 10,10,34 0.16%
5,5 9,9 13,13,42 28.11 91.56% 90.13% 2.95% 14,14,47 6.36% 13,13,42 0.00%
5,5 19,19 15,15,47 34.46 96.12% 95.29% 1.92% 16,16,51 4.54% 14,14,48 0.54%
5,5 39,39 16,16,51 40.17 98.13% 97.72% 1.12% 17,17,54 2.45% 17,17,51 0.51%
5,5 4,9 10,13,38 24.66 78.74% 90.71% 3.71% 13,14,46 12.53% 10,13,38 0.00%
5,5 4,19 10,15,41 27.86 79.54% 95.94% 3.57% 13,16,47 8.01% 10,15,41 0.00%
5,5 4,39 10,17,43 30.82 79.71% 98.12% 3.84% 13,17,49 7.26% 11,16,46 1.76%
5,5 9,19 13,15,45 31.28 91.80% 95.80% 2.49% 14,16,49 5.29% 12,15,44 0.15%
5,5 9,39 12,16,46 34.21 89.67% 97.80% 2.41% 14,17,51 4.70% 12,16,48 0.86%
5,5 19,39 14,16,49 37.29 95.43% 97.93% 1.48% 16,17,52 2.96% 14,16,50 0.28%
10,5 4,4 21,10,53 28.58 85.44% 78.37% 3.61% 24,13,65 15.52% 21,10,54 0.22%
10,5 9,9 25,13,62 36.94 93.05% 90.91% 2.91% 26,14,69 6.49% 23,12,62 0.22%
10,5 19,19 26,14,68 44.48 96.53% 95.44% 1.89% 28,16,73 3.61% 26,14,70 0.41%
10,5 39,39 29,16,74 51.26 98.71% 98.23% 1.12% 29,17,77 2.23% 28,15,72 0.81%
10,5 4,9 21,13,57 31.95 85.33% 90.98% 3.22% 24,14,67 12.13% 21,13,56 0.09%
10,5 4,19 21,15,60 35.02 86.16% 95.90% 3.00% 24,16,68 8.90% 21,15,60 0.00%
10,5 4,39 21,17,61 37.84 84.96% 97.98% 3.00% 24,17,70 8.35% 23,17,63 1.00%
10,5 9,19 24,15,65 39.95 93.08% 96.36% 2.30% 26,16,71 6.05% 24,15,65 0.00%
10,5 9,39 24,16,67 42.71 93.70% 97.93% 2.01% 26,17,73 5.82% 24,16,70 1.67%
10,5 19,39 26,16,71 47.19 96.91% 98.27% 1.41% 28,17,75 3.49% 26,16,71 0.00%
10,5 9,4 24,10,59 33.59 93.31% 80.49% 3.66% 26,13,67 8.84% 25,10,59 0.10%
10,5 19,4 26,10,63 38.13 96.77% 81.50% 3.64% 28,13,69 5.77% 27,11,63 0.65%
10,5 39,4 29,10,66 42.26 98.63% 81.11% 3.94% 29,13,71 4.56% 29,10,67 0.20%
10,5 19,9 26,12,66 41.44 96.84% 90.25% 2.52% 28,14,72 5.34% 26,12,68 0.95%
10,5 39,9 29,12,69 45.55 98.64% 90.20% 2.51% 29,14,74 3.55% 28,12,70 0.19%
10,5 39,19 29,14,72 48.54 98.78% 95.57% 1.63% 29,16,75 2.68% 28,14,72 0.03%
10,10 4,4 21,21,73 35.95 86.84% 85.55% 3.33% 24,24,85 12.38% 21,21,73 0.00%
10,10 9,9 24,24,83 45.57 93.95% 93.23% 2.54% 26,26,90 5.56% 24,24,83 0.00%
10,10 19,19 26,26,90 54.29 97.09% 96.73% 1.65% 28,28,95 3.09% 26,26,91 0.14%
10,10 39,39 28,28,96 62.11 98.70% 98.53% 0.98% 29,29,100 2.02% 28,28,97 0.17%
10,10 4,9 20,24,77 40.74 84.63% 93.40% 3.05% 24,26,88 9.42% 21,25,77 0.10%
10,10 4,19 20,27,81 45.12 84.85% 97.16% 2.99% 24,28,90 6.75% 21,28,83 0.51%
10,10 4,39 20,29,84 49.13 85.58% 98.60% 3.21% 24,29,92 5.40% 21,29,84 0.37%
10,10 9,19 24,27,86 49.90 93.31% 96.89% 2.12% 26,28,93 4.88% 24,26,90 1.75%
10,10 9,39 24,29,90 53.88 94.19% 98.68% 2.07% 26,29,95 3.73% 23,28,91 0.59%
10,10 19,39 26,29,93 58.17 96.85% 98.75% 1.31% 28,29,98 3.31% 26,28,93 0.13%
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Table 4.4: Results of the supply chain configuration where L0 = L1 = 2
and L2 = 1.

scenario best base-stock policy backorder model approximation

(λ1, λ2)(p1, p2) S∗ C(S∗) β1(S∗) β2(S∗) CI(∗) SBO CI(SBO) S CI(S)
5,5 4,4 13,10,36 25.17 71.82% 78.98% 3.63% 19,13,49 21.01% 13,10,38 1.00%
5,5 9,9 17,13,45 33.27 86.42% 91.10% 3.33% 20,14,53 9.51% 18,13,45 0.06%
5,5 19,19 20,15,52 40.44 94.50% 96.35% 2.27% 22,16,57 6.02% 20,14,53 0.43%
5,5 39,39 22,16,57 46.83 97.85% 98.20% - 23,17,60 3.03% 22,16,55 0.56%
5,5 4,9 14,13,40 28.66 73.36% 90.13% 3.66% 19,14,51 16.60% 13,13,41 0.33%
5,5 4,19 13,15,42 31.83 71.75% 95.19% 3.61% 19,16,52 12.16% 13,15,43 0.04%
5,5 4,39 12,16,44 34.81 70.02% 97.91% 4.02% 19,17,54 11.20% 13,17,45 0.04%
5,5 9,19 17,15,48 36.41 87.12% 96.13% 2.84% 20,16,55 8.46% 17,15,49 0.26%
5,5 9,39 17,16,50 39.23 87.98% 97.90% 2.51% 20,17,56 6.30% 17,16,50 0.00%
5,5 19,39 20,16,54 43.25 95.14% 97.95% - 22,17,58 4.25% 20,16,55 0.29%
10,5 4,4 27,10,58 37.18 78.79% 79.93% - 35,13,75 17.78% 28,10,62 1.03%
10,5 9,9 33,12,70 47.15 91.39% 89.71% - 37,14,80 8.67% 34,13,70 0.14%
10,5 19,19 36,14,78 55.85 95.95% 95.86% - 39,16,84 4.48% 37,14,80 0.51%
10,5 39,39 40,16,84 63.65 98.28% 98.32% - 41,17,88 2.45% 40,16,81 1.61%
10,5 4,9 28,13,62 40.54 79.46% 91.09% - 35,14,77 15.07% 29,13,66 1.03%
10,5 4,19 28,15,64 43.56 78.87% 95.82% - 35,16,79 13.99% 28,15,67 0.57%
10,5 4,39 28,17,66 46.33 79.09% 98.08% - 35,17,80 11.80% 27,16,67 0.04%
10,5 9,19 33,14,73 50.16 91.63% 95.51% - 37,16,82 8.19% 34,15,73 0.05%
10,5 9,39 33,16,75 52.83 91.59% 98.10% - 37,17,83 6.70% 31,16,74 0.60%
10,5 19,39 37,16,80 58.54 96.20% 98.14% - 39,17,86 4.39% 37,16,81 0.10%
10,5 9,4 33,10,67 43.75 91.19% 81.14% - 37,13,78 10.64% 33,10,66 0.09%
10,5 19,4 36,10,72 49.51 95.69% 81.90% - 39,13,81 7.34% 38,11,71 1.27%
10,5 39,4 39,9,75 54.61 98.20% 76.85% - 41,13,83 5.06% 40,10,73 2.41%
10,5 19,9 36,12,75 52.83 95.82% 90.29% - 39,14,83 5.91% 37,12,78 0.87%
10,5 39,9 40,12,80 57.93 98.47% 90.95% - 41,14,85 3.56% 40,12,80 0.00%
10,5 39,19 39,14,82 60.93 98.17% 96.04% - 41,16,86 2.69% 40,14,80 0.73%
10,10 4,4 27,20,77 44.57 79.55% 84.99% - 35,24,96 16.57% 28,20,81 0.92%
10,10 9,9 33,24,91 55.83 91.28% 93.84% - 37,26,101 7.37% 33,25,89 0.56%
10,10 19,19 37,26,99 65.71 96.16% 96.69% - 39,28,107 4.86% 37,26,101 0.18%
10,10 39,39 39,28,106 74.48 98.19% 98.62% - 41,29,111 2.35% 39,28,107 0.09%
10,10 4,9 27,24,82 49.38 78.76% 93.45% - 35,26,98 12.19% 27,24,84 0.30%
10,10 4,19 28,27,87 53.70 80.82% 97.15% - 35,28,100 9.81% 31,27,92 1.68%
10,10 4,39 26,29,88 57.61 77.93% 98.63% - 35,29,102 8.70% 31,29,94 1.38%
10,10 9,19 33,27,94 60.15 90.88% 97.11% - 37,28,104 6.76% 34,27,95 0.03%
10,10 9,39 33,29,97 64.02 91.32% 98.61% - 37,29,106 5.77% 33,29,98 0.04%
10,10 19,39 36,28,102 69.58 96.01% 98.52% - 39,29,109 3.89% 36,28,103 0.07%
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Figure 4.3: The relative cost performance of the best base-stock policy
compared to the optimal policy (a) and the relative cost performance of the
base-stock policy based on our approximation procedure compared to the
the best base-stock policy (b) with on the x-axis the average fill rate over
the retailer locations under the best base-stock policy (S∗).

From these results, it is clear that echelon base-stock policies with lin-

ear rationing perform good with a cost increase of 1-2.5% compared to the

optimal replenishment policy when the average fill rate at the retailers is

90% of higher. For moderate values of the fill rate (between 75-90%), these

base-stock policies perform reasonably well with an average cost increase in

the range of 2.5-4% compared to optimal replenishment policies. Overall,

it can be concluded that base-stock policies perform closer to the optimal

policy when the unit penalty cost increases (in comparison to the unit hold-

ing cost), which is consistent with the literature for single-echelon inventory

systems with lost sales (Huh et al., 2009; Bijvank et al., 2014). When the

demand follows a geometric distribution instead of a Poisson distribution,

the best base-stock policies perform better (despite a higher variance-to-

mean ratio). Increasing the lead time seems to reduce the effectiveness of

base-stock policies, but still within acceptable ranges.

We have also tried to improve the best base-stock policy by adding a

maximum order size for the retailers (as suggested in the modified base-
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stock policy by Bijvank & Johansen (2012) for the single-echelon inventory

system). The results are found in Appendix 4.B.3, but it becomes clear

that this modification of the base-stock policies does not have the same

significant impact as compared to the single-echelon inventory system. The

best base-stock policy performs on average around 0.2-0.6% better after the

modification. One of the reasons for this is that the warehouse can have

a shortage in case retailers order many units, which already results in less

units being delivered to the retailers compared to their order quantities.

In other words, the on-hand inventory available at the warehouse already

provides an upper bound on the number of units that is sent to the retailers.

Furthermore, it is obvious that one cannot ignore the lost-sales assump-

tion when determining the base-stock levels. Otherwise the base-stock lev-

els are overestimated, which increases the average total cost by 4.5%, 6.3%

and 8.5% (on average), respectively, based on the results in Table 4.2 to

4.4. This illustrates that the performance is worse when the lead time in-

creases. Similar conclusions can be made when more retailers are included

to the supply chain configuration (see Appendix 4.B.2). Finding the best

base-stock policy through complete enumeration over all possible base-stock

levels takes a lot of computational effort (exceeding 24 hours for certain in-

stances). Therefore, it is important to have an efficient procedure that finds

good base-stock policies. The resulting base-stock levels that minimize the

average total cost based on our approximation procedure perform really well

with a cost increase of less than 1% for most instances (regardless of the

scenario under study). We have also analyzed the accuracy of the approxi-

mated average total cost itself, which is included in Appendix 4.B.4.

4.6. Conclusion

In this chapter, we consider one of the most fundamental supply chain net-

works in a retail setting: one warehouse with multiple sales locations. We

focus on inventory replenishment policies when no backlogging is allowed

at the retailers such that the demand of customers who arrive to a retailer

with no on-hand inventories is lost. It is well known from the literature that

the optimal replenishment policy for a simplified inventory system with just
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one retailer who is replenished by a supplier with ample inventory is already

complex. Until now no work has ever studied optimal replenishment policies

or the performance of echelon base-stock policies in a two-echelon divergent

inventory system with lost sales. Our numerical results indicate that such

replenishment policies perform mostly within 1-3% of the optimal policy.

Finding the best base-stock levels is very challenging, if not impossible for

real-sized inventory systems. Therefore, we propose a decomposition pro-

cedure where the probability distribution of the inventory level at a retail

location is derived conditional on the echelon inventory level at the ware-

house. Furthermore, the probability distribution of the echelon inventory

level at the warehouse is found with the convolution of the satisfied demand

over all retail retail locations as well as over the lead time. Expressions for

the average satisfied demand at a retailer and its distribution are approx-

imated conditional on the echelon inventory level at the warehouse. This

results in an iterative procedure that is used to eventually approximate the

total cost of the inventory system (consisting of holding and penalty costs).

Our numerical results show that the approximation procedure can be used

to find near-optimal base-stock levels (resulting in total costs that are within

1% of the total costs associated with the best base-stock policy).

A possible direction for future research can be the asymptotic optimality

of echelon base-stock policies when the penalty cost grows large for diver-

gent inventory systems with lost sales at the most downstream stock points.

Our numerical results in Figure 4.3 clearly suggest that this seems to hold.

However, finding a formal proof would be challenging since the optimal in-

ventory allocation in case of a shortage at the upstream stock point is not

straightforward. Another interesting research question is the impact of such

shortage allocation rules as well as the impact of other replenishment poli-

cies. That being said, echelon base-stock policies with a simple allocation

rule seem to perform really well already for moderate to high service levels

(measured as the fill rate). Furthermore, our decomposition approach can

be extended to more than two echelon inventory systems.
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Appendices

4.A. One-Period Holding Cost

The one-period holding cost in state ξt can be rewritten as

c(ξt) = H0y0 +
N∑
i=1

HiE
[
(yi −Di(t))

+
]

+
N∑
i=1

piE
[
(Di(t)− yi)+

]
= H0z0 −

N∑
i=1

H0E [zi −Di(t) +Di(t)] +

N∑
i=1

HiE
[
(zi −Di(t))

+
]

+

N∑
i=1

piE
[
(Di(t)− zi)+

]
= H0z0 −

N∑
i=1

H0E
[
zi −Di(t) + (Di(t)− zi)+

]
−

N∑
i=1

H0E
[
Di(t)− (Di(t)− zi)+

]
+

N∑
i=1

HiE
[
(zi −Di(t))

+
]

+
N∑
i=1

piE
[
(Di(t)− zi)+

]
= H0z0 −

N∑
i=1

H0E
[
(zi −Di(t))

+
]
−

N∑
i=1

H0E [min {Di(t), zi}]

+
N∑
i=1

HiE
[
(zi −Di(t))

+
]

+
N∑
i=1

piE
[
(Di(t)− zi)+

]
= H0

(
z0 −

N∑
i=1

E [min{Di(t), zi}]
)

+
N∑
i=1

(Hi −H0)E
[
(zi −Di(t))

+
]

+

N∑
i=1

piE
[
(Di(t)− zi)+

]
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4.B. Additional Numerical Results

4.B.1 Geometric Demand Distribution

When the demand follows a geometric distribution and the supply chain

configuration is the same as in Table 4.2, the results are given by Table 4.B.1.

When comparing the results from both tables, the relative cost increase for

using echelon base-stock policies (i.e., CI(∗)) as well as the relative cost

increase for using our approximation procedure (i.e., CI(S)) is very similar.
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Table 4.B.1: Results of the supply chain configuration where L0 = 1 and
L1 = L2 = 1 with geometrically distributed demand.

scenario best base-stock policy backorder model approximation

(λ1, λ2)(p1, p2) S∗ C(S∗) β1(S∗) β2(S∗) CI(∗) SBO CI(SBO) S CI(S)
5,5 4,4 8,8,18 32.16 49.56% 47.52% 2.28% 13,13,33 19.44% 9,9,18 0.17%
5,5 9,9 14,14,31 51.15 72.43% 71.24% 2.14% 14,14,37 3.86% 15,15,30 0.47%
5,5 19,19 19,19,43 70.94 85.42% 84.85% 1.51% 16,16,39 2.35% 21,21,43 0.65%
5,5 39,39 24,24,55 90.79 92.80% 92.55% 0.99% 17,17,42 15.55% 24,24,52 0.87%
5,5 4,9 8,14,25 41.73 50.36% 71.83% 2.39% 13,14,35 9.97% 8,16,24 0.34%
5,5 4,19 8,20,31 51.87 50.58% 85.05% 2.28% 13,16,36 6.99% 8,22,30 0.47%
5,5 4,39 8,26,38 62.18 52.43% 93.04% 2.08% 13,17,38 15.76% 8,28,36 0.51%
5,5 9,19 14,20,38 61.12 73.41% 85.84% 1.87% 14,16,38 2.35% 15,22,37 0.56%
5,5 9,39 13,25,43 71.23 71.87% 92.59% 1.65% 14,17,40 10.30% 15,28,43 0.69%
5,5 19,39 19,25,50 80.91 86.05% 93.07% 1.25% 16,17,41 9.83% 22,27,52 1.00%
10,5 4,4 16,8,27 47.38 49.29% 49.01% 2.36% 24,13,49 18.90% 18,9,27 0.14%
10,5 9,9 28,14,47 75.20 73.09% 72.86% 2.23% 26,14,53 2.86% 30,15,46 0.33%
10,5 19,19 38,19,65 104.19 86.05% 85.86% 1.57% 28,16,57 4.92% 42,22,64 0.72%
10,5 39,39 48,24,82 133.32 93.03% 92.91% 1.03% 29,17,60 23.30% 52,27,81 0.87%
10,5 4,9 16,14,34 56.81 50.37% 72.17% 2.37% 24,14,51 12.07% 17,16,33 0.31%
10,5 4,19 15,20,40 66.74 49.54% 85.95% 2.31% 24,16,52 9.06% 17,23,40 0.48%
10,5 4,39 15,25,46 76.83 50.77% 92.59% 2.30% 24,17,54 15.62% 17,29,46 0.54%
10,5 9,19 27,20,53 84.95 72.66% 86.36% 2.02% 26,16,55 2.58% 30,22,52 0.52%
10,5 9,39 26,25,58 94.84 72.01% 92.91% 1.88% 26,17,56 8.31% 29,28,58 0.70%
10,5 19,39 38,25,71 113.96 86.19% 93.17% 1.43% 28,17,58 9.65% 42,28,70 0.81%
10,5 9,4 28,8,40 66.00 72.15% 50.30% 2.57% 26,13,51 6.30% 31,9,40 0.27%
10,5 19,4 38,8,53 85.70 85.63% 52.54% 2.27% 28,13,53 8.06% 43,9,52 0.40%
10,5 39,4 48,7,64 105.55 92.85% 48.63% 1.82% 29,13,55 25.79% 55,9,64 0.55%
10,5 19,9 38,14,59 94.67 85.52% 74.44% 1.89% 28,14,56 5.28% 43,15,58 0.49%
10,5 39,9 49,13,70 114.37 92.85% 72.57% 1.54% 29,14,57 21.47% 55,16,71 0.68%
10,5 39,19 49,19,77 123.74 93.17% 86.46% 1.23% 29,16,59 20.36% 53,21,75 0.75%
10,10 4,4 16,16,36 62.52 50.15% 49.01% 2.34% 24,24,64 17.50% 17,18,35 0.14%
10,10 9,9 27,28,62 98.84 72.51% 73.58% 2.15% 26,26,69 2.70% 31,31,62 0.38%
10,10 19,19 38,38,86 136.65 86.41% 86.11% 1.50% 28,28,73 6.51% 43,43,86 0.67%
10,10 39,39 48,48,109 174.60 93.38% 93.24% 0.99% 29,29,77 28.15% 48,48,100 1.75%
10,10 4,9 16,28,49 80.81 50.54% 72.40% 2.39% 24,26,67 8.73% 18,31,49 0.25%
10,10 4,19 16,39,62 100.17 52.34% 85.84% 2.26% 24,28,69 9.53% 17,44,61 0.39%
10,10 4,39 16,50,74 119.80 53.44% 92.99% 2.05% 24,29,71 24.53% 16,53,73 0.25%
10,10 9,19 27,38,74 117.87 73.74% 85.76% 1.86% 26,28,71 4.78% 30,43,74 0.50%
10,10 9,39 26,49,85 137.19 73.08% 92.99% 1.65% 26,29,74 18.81% 30,55,85 0.63%
10,10 19,39 37,48,97 155.72 86.29% 93.01% 1.25% 28,29,76 18.71% 42,55,97 0.80%
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4.B.2 Supply Chain with Three Retailers

When the supply chain consists of three retailers instead of two and the

supply chain configuration is similar to Table 4.2 (i.e., all lead times are one

review period), the results are given by Table 4.B.2. For these instances,

no optimal replenishment policy can be found within at least 24 hours of

computation time. When comparing the results from both tables, the base-

stock levels S found with our approximation procedure result in even a

better performance compared to the supply chain configuration with only

two retailer (i.e., comparing CI(S) from both tables).
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Table 4.B.2: Results of the supply chain configuration with three retailers
where L0 = 1 and L1 = L2 = L3 = 1.

scenario best base-stock policy backorder model approximation

(λ1, λ2, λ3)(p1, p2, p3) S∗ C(S∗) β1(S∗) β2(S∗) β3(S∗) SBO CI(SBO) S CI(S)
5,5,5 4,4,4 11,11,10,40 31.26 82.44% 80.60% 78.46% 13,13,13,49 10.27% 13,13,13,40 0.05%
5,5,5 9,9,9 13,13,13,49 40.94 92.41% 91.42% 90.29% 14,14,14,54 4.09% 13,13,13,48 0.12%
5,5,5 19,19,19 14,15,15,55 49.67 95.13% 96.49% 95.92% 16,16,16,59 2.59% 15,15,15,54 0.36%
5,5,5 39,39,39 16,16,16,61 57.48 98.55% 98.32% 98.04% 17,17,17,63 1.35% 16,16,16,61 0.00%
5,5,5 4,9,9 10,13,13,46 37.69 79.82% 92.09% 91.02% 13,14,14,53 7.29% 12,15,15,46 0.16%
5,5,5 4,19,19 10,15,15,50 43.53 79.40% 96.38% 95.74% 13,16,16,56 4.93% 13,17,18,51 0.67%
5,5,5 4,39,39 10,16,16,54 48.82 81.77% 98.26% 98.02% 13,17,17,58 3.03% 10,16,16,52 0.99%
5,5,5 9,19,19 13,15,15,53 46.73 91.84% 96.08% 95.44% 14,16,16,58 3.93% 13,15,15,53 0.00%
5,5,5 9,39,39 12,16,16,56 51.98 90.14% 98.21% 97.89% 14,17,17,60 1.99% 13,17,17,57 0.09%
5,5,5 19,39,39 14,16,16,59 54.83 96.00% 98.37% 98.09% 16,17,17,62 2.31% 14,16,16,59 0.00%
10,5,5 4,4,4 21,10,10,54 38.57 86.47% 80.07% 78.67% 24,13,13,65 10.12% 24,12,12,55 0.16%
10,5,5 9,9,9 25,13,13,65 49.54 94.09% 92.21% 91.43% 26,14,14,71 4.63% 27,14,14,64 0.13%
10,5,5 19,19,19 26,14,14,72 59.33 97.18% 96.22% 95.79% 28,16,16,76 2.52% 29,16,16,71 0.25%
10,5,5 39,39,39 29,16,16,78 68.07 98.82% 98.42% 98.15% 29,17,17,80 1.15% 29,16,16,78 0.00%
10,5,5 4,9,9 21,13,13,60 44.96 85.51% 92.05% 90.76% 24,14,14,68 5.86% 23,14,14,60 0.09%
10,5,5 4,19,19 21,15,15,65 50.72 86.57% 96.65% 96.00% 24,16,16,72 5.62% 21,15,15,66 0.22%
10,5,5 4,39,39 20,16,16,68 55.93 85.70% 98.40% 98.14% 24,17,17,74 3.63% 21,16,16,68 0.10%
10,5,5 9,19,19 25,15,15,69 55.25 94.20% 96.46% 95.80% 26,16,16,74 3.51% 27,16,16,69 0.19%
10,5,5 9,39,39 24,16,16,72 60.40 93.98% 98.22% 97.95% 26,17,17,77 2.90% 24,16,16,72 0.00%
10,5,5 19,39,39 26,16,16,75 64.47 96.84% 98.44% 98.13% 28,17,17,79 2.00% 26,17,17,73 1.60%
10,5,5 9,4,4 28,12,12,59 43.24 93.45% 82.92% 81.35% 26,13,13,67 6.78% 29,12,12,58 0.03%
10,5,5 19,4,4 27,10,10,62 47.25 97.28% 81.80% 80.11% 28,13,13,69 5.64% 28,11,12,63 0.92%
10,5,5 39,4,4 29,10,10,65 51.04 98.79% 82.65% 80.93% 29,13,13,71 5.62% 27,11,11,67 1.96%
10,5,5 19,9,9 27,13,13,68 53.63 97.05% 92.61% 91.90% 28,14,14,73 3.41% 28,13,13,68 0.09%
10,5,5 39,9,9 29,13,12,70 57.35 98.68% 92.55% 90.24% 29,14,14,75 2.88% 30,13,13,70 0.20%
10,5,5 39,19,19 29,14,14,72 63.47 98.85% 95.79% 95.37% 29,16,16,78 1.85% 34,16,16,72 0.45%

10,10,10 4,4,4 21,21,21,83 53.14 87.14% 86.23% 85.25% 24,24,24,96 8.45% 23,23,23,84 0.11%
10,10,10 9,9,9 24,24,24,96 66.55 94.55% 94.07% 93.53% 26,26,26,103 3.69% 25,25,25,99 0.76%
10,10,10 19,19,19 27,27,26,105 78.48 97.66% 97.40% 97.02% 28,28,28,109 1.61% 27,27,27,102 0.72%
10,10,10 39,39,39 28,28,28,112 89.14 98.88% 98.76% 98.62% 29,29,29,115 0.79% 29,29,29,112 0.03%
10,10,10 4,9,9 20,24,24,91 62.06 85.37% 94.11% 93.57% 24,26,26,101 5.44% 21,25,25,91 0.03%
10,10,10 4,19,19 21,27,27,98 70.05 87.54% 97.40% 97.13% 24,28,28,105 3.59% 20,27,27,96 0.13%
10,10,10 4,39,39 20,29,29,102 77.22 85.76% 98.85% 98.68% 24,29,29,109 3.00% 20,29,29,101 0.15%
10,10,10 9,19,19 24,27,27,102 74.46 94.14% 97.51% 97.22% 26,28,28,107 2.28% 24,27,27,102 0.00%
10,10,10 9,39,39 24,29,29,107 81.59 94.42% 98.90% 98.75% 26,29,29,111 1.90% 24,29,29,106 0.03%
10,10,10 19,39,39 26,29,29,110 85.58 97.17% 98.98% 98.85% 28,29,29,114 1.89% 27,29,29,110 0.07%
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4.B.3 Modified Base-Stock Policy

Bijvank & Johansen (2012) suggest to include an upper bound q on the

order quantities in a single-echelon inventory system where excess demand

is lost and a base-stock policy is used. The authors propose to set this

maximum order quantity by

qi = bSi/(Li +R)c , i = 1, . . . , N

where bxc equals x rounded down to the nearest integer.

When we apply these upper bounds to the best base-stock policies S∗

in our multi-echelon setting, we obtain the relative cost increases compared

the standard best echelon base-stock policies as reported in Table 4.B.3.

Even though there is no significant impact, it is interesting to note that the

modified base-stock policies improve the regular base-stock policies when

demand follows a Poisson distribution (they have a negative cost increase),

whereas the modified base-stock policies perform worse when demand fol-

lows a geometric distribution.
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Table 4.B.3: The relative cost increase of the modified base-stock policy
applied to S∗.

scenario supply chain configuration (L0, L1, L2)
(λ1, λ2) (p1, p2) (1, 1, 1) (2, 1, 1) (2, 2, 1) (1, 1, 1, 1) (1, 1, 1) geo. Di

5,5 4,4 -1.04% -1.04% -0.20% -1.45% -0.28%
5,5 9,9 -0.73% -0.71% -0.57% -0.94% -0.26%
5,5 19,19 -0.37% -0.34% -0.17% -0.50% -0.13%
5,5 39,39 -0.11% -0.05% 0.07% -0.16% 0.06%
5,5 4,9 -1.02% -0.95% -1.05% -1.06% -0.23%
5,5 4,19 -0.61% -0.60% -0.35% -0.74% -0.16%
5,5 4,39 -0.70% -0.42% -0.63% -0.57% -0.09%
5,5 9,19 -0.60% -0.52% -0.21% -0.69% -0.15%
5,5 9,39 -0.37% -0.50% -0.68% -0.44% -0.11%
5,5 19,39 -0.28% -0.24% -0.50% -0.30% -0.06%
10,5 4,4 -0.99% -0.92% -0.79% -1.30% -0.27%
10,5 9,9 -0.67% -0.63% -0.68% -0.87% -0.22%
10,5 19,19 -0.33% -0.32% -0.18% -0.45% -0.07%
10,5 39,39 -0.16% -0.13% 0.26% -0.21% 0.06%
10,5 4,9 -0.90% -0.88% -0.60% -1.02% -0.31%
10,5 4,19 -0.71% -0.63% 0.32% -0.68% -0.20%
10,5 4,39 -0.29% -0.43% 0.38% -0.36% -0.21%
10,5 9,19 -0.29% -0.26% -0.47% -0.61% -0.18%
10,5 9,39 -0.46% -0.41% -0.29% -0.46% -0.16%
10,5 19,39 -0.21% -0.20% -0.04% -0.22% -0.06%
10,5 9,4 -0.82% -0.69% -0.47% -0.79% -0.16%
10,5 19,4 -0.43% -0.47% -0.23% -0.84% -0.10%
10,5 39,4 -0.63% -0.57% 0.22% -0.75% 0.06%
10,5 19,9 -0.51% -0.46% -0.37% -0.70% -0.11%
10,5 39,9 -0.47% -0.33% -0.02% -0.62% -0.08%
10,5 39,19 -0.24% -0.23% -0.11% -0.48% -0.02%
10,10 4,4 -0.95% -0.91% -0.76% -1.27% -0.40%
10,10 9,9 -0.63% -0.57% -0.58% -0.79% -0.32%
10,10 19,19 -0.34% -0.31% -0.26% -0.44% -0.09%
10,10 39,39 -0.15% -0.12% -0.12% -0.21% 0.04%
10,10 4,9 -0.77% -0.68% -0.50% -0.93% -0.28%
10,10 4,19 -0.41% -0.45% 0.22% -0.74% -0.18%
10,10 4,39 -0.51% -0.49% -0.37% -0.43% -0.10%
10,10 9,19 -0.52% -0.52% -0.12% -0.58% -0.17%
10,10 9,39 -0.44% -0.47% -0.30% -0.41% -0.11%
10,10 19,39 -0.21% -0.21% -0.30% -0.26% -0.03%
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4.B.4 Accuracy Approximation Procedure

Let us denote the approximated average total cost given by Eq. (4.5) by

Ĉ(S) for a given echelon base-stock policy S. Table 4.B.4 reports both

the approximated total cost Ĉ(S) as well as the actual total cost C(S) for

the echelon base-stock policies S (i.e., the base-stock policies that minimize

Ĉ(S)). From these results we conclude that the approximation procedure

results in similar average total cost.
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Table 4.B.4: The approximated total cost Ĉ(S) and actual total cost C(S)
for echelon base-stock policies S.

scenario supply chain configuration (L0, L1, L2)
(1, 1, 1) (2, 1, 1) (2, 2, 1) (1, 1, 1, 1) (1, 1, 1) geo. Di

(λ1, λ2)(p1, p2)C(S) Ĉ(S) C(S) Ĉ(S) C(S) Ĉ(S) C(S) Ĉ(S) C(S) Ĉ(S)
5,5 4,4 20.98 20.80 21.22 21.56 25.43 25.83 31.28 31.09 32.21 32.01
5,5 9,9 27.63 27.47 28.11 28.67 33.29 33.61 41.00 40.75 51.39 51.01
5,5 19,19 33.69 33.31 34.65 34.80 40.62 40.68 49.85 49.19 71.40 70.78
5,5 39,39 38.84 38.79 40.38 40.23 47.09 46.80 57.48 57.25 91.58 90.48
5,5 4,9 24.34 24.23 24.66 25.15 28.76 29.03 37.75 37.63 41.87 41.59
5,5 4,19 27.35 27.32 27.86 28.51 31.84 32.20 43.82 42.98 52.12 51.73
5,5 4,39 30.49 29.52 31.37 31.54 34.82 35.23 49.31 46.98 62.49 62.08
5,5 9,19 30.51 30.33 31.33 31.87 36.51 36.70 46.73 46.29 61.46 61.02
5,5 9,39 33.28 32.86 34.50 34.61 39.23 39.01 52.03 51.11 71.72 71.12
5,5 19,39 36.71 36.23 37.39 37.37 43.38 43.16 54.83 54.76 81.72 80.62
10,5 4,4 28.35 28.23 28.64 29.20 37.56 38.19 38.63 38.46 47.44 47.18
10,5 9,9 36.31 36.29 37.03 37.67 47.21 47.71 49.60 49.52 75.44 74.95
10,5 19,19 43.47 42.91 44.66 44.76 56.13 56.02 59.48 58.66 104.94 103.86
10,5 39,39 49.58 49.58 51.68 51.50 64.68 64.15 68.07 67.87 134.47 132.40
10,5 4,9 31.59 31.49 31.98 32.56 40.95 41.36 45.00 44.89 56.99 56.68
10,5 4,19 34.64 34.26 35.02 35.77 43.81 44.20 50.83 50.02 67.06 66.75
10,5 4,39 37.21 36.85 38.21 38.37 46.35 46.85 55.98 54.22 77.24 76.97
10,5 9,19 39.10 38.89 39.95 40.89 50.18 50.80 55.36 54.74 85.40 84.84
10,5 9,39 41.70 41.23 43.43 43.43 53.15 53.36 60.40 59.38 95.50 94.89
10,5 19,39 46.42 45.78 47.19 47.19 58.60 58.30 65.50 64.31 114.88 113.45
10,5 9,4 33.08 33.06 33.62 34.45 43.78 44.45 43.26 43.14 66.18 65.66
10,5 19,4 37.41 36.64 38.38 38.75 50.15 50.28 47.68 46.92 86.04 85.25
10,5 39,4 41.79 39.66 42.34 42.57 55.93 52.02 52.04 50.35 106.13 105.19
10,5 19,9 40.38 40.03 41.83 42.10 53.29 53.42 53.67 53.11 95.13 94.24
10,5 39,9 44.32 43.43 45.63 45.62 57.93 57.57 57.46 56.40 115.14 113.60
10,5 39,19 47.00 47.06 48.55 48.37 61.37 61.01 63.75 62.46 124.67 122.86
10,10 4,4 35.65 35.50 35.95 36.66 44.98 45.64 53.19 53.04 62.60 62.33
10,10 9,9 44.79 44.82 45.57 46.57 56.14 56.60 67.05 66.49 99.22 98.65
10,10 19,19 53.12 52.41 54.36 54.33 65.83 65.56 79.04 77.68 137.57 136.46
10,10 39,39 60.17 60.09 62.22 62.73 74.55 75.13 89.17 88.72 177.65 174.82
10,10 4,9 40.33 40.07 40.78 41.65 49.53 50.10 62.08 61.60 81.01 80.62
10,10 4,19 44.33 43.51 45.35 45.64 54.60 54.44 70.14 68.43 100.56 100.00
10,10 4,39 48.19 46.65 49.31 49.07 58.40 57.70 77.33 74.14 120.10 119.81
10,10 9,19 48.78 48.33 50.77 50.80 60.17 61.02 74.46 73.45 118.46 117.80
10,10 9,39 52.52 51.62 54.20 54.05 64.04 64.82 81.62 79.71 138.05 137.08
10,10 19,39 57.59 56.28 58.25 57.91 69.63 68.97 85.64 85.33 156.97 155.20
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Chapter 5

Transshipments of

cross-channel returned

products

Abstract. Companies increasingly employ dual-channeling strategies with

online and offline channels to reach customers. The combination of high

return rates in e-commerce and the possibility for customers to return prod-

ucts ordered online at any offline store may result in unbalanced inventories.

Transshipments can be used to deal with these unbalanced inventories. In

this chapter we study dynamic policies for transshipment of products that

are returned cross-channel from online to offline stores. At the end of each

period in a finite sales season, cross-channel returned products can be trans-

shipped back to the online store or kept on-hand at the offline store. Optimal

transshipment policies are obtained using a Markov decision process. We in-

troduce a well-performing heuristic based on the expected costs during the

sales season, with a maximum deviation of 1.59% from the optimal costs

in experiments. Furthermore, we show that in all instances our heuris-

tic outperforms static policies in which products are either always or never

Reference: Dijkstra, A.S., Van der Heide, G., Roodbergen, K.J. (2017). Transship-
ments of cross-channel returned products. International Journal of Production Eco-
nomics, .
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shipped back to the online store. We observe that dynamic transshipment

policies are more effective than static policies in dealing with imbalances in

the initial stock. Dynamic transshipment of cross-channel returns seems to

open up possibilities for more effective demand fulfillment of dual-channel

companies.

5.1. Introduction

Dual-channeling is a distribution strategy increasingly applied by business-

to-consumer companies in practice (Agatz et al., 2008). A common config-

uration for dual-channeling uses separate inventories from offline stores and

online stores to meet customer demands for products. Products demanded

from the online store are sent to the customer from a distribution center.

After buying, customers can often return products to the company. Re-

turn percentages of as much as 75% have been reported for some product

categories in fashion (Mostard & Teunter, 2006). Products are predomi-

nantly returned due to either buyer’s remorse or an unclear motivation not

related to the state of the product (Lawton, 2008). Some companies selling

consumer electronics or clothing provide customers the opportunity to re-

turn products at any store, regardless of where they were bought originally.

These products can be resold in the store they are returned at. The vast

majority of cross-store returns are products ordered from the online channel

and returned by a customer to a nearby store of the offline channel. In

practice, typically all cross-channel returns are shipped back to the distribu-

tion center of the online channel, potentially incurring more transportation

costs than necessary. On the other extreme, if no products are shipped

back, imbalances in the inventories of the two channels may occur.

By carefully coordinating the transshipment of cross-channel returns,

companies can increase the availability of products during the sales season.

For both types of channels, demand is typically lost to competitors if a

customer encounters an out-of-stock situation. Some stock may be unsold

at the end of the sales season, incurring costs because products have to be

disposed of or sold at a discount. Efficient transshipment policies should

determine when the transportation cost weigh up against the costs of unsold
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products.

In this chapter, we study the transshipment of returned products in a

dual-channel supply chain for a product that is sold during a single sales

season consisting of multiple periods. Sold products return to the store

they are sold from with some probability, i.e., returns depend endogenously

on fulfilled demand. Moreover, products sold in the online channel return

cross-channel to stores of the offline channel with a certain probability. At

the end of every period, these cross-channel returns can either be added to

the inventory of the offline store, or sent back to the distribution center. Re-

turned products are assumed to be as good as new and can be resold at full

price. The goal is to minimize costs during the sales season, which comprise

of costs for holding stock, carrying out transshipments, and having unsold

stock at the end of the sales season. Using Markov decision processes, we

study optimal transshipment policies during the sales season. Furthermore,

we formulate a transshipment heuristic, which we compare to the optimal

policy and static policies typically used in practice. Our heuristic is shown

to outperform these static policies considerably, showing the potential of

dynamically determining the transshipment of returns.

Lateral transshipments can either take place at predetermined moments

in time or in reaction to stock-outs. The former are called proactive, whereas

the latter are called reactive (Paterson et al., 2011). Recent examples of

papers studying reactive transshipments are Axsäter et al. (2013), Howard

et al. (2015), and Olsson (2015). Hybrid lateral transshipments, which com-

bine proactive and reactive lateral transshipments are studied by Paterson

et al. (2012) and Glazebrook et al. (2015). Since the primary purpose of the

transshipment of cross-channel returned products is preventing stock-outs,

they are proactive lateral transshipments. Furthermore, as products are

transshipped from offline stores to the online store, the transshipments are

unidirectional (Axsäter, 2003).

Models studying lateral transshipments consider either a finite or an

infinite horizon. Policies for models with a finite horizon mainly focus on

situations with a single transshipment opportunity. A number of heuristics

have been proposed to determine transshipment quantities in such situations

(see, e.g., Jönsson & Silver, 1987; Bertrand & Bookbinder, 1998; Agrawal
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et al., 2004). Optimal transshipment quantities can be determined for mod-

els consisting of a single period with a single transshipment decision (see,

e.g., Noham & Tzur, 2014). Our model differs in that we study a situation

in which transshipment is possible in every period during the finite hori-

zon. This implies that we cannot determine transshipments by considering

the remaining periods after the transshipment in isolation, which is a key

characteristic of the previously studied models. In a finite model, allowing

multiple transshipment opportunities leads to an optimal policy with a dis-

tinct structure (Abouee-Mehrizi et al., 2015). However, it is unclear whether

this structure still holds when cross-channel returns are possible and only

a part of the inventory can be transshipped. A simulation-optimization

approach to obtain a transshipment policy with a fixed threshold levels is

proposed by Hochmuth & Köchel (2012). Fixed threshold levels are unlikely

to work for our situation, as the number of remaining periods is an impor-

tant factor in determining whether or not to ship a cross-channel returned

product (Abouee-Mehrizi et al., 2015).

In an infinite horizon setting, papers considering multiple transshipment

opportunities typically use balancing heuristics, in which stock levels are

compared to future demand in some way (Banerjee et al., 2003; Lee et al.,

2007). These balancing policies typically do not depend on cost parame-

ters, which can influence their performance (Lee et al., 2007). Liu et al.

(2016) show that a myopic rebalancing policy is optimal for a pooled vir-

tual stockpile. However, such a policy is unlikely to be optimal for other

transshipment problems (Abouee-Mehrizi et al., 2015). Firouz et al. (2017)

use simulation-optimization to solve a stochastic MILP to determine tran-

shipment quantities. None of the above finite and infinite horizon articles

consider returns, and extending these models to accommodate for returns

is not straightforward.

Returns can be in an as-good-as-new condition, meaning that they are

resalable, or they can be damaged, requiring an extensive refurbishing or

remanufacturing process. The latter is studied in reverse logistic models

(Fleischmann et al., 1997; Tai & Ching, 2014). In our setting the predom-

inant reason for returning are not defects. Therefore, we study resalable

returns. Resalable return models have been studied in settings with a single
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location and multiple locations. Returns are modelled either as an indepen-

dent exogenous process, or as an endogenous process depending on fulfilled

demand. Single location settings with dependent returns include Kelle &

Silver (1989), Buchanan & Abad (1998), and Mostard & Teunter (2006).

Kiesmüller & Van der Laan (2001) show that the stock processes under in-

dependent and depend returns differ substantially, especially in case of high

return rates. To the best of our knowledge, papers studying multiple loca-

tions with resalable returns only consider independent return processes (see,

e.g., Ching et al., 2003; Mitra, 2009). As high return rates are common in

practice, in this chapter we study a setting with multiple stock locations and

a dependent return process. Since future returns depend on the availability

of stock, transshipment decisions should account for this.

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. In §5.2, we in-

troduce the model and assumptions. In §5.3, we formulate an MDP for

obtaining the optimal policy. We develop a heuristic in §5.4 and compare

it with the optimal policy and heuristics from practice in §5.5. Finally, in

§5.6 we provide conclusions and directions for future research.

5.2. Problem definition

We consider the inventory control of a single product for a dual-channel

company which sells through online and offline channels. The online channel

consists of one online store (distribution center), indexed i = 0, and the

offline channel consists of n offline stores, indexed i = 1, . . . , n. The product

is sold during a sales season with duration T . At the beginning of the

sales season (period 1), the stores have initial inventory I1 = (I1
1 , . . . , I

1
n).

Each period t, t = 1, . . . , T , store i faces generally distributed non-negative

demand Dt
i with mean λti. Demand in excess of the on-hand inventory is

lost.

Each item sold during a period has a probability of being returned in that

same period, analogous to Mostard & Teunter (2006). Products returned

in a period are resalable in the next period. There are regular returns and

cross-channel returns. Regular returns return to the online or offline store

from which they were sold, with a probability 0 ≤ pii < 1 for each sold item
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at store i, i = 0, . . . , n. Cross-channel returns are items sold in the online

store and returned to one of the offline stores. A sold item at the online

store returns to offline store i, i = 1, . . . , n with probability p0i. Clearly, we

require 0 ≤ p00 +
∑n
i=1 p0i < 1.

Stock levels are reviewed at the beginning of each period t, and are

denoted It. After each review, transshipments can be carried out. We are

allowed to transship (part of) the cross-channel returns at offline store i

from the previous period back to the online store. As transshipments are

typically carried out overnight, the lead time of transshipments is assumed

to be negligible. At the end of the period, demand is observed and fulfilled

to the extent possible from on-hand stock. Finally, inventory costs are

incurred at the end of the period.

The costs are as follows. Transshipment between store i and store j

costs cij per unit. Clearly, we have cii = 0. Moreover, we have cij =

∞ if i 6= j and j 6= 0, which implies that cross-channel returns can only

be transshipped to the online store. In a model extension we later relax

this assumption and allow transshipments between offline stores. A holding

cost h is incurred for each unit on-hand at the end of the period. We do

not consider a direct penalty cost for lost demand. Since the goal of the

company is to sell as much as possible of the remaining inventory during a

finite sales season, instead a penalty s is incurred for each unsold unit of

stock by the end of period T . For our purpose of optimizing transshipment

policies, unsold inventory and lost demand costs are functionally equivalent,

because each extra unit of lost demand prevented by a certain policy results

in one less unsold unit at the end of the sales season. Hence, one can take a

similar approach to setting s for a practical setting as in standard lost-sales

models, see e.g., Zipkin (2008).

We aim to find a transshipment policy that minimizes costs during the

sales season. Even though we consider a single sales season, our model ex-

tends to the case with replenishments when the replenishment policy and

transshipment policy are set independent from each other, as in, e.g., Baner-

jee et al. (2003) and Lee et al. (2007). Nonetheless, a finite model without

replenishments is realistic when fashion companies are considered. In that

case, long lead-times lead to single batches being ordered for the entire
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sales season (Mantrala & Raman, 1999; Mostard & Teunter, 2006; Caro &

Gallien, 2012).

5.3. Markov decision process

In order to solve the problem to optimality, we formulate a Markov decision

process (MDP). In what follows we provide the state space, the admissible

actions in each state, and the state transitions.

Since we have to decide which of the cross-channel returns to ship back

to the online store, our state variable has to include the on-hand inventory

levels as well as the cross-channel returns that are eligible for transshipment.

We therefore define the discrete state variable xt ∈ N2n+1 in period t =

1, . . . , T as

xt = (It0, I
t, Rt),

where It0 ∈ N is the on-hand stock at the online store, It = (It1, . . . , I
t
n) ∈ Nn

are the on-hand stock levels at the offline stores, and Rt = (Rt1, . . . , R
t
n) ∈

Nn are the cross-channel returns from the previous period available at the

offline stores at the start of period t.

In principle, we can start from a given initial state x1 in period 1 and

determine the state space from this given state. If at the start of period 1

there are K items in total, the state space S consists of all combinations of

on-hand stock levels and cross-channel returns summing up to K or less in

total, i.e.

S = {(I0, I, R) :
n∑
i=0

Ii +
n∑
i=1

Ri ≤ K}.

In the special case where the demand distribution at the online store has a

bounded support with an upper limit lower less than K, fewer states can

be considered since
∑n
i=1Ri is bounded by the maximum demand at the

online store.

Let an action be a vector a with elements ai, i = 1, . . . , n denoting the

number of products that are transshipped from offline store i to the online

store. The set of admissible actions in each state xt ∈ S are

A(xt) = {a : 0 ≤ ai ≤ Rti for i = 1, . . . , n}.
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The cross-channel returns not transshipped are kept on-hand. The post-

action state x̂t, starting from state xt and taking action a, is therefore

given by

x̂t ≡ x̂t(xt, a) =

(
It0 +

n∑
i=1

ai, I
t +Rt − a, 0

)
.

Letting Ŝ be the set of possible post-action states, it is evident that Ŝ ⊂ S.

This can be exploited to reduce the number of computations in numerical

procedures.

After the action, stochastic transitions occur due to demands and re-

turns. The system makes a transition from a post-action state x̂t ∈ Ŝ in

period t to a state xt+1 ∈ S in period t+ 1.

Now we formalize the transitions. Let dt0 and dt = (dt1, . . . , d
t
n) be the

observed demands of the online and offline stores. Let rt = (rt11, . . . , r
t
nn)

be the observed regular returns of the offline stores. Finally, let the regular

return of the online store be rt00 and the cross-channel returns to the offline

stores rt0 = (rt01, . . . , r
t
0n). The new state after the transition is

xt+1 =
(
Ît0 − dt0 + rt00, Î

t − dt + rt, rt0

)
.

For completeness, below we specify the probabilities of observing a par-

ticular outcome of the convoluted demand and return distributions, when

starting from state x̂t ∈ Ŝ. The most difficult aspect here is that demand is

limited by the on-hand stock, and that returns are limited by the demand.

P
(

min{Dt
0, Î

t
0} = dt0, . . . ,min{Dt

n, Î
t
n} = dtn, R

t
11 = rt11,

. . . , Rtnn = rtnn, R
t
00 = rt00, R

t
01 = rt01, . . . , R

t
0n = rt0n

)
= P (Rt00 = rt00, R

t
01 = rt01, . . . , R

t
0n = rt0n)×

n∏
i=1

P (Rtii = rtii)

×
n∏
i=0

(
I{di=Îti}P (Dt

i ≥ Îti ) + I{di<Îti}P (Dt
i = di)

)
.

Since each sold product has a fixed probability of returning, the returns

of the offline store i, Rtii, are Binomial(dti, pii) distributed, i = 1, . . . , n. The

returns of the online store, Rt00, R
t
01, . . . R

t
0n, are Multinomial(dt0, p00, p01,
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. . . , p0n) distributed. Calculating the convolution of these 3n + 2 random

variables is challenging when n increases, limiting the size of possible in-

stances that we can solve.

As terminal cost, we set

V T+1(xT+1) = s xT+1 · 1

as the penalty cost for unsold inventory, where 1 is a (2n+1) vector of ones.

Then we can iteratively solve

V t(xt) = min
a∈A(xt)

{hxt · 1 + c · a+ E[V t+1(xt+1)]}

for all xt ∈ S by backward programming to obtain optimal costs for the

MDP.

The MDP has to be adjusted for the model extension with lateral trans-

shipment. In that case an action aij , i = 1, . . . , n, j = 0, . . . , n, denotes the

number of cross-channel returns transshipped from store i to store j. The

set of admissible actions in xt ∈ S then becomes

A(xt) = {a :
n∑
j=0

aij = Rti for i = 1, . . . , n},

with action cost
n∑
i=1

n∑
j=0

cijaij . The post-action state x̂t follows from straight-

forward accounting.

In addition, the MDP can be adjusted for situations with non-zero trans-

shipment lead times. Suppose Lij is the transshipment lead time from node

i to j. For each store i we can introduce a pipeline in the state variable

tracking the aggregate number of transshipments arriving at that store τ

periods from now, τ = 1, . . . ,maxj{Lji}. Solving this extension is challeng-

ing because the state space size increases quickly in the lead times and the

number of stores.
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5.4. Transshipment heuristic

Since the MDP from §5.3 is difficult to solve for realistic instances with more

than three stores, we propose a heuristic that applies to instances of any size.

The idea for this heuristic is as follows. At the start of a period t, we observe

the cross-channel returns at the offline stores. From now on we drop time

indices to reduce notational clutter and include them as function arguments

where needed. We define Ci(Ii+1, I0, t) to be the expected cost of adding a

product to the on-hand stock at offline store i for the remainder of the sales

season, including possible penalty costs for being unsold. We then select

store i with unassigned cross-channel returns that has the lowest value of

Ci(Ii + 1, I0, t). Subsequently, we assign a cross-channel return from this

store i to the store j that minimizes the direct shipment costs plus expected

future costs. Hence, if i 6= j the cross-channel return is transshipped from

store i to store j. The heuristic is summarized formally in Heuristic 3.

Algorithm 3 Transshipment Heuristic

while {i|Ri > 0} 6= ∅ do
i := min{k|Rk>0} Ck(Ik + 1, I0, t)
j := mink∈{0,i} Ck(Ik + 1, I0, t) + cik
Ij := Ij + 1
Ri := Ri − 1

end while

When transshipment in the offline channel is allowed, any store can be se-

lected to transship the return to and we substitute j := mink∈{0,1,...,n} Ck(Ik+

1, I0, t) + cik. The heuristic does not preclude positive lead times between

stores. In this case, one can use the long-run costs starting from the moment

of delivery of the product at location j, instead of t.

The remainder of this section deals with estimating Ci(Ii, I0, t) and

C0(I0, I, t). For each cross-channel return assigned to the offline or on-

line store, the expected costs need to include all costs until the end of the

sales season, including possible penalties for unsold stock. Since returned

products may return again in a future period, we account for this in the

expected costs. We split the expected cost into two parts: the costs until

the product is sold, and the costs if the product returns again. Since the
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costs if the product returns again include these same two parts, we will use a

recursion to obtain the expected costs. In order to simplify the calculation,

we assume that no further transshipments take place in the future.

5.4.1 Determing the expected costs

The expected costs Ci(Ii, I0, t) at time t for keeping the Ii’th product at

offline store i, i = 1, . . . , n for the remaining sales season depend on its

own stock level and that of the online store. As stated before, we split the

expected costs during the T − t remaining periods into the expected costs

until being sold for the first time, Cdi (Ii, t), and the expected costs after

being sold for the first time, Cri (Ii, I0, t). Hence,

Ci(Ii, I0, t) = Cdi (Ii, t) + Cri (Ii, I0, t).

The costs Cdi (Ii, t) consists of expected holding and penalty costs, which

depend on the number of periods a product is at a store. Therefore, let

Wi(Ii) be the stochastic variable indicating the time until product Ii is sold

at store i, that is

Wi(Ii, t) = min{τ : τ ≤ T − t :
t+τ∑
u=t+1

Du
i ≥ Ii}.

If the minimum does not exist, we define Wi(Ii, t) = T − t + 1, which

corresponds to the event that the product is not sold at all during the sales

season. Note that Wi(Ii, t) is a stopping time.

Let D
(τ)
i (t) =

∑t+τ
u=tD

u
i denote the convolution of demand at store i

during τ time periods. The distribution of D
(τ)
i is easily obtainable for a

number of common distributions, including Normal and Poisson. For other

distributions it can be determined numerically. From this convolution we

can obtain the distribution of Wi(Ii, t) as

P (Wi(Ii, t) = τ) =


1− P (D

(1)
i < Ii) if τ = 1,

P (D
(τ−1)
i < Ii)− P (D

(τ)
i < Ii) if 1 < τ ≤ T − t,

P (D
(τ)
i < Ii) if τ = T − t+ 1.
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The expected costs until being sold for the first time (or not at all) are

then

Cdi (Ii, t) = hE{Wi(Ii, t)}+ (s− h)P (Wi(Ii, t) = T − t+ 1). (5.1)

The first part gives the expected holding costs, the second part the penalty

costs. The penalty costs include the term s−h because we need to subtract

the extra holding cost we counted in case Wi(Ii, t) = T − t+ 1.

The costs Cri (Ii, I0, t) after a return depend on the period in which the

product is returned and the stock level at that time. Conditioning on the

period in which the product is returned yields the recursive relation

Cri (Ii, I0, t) =
T−t∑
τ=1

P (Wi(Ii, t) = τ)piiE{Ci(Ii −
t+τ∑
u=t

(dui − ruii − ru0i),

I0 −
t+τ∑
u=t

(du0 − ru00), t+ τ)}.
(5.2)

Due to the dependence between the demand and return processes it is com-

plex to obtain the expectation in (5.2) exactly.

We will approximate the expectation in (5.2) by replacing some quan-

tities with simpler distributions or their expectations. For approximating∑t+τ
u=t d

u
i and

∑t+τ
u=t r

u
ii the following observation is important. Given that

product Ii is sold, the other Ii − 1 products at the offline store must also

have been sold. Therefore, we replace
∑t+τ
u=t d

u
i by Ii. Since we condition

on the event that product Ii returns, the remaining
∑t+τ
u=t r

u
ii − 1 returns

correspond to the returns of the other Ii−1 products. Hence, this follows a

Binomial(Ii−1, pii) distribution. We approximate
∑t+τ
u=t d

u
0 by its expected

demand min{I0,
T∑
u=t

λu0}. As estimates for
∑t+τ
u=t r

u
0i and

∑t+τ
u=t r

u
00 we multi-

ply this expected demand by the return probabilities p0i and p00 and round

them to the nearest integer. Using this approximation it is possible to

recursively determine Ci(Ii, I0, t) for each online store i.

The costs for products at the online store require a more involved com-

putation, as products bought from this store can return at any online or

offline store. The idea is to separately calculate expected costs for a return
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at each store. Define Cr0i(Ii, I0, t) as the part of the expected future costs

of the I0’th product at the online store that can be attributed to returning

at store i. Furthermore, define C00(I0, t) as the expected costs incurred at

the online store of the I0’th product. Then we compute C0(I0, I, t) as

C0(I0, I, t) = C00(I0, t) +
n∑
i=1

Cr0i(Ii, I0, t). (5.3)

C00(I0, t) can be computed analogously to the expected long run costs at

the offline stores in (5.1) and (5.2).

Now we distinguish between two scenarios for the I0’th product returning

at offline store i in the future:

1. It returns τ periods from now to offline store i with probability p0i

and incurs costs there.

2. It returns τ periods from now to the online store with probability p00

and later returns to store i when it is sold again.

Note that in the second scenario, a product can return more than once to

the online store before being returned at store i. In the first scenario the

expected future costs are Ci(·, ·, τ) as given by (5.2). In the second scenario,

the expected future costs are again Cr0i(·, ·, τ). Therefore, we can now write

a similar recursion as above. For i, i = 1, . . . , n we have

Cr0i(I0, Ii, t) =
T−t∑
τ=1

P (W0(I0) = τ)

{
p0iE{Ci(Ii +

t+τ∑
u=t

ruii + ru0i − dui ,

I0 +
t+τ∑
u=t

ru00 − du0 , t+ τ)}

+ p00E{Cr0i(Ii +
t+τ∑
u=t

ruii + ru0i − dui , I0 +
t+τ∑
u=t

ru00 − du0 , t+ τ)}
}
.

The first part of this equation is the costs for returning immediately

to store i, whereas the second part is the expected cost of returning to

store i after returning to store 0 at time t + τ first. The latter includes

multiple possible returns due to the recursive nature of the equation. The

approximation of the stochastic variables in this equation is similar to the
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one for the stores of the offline channel. We approximate
∑t+τ
u=t r

u
ii+ru0i−dui

as 1+p0i(I0−1)−(1−pii)λi and −1+I0 +
∑t+τ
u=t r

u
00−du0 by a Binomial(I0−

1, p00) distributed variable. Finally, we compute C0(I0, I, t) as in (5.3). All

of the functions that we derived can be precomputed to save computation

time. Note that this computation is efficient only if we decompose the cost

function into separate cost functions for each store as we did.

5.5. Experiments

To test the performance of the heuristic proposed in the previous section, we

solve a number of instances to optimality with the MDP from Section 5.3.

We compare these optimal solutions to the solutions found by our heuristic,

as well as two static policies. We refer to the policy of transshipping all

cross-channel returned products to the online store as the Ship All policy,

whereas we refer to the policy of keeping all cross-channel returned products

at the offline store as the Ship None policy.

We have a common experimental design for n = 1 and n = 2 offline

stores. The objective values of the heuristics are the mean of the simulation

of 100, 000 sales seasons per instance, using common random numbers. The

results are shown in Tables 5.1-5.3. The number of periods T are 10 and

the penalty s for unsold stock is 50. Holding costs are equal at all stores

and set to 1 per unit per period. The transshipment costs c are either low

(5) or high (15). The demand rate of the offline stores is kept constant at

1, whereas the online store faces a demand rate of either 1 or 4. The self-

return rate pii for offline store i, i = 1, 2 is 0.1. The online store has a total

return rate of 0.4 of which either 50% or 100% returns cross-channel to an

offline store; for n = 2 the cross-channel returns are evenly divided over the

offline stores. The cross-channel return rates are in accordance with a recent

survey in the USA, in which 60% of surveyed consumers indicated to prefer

returning a product bought online to an offline store when given the choice

(UPS, 2016). Furthermore, a cross-channel return rate of 100% shows the

performance of our heuristic most clearly, as the number of transhipment

decisions in a sales season is at its maximum.

Optimal initial stock levels depend on the transshipment policy used.
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For example, when using the Ship None policy it is better to keep less

stock in the online channel compared to the Ship All policy. Furthermore,

forecasting of demand for fashion products before the sales season is complex

and may lead to substantial forecast errors (Au et al., 2008). Therefore, we

consider two different types of initial stock levels: one with relatively more

offline stock and one with more online stock. Additionally, we consider

total initial inventory equal to either 90% or 130% of total expected sales

during the sales season, representing different types of forecast errors. This

results in four different configurations of initial stock. See 5.A for the exact

procedure used.

Table 5.1: Results for instances with 1 offline store. Optimal objective value
and relative difference from optimal by heuristics.

c λ0 λ1 p00 p01 S0 S1 Optimal Heuristic (%) Ship None (%) Ship All (%)

1 5 1 1 0.2 0.2 7 6 137.77 0.14 2.50 22.94
2 5 1 1 0.2 0.2 5 8 134.25 0.11 9.93 4.93
3 5 1 1 0.2 0.2 10 10 416.14 0.14 0.97 4.82
4 5 1 1 0.2 0.2 8 12 418.82 0.10 3.54 1.18
5 5 4 1 0.2 0.2 24 6 264.60 0.46 30.35 18.66
6 5 4 1 0.2 0.2 22 8 277.83 0.27 44.92 5.75
7 5 4 1 0.2 0.2 34 9 814.27 0.20 3.54 8.49
8 5 4 1 0.2 0.2 31 12 827.07 0.12 7.85 2.33
9 5 1 1 0 0.4 7 6 131.27 0.44 8.95 35.38

10 5 1 1 0 0.4 5 8 137.93 0.25 20.39 7.24
11 5 1 1 0 0.4 10 10 415.73 0.13 3.82 7.07
12 5 1 1 0 0.4 8 12 424.99 0.08 8.82 1.74
13 5 4 1 0 0.4 24 6 291.21 1.29 72.72 19.54
14 5 4 1 0 0.4 22 8 307.10 0.83 83.77 6.36
15 5 4 1 0 0.4 34 9 841.79 0.08 16.56 9.21
16 5 4 1 0 0.4 31 12 858.76 0.06 23.79 2.73
17 15 1 1 0.2 0.2 7 6 140.04 0.11 0.83 32.84
18 15 1 1 0.2 0.2 5 8 142.07 0.16 3.87 9.08
19 15 1 1 0.2 0.2 10 10 418.78 0.15 0.34 8.42
20 15 1 1 0.2 0.2 8 12 427.48 0.45 1.44 3.17
21 15 4 1 0.2 0.2 24 6 300.49 0.13 14.78 27.18
22 15 4 1 0.2 0.2 22 8 328.24 0.12 22.67 9.49
23 15 4 1 0.2 0.2 34 9 830.35 0.36 1.54 15.04
24 15 4 1 0.2 0.2 31 12 860.94 0.76 3.61 6.63
25 15 1 1 0 0.4 7 6 139.33 0.41 2.64 51.45
26 15 1 1 0 0.4 5 8 155.57 0.37 6.74 13.21
27 15 1 1 0 0.4 10 10 425.84 0.50 1.36 12.90
28 15 1 1 0 0.4 8 12 446.67 0.67 3.54 4.55
29 15 4 1 0 0.4 24 6 386.89 0.94 30.01 25.25
30 15 4 1 0 0.4 22 8 418.02 0.81 35.01 9.54
31 15 4 1 0 0.4 34 9 911.65 0.20 7.63 16.62
32 15 4 1 0 0.4 31 12 955.80 0.21 11.22 7.30
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Table 5.2: Results for instances with 2 offline stores, without transshipments
in the offline channel. Optimal objective value and relative difference from
optimal by heuristics.

Opt. Heur. Ship None Ship All
c λ0 λ1, λ2 p00 p01 p02 S0 S1 S2 (%) (%) (%)

1 5 1 1, 1 0.2 0.1 0.1 7 7 7 215.23 0.15 2.18 12.41
2 5 1 1, 1 0.2 0.1 0.1 5 8 8 212.65 0.12 5.81 3.47
3 5 1 1, 1 0.2 0.1 0.1 10 11 11 659.71 0.14 0.65 2.36
4 5 1 1, 1 0.2 0.1 0.1 8 12 12 662.48 0.06 2.15 0.81
5 5 4 1, 1 0.2 0.1 0.1 25 7 6 336.92 0.86 17.13 20.43
6 5 4 1, 1 0.2 0.1 0.1 22 8 8 351.40 0.44 28.58 6.26
7 5 4 1, 1 0.2 0.1 0.1 37 9 9 1061.02 0.20 1.04 10.42
8 5 4 1, 1 0.2 0.1 0.1 31 12 12 1065.72 0.25 5.83 2.39
9 5 1 1, 1 0 0.2 0.2 7 7 7 208.80 0.44 6.65 19.87

10 5 1 1, 1 0 0.2 0.2 5 8 8 215.11 0.20 11.75 5.56
11 5 1 1, 1 0 0.2 0.2 10 11 11 659.39 0.15 2.46 3.76
12 5 1 1, 1 0 0.2 0.2 8 12 12 667.69 0.08 5.37 1.32
13 5 4 1, 1 0 0.2 0.2 25 7 6 353.51 1.53 45.68 24.57
14 5 4 1, 1 0 0.2 0.2 22 8 8 376.55 1.04 55.99 7.87
15 5 4 1, 1 0 0.2 0.2 37 9 9 1066.15 0.16 7.89 13.26
16 5 4 1, 1 0 0.2 0.2 31 12 12 1094.82 0.13 18.26 2.94
17 15 1 1, 1 0.2 0.1 0.1 7 7 7 218.20 0.10 0.79 18.53
18 15 1 1, 1 0.2 0.1 0.1 5 8 8 219.96 0.12 2.30 6.45
19 15 1 1, 1 0.2 0.1 0.1 10 11 11 662.61 0.11 0.21 4.61
20 15 1 1, 1 0.2 0.1 0.1 8 12 12 670.87 0.28 0.87 2.13
21 15 4 1, 1 0.2 0.1 0.1 25 7 6 365.25 0.38 8.04 30.05
22 15 4 1, 1 0.2 0.1 0.1 22 8 8 396.31 0.30 14.01 10.78
23 15 4 1, 1 0.2 0.1 0.1 37 9 9 1067.39 0.17 0.43 16.50
24 15 4 1, 1 0.2 0.1 0.1 31 12 12 1097.96 0.72 2.72 5.92
25 15 1 1, 1 0 0.2 0.2 7 7 7 217.83 0.31 2.23 30.20
26 15 1 1, 1 0 0.2 0.2 5 8 8 230.98 0.26 4.08 10.53
27 15 1 1, 1 0 0.2 0.2 10 11 11 669.78 0.35 0.87 7.48
28 15 1 1, 1 0 0.2 0.2 8 12 12 688.58 0.47 2.17 3.27
29 15 4 1, 1 0 0.2 0.2 25 7 6 433.87 1.08 18.70 33.40
30 15 4 1, 1 0 0.2 0.2 22 8 8 476.78 1.06 23.20 12.73
31 15 4 1, 1 0 0.2 0.2 37 9 9 1110.46 0.14 3.58 21.71
32 15 4 1, 1 0 0.2 0.2 31 12 12 1189.90 0.15 8.81 6.77
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Table 5.3: Results for instances with 2 offline stores, with transshipments
in the offline channel. Optimal objective value and relative difference from
optimal by heuristics.

Opt. Heur. Ship None Ship All
c λ0 λ1, λ2 p00 p01 p02 S0 S1 S2 (%) (%) (%)

1 5 1 1, 1 0.2 0.1 0.1 7 7 7 210.90 0.07 4.41 14.65
2 5 1 1, 1 0.2 0.1 0.1 5 8 8 210.88 0.15 6.63 4.33
3 5 1 1, 1 0.2 0.1 0.1 10 11 11 656.58 0.10 1.22 2.89
4 5 1 1, 1 0.2 0.1 0.1 8 12 12 661.08 0.08 2.39 1.02
5 5 4 1, 1 0.2 0.1 0.1 25 7 6 330.68 0.59 19.27 22.63
6 5 4 1, 1 0.2 0.1 0.1 22 8 8 348.83 0.34 29.45 6.98
7 5 4 1, 1 0.2 0.1 0.1 37 9 9 1052.21 0.27 1.79 11.36
8 5 4 1, 1 0.2 0.1 0.1 31 12 12 1063.98 0.16 5.99 2.58
9 5 1 1, 1 0 0.2 0.2 7 7 7 203.45 0.40 9.46 23.06

10 5 1 1, 1 0 0.2 0.2 5 8 8 212.98 0.22 12.90 6.65
11 5 1 1, 1 0 0.2 0.2 10 11 11 655.79 0.16 3.10 4.40
12 5 1 1, 1 0 0.2 0.2 8 12 12 666.01 0.14 5.67 1.64
13 5 4 1, 1 0 0.2 0.2 25 7 6 350.16 1.42 46.94 25.73
14 5 4 1, 1 0 0.2 0.2 22 8 8 374.95 0.87 56.70 8.22
15 5 4 1, 1 0 0.2 0.2 37 9 9 1062.95 0.53 8.15 13.59
16 5 4 1, 1 0 0.2 0.2 31 12 12 1093.87 0.23 18.35 2.97
17 15 1 1, 1 0.2 0.1 0.1 7 7 7 216.05 0.10 1.75 19.69
18 15 1 1, 1 0.2 0.1 0.1 5 8 8 218.87 0.02 2.87 6.99
19 15 1 1, 1 0.2 0.1 0.1 10 11 11 661.15 0.14 0.51 4.88
20 15 1 1, 1 0.2 0.1 0.1 8 12 12 670.18 0.31 0.99 2.29
21 15 4 1, 1 0.2 0.1 0.1 25 7 6 362.02 0.28 8.98 31.18
22 15 4 1, 1 0.2 0.1 0.1 22 8 8 395.01 0.15 14.38 11.11
23 15 4 1, 1 0.2 0.1 0.1 37 9 9 1063.31 0.34 0.80 16.92
24 15 4 1, 1 0.2 0.1 0.1 31 12 12 1097.34 0.71 2.76 5.94
25 15 1 1, 1 0 0.2 0.2 7 7 7 215.03 0.25 3.56 31.95
26 15 1 1, 1 0 0.2 0.2 5 8 8 229.75 0.24 4.78 11.09
27 15 1 1, 1 0 0.2 0.2 10 11 11 668.13 0.43 1.18 7.74
28 15 1 1, 1 0 0.2 0.2 8 12 12 687.82 0.51 2.28 3.43
29 15 4 1, 1 0 0.2 0.2 25 7 6 432.47 1.01 19.03 33.76
30 15 4 1, 1 0 0.2 0.2 22 8 8 476.08 0.73 23.31 12.85
31 15 4 1, 1 0 0.2 0.2 37 9 9 1109.17 0.55 3.67 21.85
32 15 4 1, 1 0 0.2 0.2 31 12 12 1189.66 0.19 8.81 6.77
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5.5.1 Performance of the heuristic

In Table 5.1 we see that our heuristic has a maximum deviation of 1.29%

from the optimal costs, with all other instances below 1% when we consider

only one offline store. For two offline stores the results are similar as can

be seen in Table 5.2. The maximum deviation is 1.53%, with all other

instances being below 1.1%. The results for two stores and transshipments

in the offline channel are shown in Table 5.3. Here, the maximum deviation

is slightly lower at 1.42%, but overall the heuristic’s performance is similar

to the case without transshipments in the offline channel. In all instances

our heuristic beats the static Ship All and Ship None policies.

In general, the deviations from the optimal solution for the heuristic

increase in the cross-channel return rate. This seems logical, as with higher

cross-channel return rates, the decision whether to transship cross-channel

returns has a higher impact on total costs, inflating the effect of suboptimal

decisions. Interestingly, the transshipment cost does not appear to have a

large influence on the performance of the heuristic. Hence, the heuristic

seems to take these costs into account in an effective way.

The relative difference with the optimal solution of both static policies

increases when the demand rate of the online channel increases. Which of

the static policies is best depends on the other parameter settings. Clearly,

a higher transshipment cost means the cost increases of the Ship All policy.

By comparing instances which have the same cost and demand parame-

ters but different initial inventories, we see that the initial inventory is the

most significant factor for determining the performance of the static poli-

cies. When there is relatively more stock in the online channel, Ship None

typically performs best. In this case, the extra inventory at the online store

generates cross-channel returns that can replenish the inventory at the of-

fline stores. With relatively more stock in the offline channel, Ship All is

better because this gives an option to replenish the online channel. Under

the optimal policy, the costs for different initial inventories are typically

close to each other, indicating that a dynamic transshipment policy has the

flexibility to cost-efficiently deal with small imbalances in initial inventories,

whereas static policies generally perform poorly with small imbalances.
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5.5.2 Transshipment frequency over time

Since our heuristic is dynamic, rather than static, the number of trans-

shipped products varies between periods. Figures 5.1 and 5.2 show the

fraction of cross-channel returns transshipped in each period of the sales

season for a number of instances from Table 5.1. The fractions are the aver-

age of 100,000 simulation runs per instance. Figure 5.1 shows instances with

relatively more offline stock. We see that the transshipment frequency de-

clines over time. On the other hand, Figure 5.2 illustrates the same instances

with relatively more online stock. The fraction of transshipped items is al-

most always lower than in comparable instances in Figure 5.1. The trend

is different: transshipment frequencies are low at first and slightly increase

before decreasing again at a later stage. The interpretation is that cross-

channel returns are first used to replenish some inventory at the offline store;

later the decisions become similar to Figure 5.1. In both Figures we can

observe that instances with higher shipment cost have lower transshipment

frequencies in all time periods. The same holds for the cross-channel return

rate; an increase leads to a higher transshipment frequency.
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Figure 5.1: Fraction of cross-channel returns transshipped to the online
channel each period for instance 4, 12, 20, and 28 with 1 offline store.
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Figure 5.2: Fraction of cross-channel returns transshipped to the online
channel each period for instance 3, 11, 19, and 27 with 1 offline store.

5.6. Conclusion and discussion

We study dynamic policies for transshipment of products that are returned

cross-channel from online to offline stores. At the end of each period in

a finite sales season, cross-channel returned products can be transshipped

back to the online store or kept on-hand at the offline store. We derive op-

timal transshipment policies using Markov decision processes and propose

a heuristic with a maximum deviation of 1.59% from the optimal costs in

experiments. In all instances our heuristic outperforms static policies used

in practice, showing that dynamic transshipment policies are more effective

than static policies in dealing with imbalances in the initial stock. Dy-

namic transshipment of cross-channel returns seems to provide possibilities

for more effective demand fulfillment for companies with online and offline

channels.

Our research indicates a number of interesting avenues for further re-

search. We use a transshipment cost that is linear in the number of items

transshipped. It would be interesting to see what transshipment policies are

effective in different situations; for example, when a fixed order cost is used.

Fixed order costs limit the number of periods in which transshipment is ben-

eficial by incentivising shipment of many returns at the same time. In this

case, policies should probably provide a threshold for the minimum number

of returns that are transshipped, if any are transshipped at all. Another
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interesting addition would be the inclusion of emergency transshipments,

which would enable fulfillment of demand encountering a stock-out if the

other channel still has stock available at a premium. It is unclear how this

would affect the lateral transshipment policy.
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Appendices

5.A. Initial stock levels

For setting initial stock levels, we used the following procedure. In case of

relatively more offline stock, we use

Ioff
i = γλi(1−

n∑
j=0

pij)

and round to the nearest integer. The scaling factor γ takes on values 0.9 or

1.3. The total stock resulting from this scaling is roughly 90% and 130% of

the expected demand during the sales season. The above assumes that all

returns are regular returns and leads to relatively much stock at the offline

stores. For the case with with relative more online stock, we redivide the

K =
∑n
i=0 I

off
i items according to the demand rates λi. We set

Ion
i =

λi∑n
j=0 λj

K,

and round to the nearest integer. If the total sum does not add up to K, we

subtract/add an item from stock levels which have been rounded up/down

most.
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Chapter 6

Summary and conclusions

The past decade, the share of products bought online has been rising, and

it is projected to rise even further. The process of supplying products

bought online to customers is called order fulfillment. Order fulfillment

is an important and costly aspect of running an online business. Therefore,

streamlining order fulfillment processes has been a focus of many online

retailers, which are companies that sell products to consumers online. In

this thesis, we have considered the order fulfillment process from both a

warehouse management and an inventory control perspective.

6.1. Summary warehouse management

The efficiency of warehouses in order fulfillment processes is mainly deter-

mined by the order-picking process. Order picking is the process of re-

trieving a set of products from storage in response to customer requests. A

number of operational decisions impact the performance of the order-picking

process, measured as the expected time to retrieve an order, including order-

picker routing and product storage assignment.

The routing of order pickers is central to many operational decisions in

order-picking systems, as the length of order-picking tours are an important

factor in determining the time to pick per order. The route an order picker

travels to pick an order is called the order-picking tour. Many heuristics
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exist to find good order-picking tours, while the optimal order-picking tour

can be found using a dynamic program. In the Storage Location Assignment

Problem (SLAP), an assignment of products to storage locations is deter-

mined such that the expected length of the order-picking tour is minimized.

Therefore, the performance of a given assignment is influenced heavily by

the routing method employed.

In Chapter 2, we have considered the SLAP for a single-block warehouse.

Formulas for the expected length of the order-picking tour have been derived

for any storage assignment for the return, S-shape, largest-gap and midpoint

routing heuristics. The formulas were used to derive a number of properties

of the optimal storage assignment. For example, we have proven that the

optimal storage assignment under return routing sorts products in each aisle

such that the most frequently demanded products are closest to the front

cross-aisle. Using the optimality properties and the formula for the expected

length of the order-picking tour, a dynamic program was constructed that

finds optimal class-based storage assignments for return routing, and very

good storage assignments for the other routing heuristics. In experiments,

we have found shapes of storage assignments that are different from those

previously found in literature.

In Chapter 3, we have developed a method to determine the expected

length of the optimal order-picking tour. We revisited the dynamic program

(DP) proposed by Ratliff & Rosenthal (1983) and developed a DP with a

single stage corresponding to each aisle, instead of the original two. Based

on the DP, we have constructed a decomposition of the length of the optimal

order-picking tour into a sum of lengths per aisle. The decomposition served

as the basis of a stochastic DP that determines the expectation of these

lengths for each aisle, which could be used to determine the expected length

of the optimal order-picking tour. Furthermore, we have shown that the

state space of the stochastic DP is bounded, which implies the stochastic

DP can determine the expected length of the optimal order-picking tour in

polynomial time. In numerical experiments we have shown the stochastic

DP can compute the expected length of the optimal order-picking tour for

instances of realistic size. Previous methods to approximate the expected

length of the order-picking tour are shown to have deviations from the actual
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expectation of up to 19%.

6.2. Summary inventory control

Inventory control in online retail aims to balance product availability against

the cost of keeping and moving inventory and the cost of surplus inventory.

Inventory control in online retail is complicated by lost customer demands

in case of stockouts, and product returns that raise inventory levels at lo-

cations they are returned at. Pooling inventory can be a useful tool in

achieving higher product availability against the same cost. Many different

ways of pooling inventory exist, including lateral transshipments and keep-

ing inventory for multiple locations facing customer demand in a central

warehouse.

In Chapter 4, we have studied inventory pooling in a supply chain net-

work consisting of a single warehouse and multiple retailers (or stores) under

periodic review and deterministic lead times where excess demand at the

retailers is lost. The retailers face external stochastic customer demand

and are replenished by the warehouse. The warehouse is replenished by an

external source with infinite supply. The objective was to find replenish-

ment quantities for each location in the network, such that the long-run

average cost per period was minimized, where the total cost consisted of

unit holding and penalty cost. We have formulated a Markov Decision

Process to find optimal replenishment policies for all locations in the net-

work. Additionally, we have studied the class of echelon base-stock policies

for the network. The Markov Decision Process was adapted to evaluate

echelon base-stock policies and has been used to find the best base-stock

policies for a number of instances. However, setting the base-stock levels

with such an approach is computationally expensive. Furthermore, using

the base-stock policy resulting from an equivalent inventory system with

backordered demand (i.e., ignoring the lost-sales characteristic) resulted in

an average increase of the average total cost by 4.5 to 8.5% compared to the

best base-stock policy. Therefore, we have constructed an approximation

procedure for the long-run average costs for a given echelon base-stock pol-

icy. Then, echelon base-stock policies were found using the approximation
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procedure. In numerical experiments, the policies found were shown to be

typically within 1% of the best base-stock policy.

In Chapter 5, we studied policies to determine transshipments of cross-

channel returned products, i.e. products that are bought online and re-

turned to an offline store. We considered a finite periodic sales season. At

the end of each period of the sales season, products are returned with a

certain probability. At that moment, cross-channel returned products may

be transshipped to the online store. A Markov Decision Process (MDP)

was formulated to determine optimal transshipment policies. However, due

to the curse of dimensionality the MDP cannot solve instances with a large

number of stores. Therefore, we introduced a heuristic based on the ex-

pected costs during the sales season. The heuristic compares the expected

costs of keeping a product in the offline store with the costs of shipping it

to and keeping it at the fulfillment center of the online store. Whenever the

expected costs corresponding to the offline store exceed the expected costs

corresponding to the online store, a transshipment takes place. The costs

of the heuristic policy resulting from this approach were shown to have a

maximum deviation of 1.59% from the costs corresponding to the optimal

transshipment policy in experiments. Furthermore, two static heuristic poli-

cies were introduced in which products are either always or never shipped

back to the online store. We have observed that our heuristic transship-

ment policy is more effective than static policies in dealing with imbalances

resulting from cross-channel returned products.

6.3. Discussion and future research

In this thesis we have studied a number of models related to online order

fulfillment. In all these models, stochasticity played an important role.

In Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, uncertain order contents lead to uncertain

order picker routes. Uncertain customer demands are a key ingredient to

many inventory control models; Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 are no exception.

In Chapter 4, the additional stochasticity found in the uncertain mean of

lead time demands was central to the approximation of long-run costs. In

Chapter 5, the dependence of returns on actual observed demand added a
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layer of uncertainty uncommon in inventory control models with returns.

Our approach in the chapters on warehouse management was to formu-

late the length of the order-picking tour as a dynamic program. In Chapter

2, resulting dynamic programs proved to be trivial for all routing heuristics,

with the exception of the largest-gap heuristic. Therefore, the expected

route length could be expressed by closed-form formulas, which in itself

contained a decomposition of the expected route length per aisle. This de-

composition aided the construction of a dynamic program for the storage

location assignment problem, which considered aisles one by one.

In Chapter 3, a reformulation of the original dynamic program to find the

optimal order-picking tour by Ratliff & Rosenthal (1983) provided a num-

ber of opportunities for further analysis. While the length of the optimal

order-picking tour per aisle can be determined, it proved useful to consider

the additional increment from the minimum length partial-tour in any class

in the previous aisle, to the minimum length partial tour in any class and

to the minimum length finished tour in the aisle, respectively. These incre-

ments could be determined numerically in a stochastic dynamic program,

which has a polynomial running time in case distances in the warehouse are

discrete.

In the warehouse management chapters, an important assumption in

making the transition from the deterministic to the stochastic case was the

assumption of independent product demands. In warehouse literature, it

is common to assume product demands are independent. However, there

are two ways of interpreting this assumption. In this thesis, we have mod-

eled the demands as independent Bernouilli trials. An alternative is to fix

the total number of products on an order and use independence sampling

without replacement to determine the products of an order. An interesting

question for future research is how results from the two demand models are

related and if models from the former can be extended to the latter. A

possible approach would be to extend the dynamic programming methods

with an extra state variable representing the total number of products on

the order up to the aisle considered.

Other interesting future research directions involve the SLAP. While we

have obtained optimal storage location assignments for return routing and
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shown that the storage location assignment DP provides near-optimal solu-

tions for S-shape routing in Chapter 2, algorithms for determining optimal

storage assignments for midpoint, largest-gap and optimal routing have not

been determined.

Our approach in the chapters on inventory control has been to formu-

late a Markov Decision Process to determine optimal policies. The curse of

dimensionality implied optimal policies could only be determined for rela-

tively small instances. Therefore, our aim has been to determine heuristic

policies that scale well to larger problem instances. These policies could

then be compared with the optimal policies found by the MDP. In Chapter

4, an approach based on decomposition of costs led to near-optimal heuris-

tic policies. The costs were decomposed in costs per retailer dependent on

warehouse echelon inventory level, which were then combined through the

distribution of this warehouse echelon inventory level. As in similar papers

on the OWMR-system, linear rationing facilitated decomposition. Future

research may investigate how other rationing rules can be used in the ap-

proximation, for example by using appropriate expectations of inventory

positions of the retailers. Furthermore, a model could be studied in which

more than two echelons are considered.

In Chapter 5, the costs were approximated for two different situations,

assuming no future transshipments take place: one in which the product

under consideration was transshipped and one in which it was not. The

heuristic policy then determined transshipments based on the comparison

of the costs of the two different situations. An interesting avenue for fu-

ture research would be how transshipments of multiple products should be

determined in case there is a fixed constant transshipment cost when ship-

ping multiple products. In this case, considering products one by one would

probably not yield good policies, as the decision considers multiple prod-

ucts at once. Furthermore, in our model we assumed the initial inventory

levels to be fixed. Taking future transshipment decisions into account when

determining initial stock levels is an interesting problem.
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Samenvatting en

conclusies

Steeds vaker worden producten online gekocht en naar verwachting zal het

doen van online aankopen de komende jaren verder toenemen. Orderver-

werking is een belangrijk en kostbaar onderdeel van het logistieke proces van

bedrijven die hun goederen online verkopen, de online retailers. Het stroom-

lijnen van het orderverwerkingsproces is daarom voor veel online retailers

een belangrijk aandachtspunt.

In dit proefschrift hebben we gekeken naar dit orderverwerkingsproces,

zowel vanuit het perspectief van magazijnmanagement als vanuit het per-

spectief van voorraadbeheer. Hierna wordt eerst de samenvatting van de

bijdrage die dit proefschrift levert vanuit het perspectief van magazijnma-

nagement gegeven, waarna de samenvatting van de bijdrage die dit proef-

schrift levert vanuit het perspectief van voorraadbeheer aan bod komt. Ten

slotte volgt de discussie en suggesties voor verder onderzoek.

Samenvatting bijdrage magazijnmanagement

De efficiëntie van het orderverwerkingsproces van online retailers wordt met

name bepaald door het orderverzamelingsproces. Bij het verzamelen van

orders worden producten uit voorraadlocaties in een magazijn gehaald. Ver-

schillende aspecten bëınvloeden de prestatie van het orderverzamelingspro-

ces, dat wordt gemeten als de gemiddelde verzameltijd per order. Deze

aspecten zijn onder andere de routebepaling voor orderverzamelaars en de
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voorraadlocaties voor producten.

De routes van orderverzamelaars spelen een belangrijke rol in veel opti-

malisatievraagstukken rond het orderverzamelingsproces, aangezien de lengte

van deze routes een groot aandeel heeft in de tijd die het kost om een or-

der te verzamelen. Verschillende heuristische routeringsmethodes bestaan

om goede routes voor orderverzamelaars te bepalen, terwijl optimale routes

kunnen worden gevonden door middel van dynamisch programmeren. Gege-

ven een routeringsmethode voor orderverzamelaars, worden routes bepaald

door de locatie van de producten die moeten worden verzameld. Het ligt

voor de hand om de voorraadlocaties van producten die vaak moeten worden

verzameld dichtbij elkaar te plaatsen, om zo gemiddeld kortere routes voor

orderverzamelaars te verkrijgen. In het voorraadlocatietoewijzingsprobleem

wordt gezocht naar een toewijzing van producten aan voorraadlocaties, op

zodanige wijze dat de gemiddelde afstand van routes resulterend uit deze

toewijzing zo kort mogelijk is. De prestatie van een gegeven toewijzing

hangt sterk af van de gebruikte routeringsmethode.

In Hoofdstuk 2 hebben we gekeken naar het voorraadlocatietoewijzings-

probleem in een magazijn dat bestaat uit een enkel blok: een aantal gangen

met opslaglocaties verbonden door twee dwarsgangen. Formules voor de ge-

middelde routelengte voor orderverzamelaars zijn bepaald voor elke moge-

lijke toewijzing van producten aan voorraadlocaties voor verschillende rou-

teringsmethodes. Deze formules zijn gebruikt om een aantal eigenschappen

van optimale oplossingen voor het voorraadlocatietoewijzingsprobleem te

bewijzen. De eigenschappen en de formules voor de gemiddelde routelengte

zijn de basis voor een dynamisch programmeringsalgoritme dat de optimale

voorraadlocatietoewijzing bepaalt voor sommige routeringsmethodes, ter-

wijl het zeer goede oplossingen vindt voor andere routeringsmethodes. In

numerieke experimenten vinden we voorraadlocatietoewijzingen met patro-

nen die verschillen van eerder beschreven patronen in de wetenschappelijke

literatuur, wat de toegevoegde waarde van onze construerende aanpak on-

derschrijft.

In Hoofdstuk 3 hebben we een methode beschreven waarmee de ver-

wachte lengte van de optimale orderverzamelingsroute kan worden bepaald.

Het klassieke dynamisch programmeringsalgoritme van Ratliff & Rosenthal
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(1983) is aangepast, waardoor elke gang correspondeert met een enkel sta-

dium van het algoritme in plaats van de oorspronkelijke twee. Gebaseerd op

het algoritme hebben we laten zien dat de totale lengte van de optimale or-

derverzamelingsroute kan worden geschreven als de som van specifieke leng-

tes per gang. Op basis van deze decompositie hebben we een stochastisch

dynamisch programmeringsalgoritme geformuleerd dat de verwachting van

deze lengtes per gang bepaalt en daarmee de totale verwachte lengte van de

orderverzamelingsroute. Daarnaast hebben we laten zien dat de toestands-

ruimte van het stochastisch dynamisch programmeringsprobleem begrensd

is, waardoor het algoritme in polynomiale tijd de verwachte lengte van de

optimale orderverzamelingsroute kan bepalen. In numerieke experimenten

hebben we laten zien dat het algoritme de verwachte lengte van de optimale

orderverzamelingsroute kan bepalen voor instanties van realistische grootte.

Een eerdere benaderingsmethode (Hall, 1993) laat afwijkingen zien tot 19%

van de daadwerkelijke verwachte lengte van de optimale orderverzamelaars-

route die door ons bepaald is.

Samenvatting bijdrage vooraadbeheer

Het voorraadbeheer van online retailers houdt zich bezig met het balance-

ren van de beschikbaarheid van producten en de kosten van het hebben,

verplaatsen en afboeken van voorraad. Het voorraadbeheer van online re-

tailers wordt gecompliceerd door nee-verkopen in het geval van uitverkochte

producten en door geretourneerde producten die voorraadniveaus verhogen.

Het bundelen van voorraden – voorraadpooling – kan nuttig zijn om een ho-

gere beschikbaarheid van producten te realiseren bij gelijkblijvende kosten.

Er bestaan veel verschillende vormen van voorraadpooling, waaronder het

houden van voorraad in een centraal magazijn en het verschepen van voor-

raden tussen verschillende voorraadpunten.

In Hoofdstuk 4 bestuderen we voorraadpooling in een bevoorradingske-

ten met een centraal magazijn en meerdere winkels, waarbij bestellingen

periodiek kunnen worden gedaan en levertijden vast staan. Klantvraag

vindt plaats in de winkels, waarbij vraag waaraan niet kan worden vol-

daan verloren gaat. De voorraden van de winkels worden door het cen-
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trale magazijn aangevuld. De voorraad van het centrale magazijn wordt

aangevuld door een externe leverancier, waarvan wordt aangenomen dat

deze altijd over voldoende voorraad beschikt. De doelstelling is om be-

stelhoeveelheden te bepalen voor elke locatie in de bevoorradingsketen met

minimale kosten op de lange termijn, waarbij de kosten bestaan uit een

component voor het hebben van voorraden en een component voor het

niet kunnen voldoen aan klantvraag. Een Markov-beslissingsproces is ge-

formuleerd om optimale bestelhoeveelheden te bepalen voor alle locaties

in de bevoorradingsketen. Daarnaast zijn echelon basisvoorraadniveau-

bestelstrategieën voor de keten bestudeerd. Een Markov-keten is afgeleid om

de kosten van zulke strategieën te bepalen en de beste basisvoorraadniveau-

bestelstragie voor verschillende instanties te bepalen. Het bepalen van de

beste basisvoorraadniveau-bestelstrategie kost veel rekentijd. Daarnaast

zijn de basisvoorraadniveaus gebaseerd op een equivalente situatie waarbij

niet-voldane klantvraag kan worden nageleverd 4, 5% tot 8, 5% slechter dan

de beste basisvoorraadniveaus. We hebben een benaderingsprocedure ont-

wikkeld voor de kosten van een gegeven basisvoorraadniveau-bestelstrategie.

Op basis van deze benadering hebben we basisvoorraadniveaus bepaald. De

resulterende strategieën weken over het algemeen minder dan 1% af van de

beste basisvoorraadniveau-bestelstrategie in numerieke experimenten.

In Hoofdstuk 5 hebben we gekeken naar strategieën om cross-channel

geretourneerde producten te verschepen. Het gaat hierbij om producten

die online zijn gekocht, maar in een offline winkel zijn geretourneerd. We

hebben gekeken naar een eindig periodiek verkoopseizoen. Aan het einde

van elke periode in dit seizoen worden producten geretourneerd. Op dat

moment kunnen deze producten worden verscheept naar de online winkel.

Een Markov-beslissingsketen is geformuleerd om de optimale verschepings-

beslissing te bepalen. Deze beslissingsketen wordt te groot om numeriek op

te lossen als het aantal winkels toeneemt. Daarom is een heuristiek ont-

wikkeld, op basis van verwachte kosten in de rest van het verkoopseizoen.

Een geretourneerd product wordt verscheept naar de online winkel op het

moment dat de afname in verwachte kosten opweegt tegen de kosten van

het verschepen van het product. De kosten resulterend van de heuristiek

weken in numerieke experimenten maximaal 1, 59% af van de kosten beho-
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rend bij een optimale strategie. Daarnaast is de heuristiek vergeleken met

statische strategieën, waarin geretourneerde producten óf altijd worden ver-

scheept naar de online winkel óf altijd worden gehouden in de winkel waar

ze zijn geretourneerd. Deze statische strategieën bleken minder goed om te

gaan met de onbalans in voorraden die door cross-channel retouren kunnen

worden veroorzaakt.

Discussie en verder onderzoek

In dit proefschrift hebben we een aantal modellen onderzocht die gerela-

teerd zijn aan online orderverwerking. In al deze modellen is onzekerheid

een belangrijke component. In Hoofdstukken 2 en 3 leidde onzekerheid over

de samenstelling van klantbestellingen tot onzekerheid in de routes van

orderverzamelaars. In Hoofdstukken 4 en 5 was onzekere klantvraag een

belangrijke component in de voorraadmodellen, zoals in veel voorraadbe-

heersingsstudies uit de literatuur. In Hoofdstuk 4 stond de onzekere gemid-

delde klantvraag waaraan kan worden voldaan tijdens de levertijd centraal

in de benadering van kosten behorend bij verschillende basisvoorraadniveau-

bestelstrategieën. In Hoofdstuk 5 was het aantal retouren afhankelijk van

de geobserveerde klantvraag, wat leidde tot extra onzekerheid die ongebrui-

kelijk is in voorraadmodellen met retouren.

In de hoofdstukken over magazijnmanagement hebben we de lengte van

de route van de orderverzamelaarroute geformuleerd als een dynamisch pro-

gramma. In Hoofdstuk 2 resulteerde dit in triviale dynamisch programme-

ringsproblemen voor bijna alle routeringsheuristieken, met uitzondering van

de largest gap heuristiek. Hierdoor kon de verwachte lengte worden geschre-

ven in een gesloten vorm, waaruit direct een lengte per gang kon worden

afgeleid. Een dynamisch programmeringsalgoritme om het voorraadlocatie-

bepalingsprobleem op te lossen kon worden geformuleerd door gebruik te

maken van de decompositie van de totale lengte van de orderverzamelings-

route in een lengte per gang. In het dynamisch programmeringsalgoritme

worden producten gang voor gang toegewezen.

In Hoofdstuk 3 gaf een herformulering van het oorspronkelijk dynamisch

programmeringsprobleem van Ratliff & Rosenthal (1983) aanleiding tot een
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aantal mogelijkheden voor verdere analyse. De lengte van de optimale or-

derverzamelaarsroute kan eenvoudig worden opgesplitst door de totale afge-

legde lengte per gang te bepalen. Het is echter waardevol om de lengte per

gang vast te stellen als de lengte die moet worden toegevoegd aan de kortste

deelroute voor alle klassen van het dynamisch programmeringsprobleem be-

horend bij de voorgaande gang om tot de kortste deelroute voor alle klassen

in de huidige gang te komen. De verwachting van deze incrementele lengtes

kunnen numeriek worden bepaald en kunnen worden samengevoegd om te

komen tot de totale verwachte lengte van de optimale orderverzamelaars-

route.

De aanname van onafhankelijke vraag naar producten is een belangrijke

aanname bij het maken van de stap van deterministische naar stochastische

modellen in de magazijnmanagement-hoofdstukken. In de wetenschappe-

lijke literatuur is het gebruikelijk om aan te nemen dat klantvraag onaf-

hankelijk is. Er zijn echter twee manieren om deze aanname te interpre-

teren. In dit proefschrift hebben we vraag gemodelleerd als onafhankelijke

Bernouilli-experimenten. In een alternatieve interpretatie neemt men het

aantal producten op een order als gegeven, waarbij de daadwerkelijk ge-

vraagde producten worden bepaald door onafhankelijke trekkingen zonder

teruglegging. Een interessante vraag voor toekomstig onderzoek is hoe de

resultaten van de twee verschillende vraagmodellen gerelateerd zijn en of

de modellen uit dit proefschrift kunnen worden gebruikt voor het andere

vraagmodel. De dynamisch programmeringsproblemen geformuleerd in dit

proefschrift zouden kunnen worden uitgebreid met een toestandsvariable die

het aantal producten dat tot aan de huidige gang verzameld is weergeeft.

Andere interessante onderzoeksrichtingen betreffen het voorraadlocatie-

toewijzingsprobleem. Terwijl optimale voorraadlocatietoewijzingen zijn be-

paald voor return routering en bijna optimale toewijzingen voor S-shape

routering, zijn er geen algoritmes voor optimale voorraadlocatietoewijzin-

gen voor midpoint, largest-gap en optimale routering.

In de hoofdstukken over voorraadbeheer hebben we steeds een Markov-

beslissingsproces geformuleerd om optimale strategieën te bepalen. Door

de vloek van dimensionaliteit was het slechts mogelijk voor relatief kleine

instanties oplossingen te vinden. Daarom hebben we steeds als doel ge-
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had heuristieken te formuleren die goed opschalen naar grotere probleemin-

stanties. De heuristische strategieën konden vervolgens worden vergeleken

met de optimale strategie voor kleine instanties. In Hoofdstuk 4 leidde

een methode gebaseerd op een decompositie van kosten per retailer tot een

bijna-optimale heuristiek. De kosten per retailer werden gecombineerd tot

totale kosten op basis van de kansverdeling van het totale voorraadniveau

in de bevoorradingsketen tot aan het centrale magazijn. Centraal in deze

combinatie was de aanname van lineaire rantsoenering van tekorten over

de retailers; deze aanname is gebruikelijk in de wetenschappelijke litera-

tuur over divergente bevoorradingsketens. Verder onderzoek kan bekijken

wat de invloed is van andere rantsoeneringsstrategieën. Daarnaast is het

interessant om te kijken naar modellen van bevoorradingsketens met meer

echelons.

In Hoofdstuk 5 zijn kosten benaderd voor twee verschillende situaties:

een waarin het geretourneerde product wordt verscheept en een waarin deze

op de locatie blijft waar het is geretourneerd. Voor beide situaties is aange-

nomen dat er daarna geen verschepingen meer plaatsvinden. De heuristische

strategie bepaalt verschepingen op basis van de geschatte kosten voor beide

situaties. In de praktijk zijn er vaak constante kosten gemoeid met voorraad-

verschepingen, bijvoorbeeld transport- en administratiekosten. Toekomstig

onderzoek kan zich richten op de vraag hoe het verschepingsbeleid in dit

geval vorm zou moeten krijgen. Het beschouwen van de beslissing per pro-

duct is hoogstwaarschijnlijk niet efficiënt, aangezien de kosten in geval van

verscheping niet volledig aan een enkel product kunnen worden toegerekend.

Daarnaast hebben we in ons model bepaalde startvoorraden aangenomen.

Het bepalen van startvoorraden waarbij rekening wordt gehouden met toe-

komstige retouren en hun mogelijke verscheping is een interessant probleem.
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Order fulfillment:  
Warehouse and inventory models 

Consumers are increasingly buying their products 
online. In line with this trend, many online retailers have 
emerged; either operating only online or employing 
brick-and-mortar stores as well. Order fulfillment is the 
process of retailers to supply consumers with products 
ordered. Many challenges arise when considering the 
logistics of online order fulfillment. In particular, the 
cost of warehouse operations in online order fulfillment 
is substantial. Therefore, there is large potential in 
improving the efficiency of warehouse processes. Order 
picking is the most time-intensive part of order fulfillment. 
Designing efficient order-picking processes is essential 
to be competitive online. Additionally, selling products 
both online and offline requires careful management of 
inventories to make sure customer demands for products 
can be met at all locations at all times.  

In this thesis, we study warehouse-management and 
inventory-management models related to online retail. 
We study the length of the routes order pickers travel in 
warehouses for a number of different routing strategies. 
We minimize route lengths by determining storage 
locations for products, based on their turnover rates. 
We derive analytical optimality criteria by formulating 
dynamic programs. These criteria are used in methods 
that determine storage locations for products to 
improve order-picking efficiency. Furthermore, we study 
the impact of both lost sales and product returns on 
inventory processes of online retailers. Optimal policies 
are calculated and serve as a benchmark for near-optimal 
heuristics that can effectively be implemented in practice.
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